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FOREWORD

This report was prepared in the Nuclear Weapons Effects Division,

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, under the sponsorship of

the Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA) as part of NWER Subtask 13.010,

Response of Buried Structures to Ground Shock. The work was accomplished

during the period February 19 64 through May 1965. During this time, Mr.

G. L. Arbuthnot, Jr., was Acting Chief of the Nuclear Weapons Effects Divi-

sion, and Mr. W. J. Flathau was Acting Chief of the Protective Structures

Branch.

This report was prepared by Captain Albert F. Dorris, CE, and is

essentially a thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements

for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Civil Engineering to the Univer-

sity of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

Directors of the Waterways Experiment Station during the period

of this study were Colonel Alex G. Sutton, Jr., CE, and Colonel John R.

Oswalt, Jr., CE. Mr. J. B. Tiffaer was Technical Director.
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SUMMARY

This was so experimental investigation into the response of

small, shallow-buried (in dense, dry sand and stiff clay), aluminum cylin-

ders to static (15-min rise time), rapid (13 msec), and dynamic (0.3 msec)

plane-wave loading up to 500 psi. Ti. cylinders had identical outside

diameters of 3.5 in. and two thicknesses, 0.022 and 0.065 in. Hence, the

cylinder stiffnesses, EIA3 , were 1.7 and 45 (d/t = 159 and 54),

respectively.

In stiff clay, the overpressure required to cause collapse

increased very slowly with increasing depth of burial from zero to the

deepest burial, three-quarters of the diameter. The hydrostatic buckling

equation, Pcr = 3 EI/R3 , was applicable for the cylinders tested.

In the dense id, the overpressure required to cause collapse

increased greatly with increasing depth of burial from zero to one-eighth

of the diameter. Below this depth it was not possible to collapse even

the most flexible cylinders under the available 500-psi pressure. The

hoop compression theory was verified. A ductility factor of about 7 was

found to be conservative for cylinders buried at depths greater than one-

eighth their diameter in the dense sand.

The recorded strains were nonelastic in many cases and it was

shown that large yielding does not necessarily define collapse. Stress

and moment were found to be nonlinear functions of overpressure, whereas

thrust was generally found to be a linear function of overpressure. The

differences between static and rapid loading In the elastic response of

the cylinder were found to be small.
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Diameter changes recorded prior to collapse for the static tests

were small, less than 5 percent of the diameter.

I "1•
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"NOTATION

a Radius of the intrados of the cylinder

A Area of the cross section perpendicular to the ring center line

AR Arching ratio

b Radius of the extrados of the cylinder

C Uniformity coefficient, D6 1D10
U l

d Outside diameter of cylinder

e -e
D Relative density,e Sr e e

Smax emin

!DI Soil grain diameter of 'which 10 percent of the soil weight
is finer

"D6 0  Soil grain diameter of which 60 percent of the soil weight
is finer

e Void ratio, v--V
-? s

e Maximum void ratioS~max

emin Minimum void ratio

eo Initial void ratio

E Modulus of elasticity of the cylinder, Young's modulus

E' Modulus of soil reaction, equal to k R , psi

E Modulus of elasticity of the soil

g Acceleration of gravity

G Specific gravity of the solids

s

h Thickness of the cylinder wall

I Moment of inertia of the cross section of the cylinder vai•
per unit length, in-4/n., 3ý

I
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k Spring constant, load divided by deflection

kI Coefficient of elastic soil reaction, psi per strain

k Coefficient of soil reaction ("subgrade modulus")

k Modulus of passive resistance of the enveloping earth, psi
per inch of deflection, lb/in. 3

kz Radial elastic support

K Coefficient of earth pressure at rest
0

i Cylinder length

M Bending moment at the cylinder crown, constrained soil modulus
c

M Constrained secant modulus of soil
cs

M Bending moment, MY

n Buckling mode number or order; number of half-waves

N Thrust or normal force in the cylinder, lb/in.
y
p Pressure, psi

Pa Vertical pressure on a horizontal plane through the cylinder

crown

Pc Pcr

pfophlpl ýCritical buckling pressure

Pmt

PO Critical buckling pressure in lowest mode for a ring subjected

to hydrostatic pressure.

P Vertical force, lb

P Overpressure on surface of soil, psi
so

Psot Overpressure on surface of soil when cylinder collapsed

q Ratio of average horizontal force (or pressure) to average
vertical force (or pressure) applied to the cylinder

SUnconflned ccopressive strength

Q Vertical shear force in soil between surface and cylinder crown
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Q' Vertical shear force in soil between cylinder crown and spring
line

" Oblique shear force in soil. between cylinder crown and spring
line

r Radius of a cylinder element

R Radius of the cylinder middle surface

Sr Degree of saturation
r

S,SI Relative stiffness

t Time

Tc Period of vibration in the compressive mode

Tf Period of vibration in the first flexural mode

TD Typical descriptor of relative stiffness

V Total volume of soil sample

V Initial volume
0

•TV Volume of soil solids

V Volume of voidsolids

w Radial displacement of the cylinder; water content

.x j,y Cylinder coordintes, spatial cordinates

Z Vertical distance from soil surface to cylinder crown

Y Mit weight of soil, specific weight

7 d4 Dry unit weight

th Horizontal deflection (increase in dimter)

v Vertical deflection (decrease in diameter)

AV Volume chane

a Uhdt strain

SStrain on extradoe of the cylinder

a Strain on intrados of the iylinder

S... - - - ,:- ' '" ' - ... W N-"
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e Circular angle

V Poisson's ratio of the cylinder

v Poisson's ratio of the soils

a Stress

ay Stress in the y or tangential direction

yla ¥1 Lower or first yield stress

a s Upper yield stress (result in 0.2 percent permanent strain)

a 1 Vertical stress

a 3 All-around confining stress

SAngle of internal friction
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RESPONSE OF HORIZONTALLY ORIENED BURIED CYLINDERS

TO STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOAD ING

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The art of designing buried structures to resist nuclear blast

loading is still (1.965) in its infancy. A desirable way of augmenting the

development and evaluation of particular protective structures designs is

to conduct full-scale tests; however, the moratorium on fill-scale surface

tests in effect since 1 November 1958 eliminates this approach in studying

the response of shallow-buried structures to overpressure-induced distur-

bances. Unfortunately, even if full-scale tests had been permitted since

1938, it is doubtful that sufficient data would be available from such

tests alone to formulate economical emd practical designs for most design

situations. Laboratory and analytical studies still would have been needed

to supplement such programs. Because of the limitations imposed by the

m(.ratorium, special emphasis has by necessity been placed on analytical

studies and laboratory tests of small-scale structures for the purpose of

developing usable design methods.

At the moment there is a lack of well-documented experimental

data and field experience with which to compare current thought and

analytical theory. The most advanced design manual, Principles and Prac-

tices for Design of Hardened Structures by Newmark and Haltiwanger (1962,

under revision),* and the current source book of underground phenomena

and effects of nuclear weapons, Nuclear Geoplosics by Stanford Research

* Authors and dates refer to list of references at end of text.
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Institute (1964), point out a multitude of unknowns in the state of the art.

1.2 Problem Under Study

Buried cylindrical or ring configurations are ideal geometries to

resist external loads effectively and are thus well suited to protect

personnel and appurtenances for various facilities such as NIKE and ICBM

hardened sites. They are also favored as entrances and escape routes for

protective structures buried deep in rock. Additionally, almost all com-

munication and utility conduits, existing and planned, are cylindrical in

shape. Currently, these structures are being designed largely on the basis

of engineering hypotheses supplemented by the field experience gained with

buried conduits and tunnel liners subjected to static loading. There is

virtually no experimental validation of the current dynamic design criteria.

Because of the uncertainties, the current design procedures are only stop-

gap measures which await the results of controlled experimental investiga-

tions for confirmation or refutation.

The problems of designing shallow-buried protective s• ructures

for overpressure-induced loading from large-yield weapons differ from those

associated with other underground cylindrical structures in at least two

major ways: (1) The live load is large compared with the dead load, and

the structure imst be designed primarily for the live load; (2) the crite-

ria for failure, togepher with the factor of safety, must lead to the least

expensive structure which couples cost and use to fulfill requirements. A

factor of safety of 4 is common in culvert design as indicated by Armco

Dranage and Metal Products, Inc. (1958, p 70). This factor is suffi-

ciently large to take care of mazy unknowns. However, a factor this large

is economically infeasible for the design of most protective structures.

0. . .. . . • ... .• ••.. :••. .< :
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1.3 Objective of the Study

The objective of this investigation was to study experimentally

the phenomena associated with the failure of horizontally oriented, cir-

ular cylinders buried at various shallow depths in several soil media

and subjected to either static or dynamic overpressures.

1.4 Scope of the Investigation

It would be desirable to study a wide range of cylinder types

by varying such parameters as material properties of the cylinder, cylinder

dimensions, soil media, depths of burial, overpressure characteristics, and

combinations of instrumentation transducers. Experimentally, very little 7

ultimate strength work has been done to study buried cylindrical structures

in the collapse range.

An evaluation of all the parameters and combinations in detail

would be far beyond the scope of any single investigation. The parameters

selected for study are outlined below:

1. In order to examine the extreme range in soil media,

two soils were selected: a dense, dry sand and a highly

plastic clay placed at such a water content that the

consistency ranged from stiff to very stiff as defined

by Terza•,hi and Peck (19W8, p 31).

2. In order to examine the etfrt- of depth of burial,Sfive shallow depths, rangin fl• zero to 2-5/8 in. o

3/4 diameter (d), were investigated.

3. In order to examine overpressure effects, three

pressure-time signatures vere used, raring from a

quasi-static rise time of 10 to 15 sin, to a rapi4

tI



rise time of 13 usec, and up to a dynamic rise time of

0.3 msec.

4. In order to examine a range in structural stiffness,

two circular cylinder geometries (two vall thicknesses

and three nominal yield strengths) were eqployed. The

outside diameter, length, and end conditions were kept

constant.

Since underground cy indrical structures have long been used as

tunnels, culverts, severs, and pipes, a great deal of qualitative knowledge

is available covering all aspects of the soil-structure system, e.g. arch-

ing, longitudinal beam action, live load distribution, ring loading, and

ring response. Fig. 1.1 illustrates some of the concepts of load transfer

from the soil surface to the underground structure.

This test program was planned to investigate ring response, and

the empbasis was not on the associated phenomena such as arching. These

will be discussed only as they contribute to an understanding of the ring

response.

Forty-six cylinders were tested during the investigation. For

each rapid or dyaaic test (plane wave loading), a corresponding static

test was perfoared for comprison. The entire progm is eumarised in

Table 5.1.

The 30 cylinders designated as groups A, BD Aed C Were tested

under static and rapid loading in the blest-loading ftcility at the

University of Illinois. The 16 cylinders in goups D and I was tested

under sttic and dy-w'ue loading at the U. 8. ArM Wsterys Kxperlaent

Station (MS).
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CHAPTER 2. DEVELORM1T OF PRESElI? STA•E OF KNOWLEDGE

2.1 Culvert, PiEe, and Tunnel Contributiun

It is not the writer's purpose to cite all of the potentially

applicable work, but rather to catego4 ,ize the development of current

schools of thought and to sumnarize the more pertinent references describing

the development of design and analysis procedures for buried cylinders.

2.1.1 Talbot, Cain, Marstort

Talbot (1908) tested cast-iron, plain concrete, and reinforced

concrete pipes to failure. He recognized both the beneficial effect of

lateral confinement (p 22) ani the ab.lity otf the concrete rings to retain

their circular configuration umtil final failure occurred when the concrete

crushed (p 65). 1he idealized load distribution which he considered is

chown in Fig. 2.1a. In view of the fact that the load distribution was not

uniform, that the actua.• value of q (the average horizontal pressure

divided by the average vertical pressure) was not determinale, and that

cracking would not be acceptable for permanent Installations, Talbot recom-

mended the use of the formula Nc 0 .2•p R for design, i.e. the amxitn

bending Mont (at the crown), N, with q 0 where pa i. the average

pressure on a horizontal plane throuh the crown, and R the mea radius

of the pipe. Any surplus strength offered by the sid, restraint would be

considered merely an additional margin of safety" (Talbot (1908)),

Braume, Cain, and Janda (1929) explored the possibility that the

horizontal pressure was not distributed all the way to the top of the ring

(Fig. 2.1b). Using the results of pressure cell measuremnts on the owu-

face of relatively flexible rings, they (in Append~ix 11 written by Cain)

, i . ..r. _ . , • . .. .. l I I I_ I



tried to arrive at applicable values of e , the circular angle, and q

Cain also discussed (p 173) the reasons why deflections determined by a

uniform radial load theory would never agree with measured values. This

theory treats the horizontal passive soil resistances as if they were

active soil forces.

Marston (1930) summarized his own work on arching and gave some

guidelines to define the differences between flexible and rigid conduits.

He considered flexible conduits as having cross-sectional shapes that can

be distorted sufficiently to change their vertical or horizontal dimensions

more than 3 percent before causing materially injurious cracks; rigid con-

duits cannot sustain such distortions.

2.1.2 Sfatgler

Spangler (1938) used a friction tape technique to measure the pres-

sure distribution on the outside of flexible metal pipes. He developed a

hypothetical distribution of pressure, Fig. 2.1c, based on the maximum unit

horizontal pressure being equal to the modulus of passive resistance, k ,8

of the fill material multiplied by one-half the horizontal diameter change.

Spangler used e for this, but for distinction within this report the term

k shal be used. He stated that deflection of a flexible culvert is the

phenomenon of primary interest "because failure of flexible pipes occurs

by excessive deflection rather than excessive stress." Spengler's design

forwma (Iowa Fozula) for good bedding, Fig. 2.1c, also shows the relative

Influence of the pipe pa*'mter, E , and the Influence of the passive soil

resistance paratter, 0.0 6 1 k8R ,Where E is the modulus of elasticity

of the pime, I is the smut of inertia of the pipe wall, and R is the

man radius of the cylinder.

I I I II I I I I iiI I I I I Ii 0
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Spangler (19W8) reviewed the state of knowledge of underground

conduits and pointed out the lack of knowledge concerning the modulus of

passive resistance, ks . He also indicated that the load distribution on

a horizontal plane at the level of the cylinder crrown, pa ' is approxi-

mately uniform over the breadth of the pipe. Spangler (1956, pp 1054-9)

discussed the validity of assmning a condition of plane strain or plane

stress for pipeline problems. He concluded that it is not possible to

determine which most nearly applies, and used the somevhat simpler plane

stress assumption which is not dependent upon Poisson's ratio, v , of the

cylinder. Spangler (1960, Chapter 25) further discussed the Iowa Formula •

and tentatively recomnded that for flexible culverts the deflection

should not exceed 5 percent of the diameter. Typical values for the mod-

ulus of passive resistance were mentioned. Spangler indicated that the

modulus of passive resistance is strongly influenced by the size of the

pipe and gave reccinnded values for design.

2.1.3 Watkins

Watkins and Spangler (1958) examined the Iowa Formula fro a

dimensional analysis or similitude point of viev. It was concluded that

the modulus of passive resistance is not a property of the soil alone; and,

further, that the product of the modulus of passive resistance, k. , times

the pipe radius is a constant for a given soil. This quntity, k R , was

termed the modulus of soil reaction, E'

Watkins (19j9) attempted to correlate the modulus of soil reac-

tion to properties that are easily measured. His work Indicated that the

modulus was related to the compression index for a given soil. Watkins

(1960) pointed to buckling of the pipe wall, before an excessive diameter

- -..--



change has occurred, as a potential failure mechanism for burie~d conduit

systems. Watkins (1963) suggested that the hkdrostatic bucklirg equation,

p 3EI (where p0  is the critical buckling pressure in psi), be ap-
Po R3

plied as a conservative estimate of the buckling failure phenomenon. This

and the work of Brockenburgh (1963) influenced the U. S. Steel Corporation

to produce a new corrugation profile for their flexible culverts. Watkins

and Nielson (1964) developed a test apparatus, modpares device, to measure

the modulus of soil reaction. It was found that this quantity is not a

constant, but rather decreases with increasing conduit deflection.

Watkins (1964) again pointed out the importance of the soil in

influencing structural response, and illustrated the possibility of buck-

ling for a very flexible ring carefully embedded in a well-compacted,

granular fill.

2.1.4 Schafer, Barnard, White

Schafer (19W8) stated that an average safe maximum deflection for

conduits is 20 percent of the vertical diameter. Application of a factor

of safety of 4 to the deflection criterion leads to a design deflection of

5 percent. He developed an empirical deflection equation, examined the

Iowa Formula, and concluded that it gave undue ialue to the side-support

factor, k 5 , for large-diameter structures.

Barnard (1957) pointed out that apparent bending stresses in

steel pipe based on elastic theory are not of importance in themselves when

the ductility of the material in the shell permits deformation without

failure. Localized bending stresses which appear to pass the yield point

of the material are not proper criteria for failure.

White and Layer (1960) proposed the ring compression theory,
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Fig. 2.1d, as a rational design tool. They argued that the r 4 ng bending

stiffness need only be sufficient (1) to prevent buckling, (2) to resist

the uneven loads in minimum cover installations, and (3) to permit easy

handling and erection. White (1961) described a 21-ft-diameter corrugated

culvert designed by using the ring compression theory, and indicated that

the primary factor for average corrugated metal conduits is compressive

strength.

2.1.5 Meyerhof

Meyerhof and Baikie (1963) performed tests to failure on quarter

sections of curved steel sheets bearing against dense sand backfill. They

showed that for small values of the subgrade modulus and the flexural ri-

gidity of the plates, the sheets would fail by buckling; but, for larger

values of these parameters the sheets would fail by yielding of the sec-

tion. The ring compression theory was sqpported. Their buckling theory,

discussed in Chapter 3, indil-tes that the hydrostatic theory is overly

conservative. Meyerhof and r.sher (1963) discussed several field experi-

ences and concluded that failures due to excess deflection were a coese-.

quence of unsuitable backfill material or poorly coqacted soil. They

,ired the use of competent backfill so that the ring ccmqres8ion theory

could be applied.

2.1.6 Larg Field Structures

Terzaghi (1943) observed exparimental secticn of the Chicago

mbM tunnels in clay, and concluded that a nearly uniform distribution

of pressure should be assumed. Tertagd (1912, p 207) further sW aeoed

that the bendIng moments would be i nificant even In a fairly thick

shell because the deformatio of the tube autcmatically reduces the mmente,
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Peck and Peck (194 9 ) discus-sed observations made on large-

diameter, flexible steel culverts. They concluded that if the soil is ade-

quately ,ompacted, a moderate deformation will establish a state of nearly

uniform all-arcumd pressure.

Lane (1960) described the observation made of tunnel test sec-

tions at Garrison Dam. in the flexible sections, the ratio of the hori-

zontal to vertical load ranged from 0.8 to 1.1. However, higher bend-

ing mcments were observed in the -flexible ribs than could be explained

by the small differences between the measured horizontal and vertical

thrusts. Thus, the moment was apparently dependent on things other than

the overall loading, such as the construction procedures.

2.2 Prote tive Structures Resea-ch

2.2.1 DRZB c The ry

A number of complex solutions have been generated for mathemat-

ical continun•m models which are tractable within the classical theory of

elasticity. Palmer and Lankford (1963) compared several sol'itions and

reccmnded the approach taken by Yoshihara and others (1963) as being very

pv'omisig. Aibritton and others (1965) reported the results of an exper-

mental pilot study of a stiff, buried cylinder and au extensive analysis

of the mathematical ad phyi-cal limitatimz of the currently available

continuua theories.

1ov (I964) reviewed varloua dynamic anlzysos and concluded thit

"under the asswmpticn of earth media betne elastic, hoemecus and iso-

trupic, the dynimic-stress concentratirn factors for all cylindrical-cavity

cases, whether elastically lined or unlined, ae alL about 10 to 20 percen-

higher than those for their corresponding static cases." The verification
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of this analytical prediction could reduce the problem (when a step pulse

or instantaneously applied inpdt assim~ption is applicable) to the simpler

static case with an arbitrary 20 percent increase in dlsign equations.

As a consequence of the work of Merritt and Newmark (1962) and

Melin and Sutcliffe (1959), Newmark and Haltiwanger (1962) outlined the

only theory known to the writer which takes into account the nonelastic

behavior of the cylinder.

No directly applicable theory of dynamic buckling is known.

2.2.2 Static Theory

In addition to the mechanics' theories already mentioned in con-

nection with culverts, Section 2.1, several possible elastic continuum

theories exist. Palmer and others (1963) compared a number of these and

suggested using the solution of Savin (1961) for a lined hole in an in-

finite plate. Other similar solutions can be found for the static zase

which evolve as limiting portions (longtime or steady state) of the dynamic

analyses where they approach the static case.

2.2.3 Ultimate Strength Laboratory Tests

Bulson (1962) tested 56 thin tubes to failure under static load-

ing up to 100 psi. Overpressure and dial deflections were the only mea-

surements made, but these were sufficient to describe the failure mode as

buckling. The failures at the deepest burial, 3/d , in the dense sand

point to a failure mode heretofore unrecqpiize4 for N11y buried cylinders.

&ulson (1963, a and b, and 1965) extended the work to square cyLinders and

(196) sumarized all of his previous tests.

Donnellan (1 96W) conducted nondestructive tests on instrumntei
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cylinders and destructive tests on non!instrumented cylirders buried in

dense, dry, 20-30 Ottawa sand. The loading was quasi-static up to a

maximum of 160 psi. Only the overpressure was monitored during the ulti-

mate strength tests.

Whitman and Luscher (1962) and Luscher (1963) statically tested

small aluminum tubes surrounded by dense sand and symmetrically loaded in

a triaxial type device. As a result, Luscher and M6eg (1964) concluded

that the major contribution of the sand to the system was to force the

cylinder to respond in higher buckling modes. Luscher and H~eg (1964) also

conducted bu•ried tube tests which yielded failure conditions similar to

those of the fully symmetric situation.

2.2.4 Nondestructive Laboratory Tests

A number of tests have been conducted to verify elastic theories

and to form a basis for predicting the ultimate strength of a cylinder.

Allgood and Gill (1964) made a series of static and dynamic tests

up to a maximum of 25-psi overpressure on a 24--in. -diameter steel cylinder

buried in dense sand. All response was in the elastic range of the

cylinder material. They found that the form of the deflection, thrust,

and moment distribution was much the same under both types of loading.

Some differences were noted: The maximum thrust under dynamic loading was

about 14 percent higher than for static loading; the crown deflection under

dynamic loading was about twice that under static loading. Allgood (1965),

in attempting to summarize the case of a thin metal cylinder buried at

shallow depths in a uniform, noncohesive soil, ccncluded that the net arch-

ing (reduction in vertical load below that at the surface) across a thin

metal cylinder is negligible.

mom .. , •
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Robinson (1962) presented the results of a series of static

tests up to a maximum of 100-psi overpressure on 6 -in.-diameter tubes

buried in dense, dry Ottawa sand. Robinson (1964) extended the earlier

tests bý including more strain gages. Four test sections were used at a

depth of burial of 15 in., 2-1/2d. The results were nonsynmetric in re-

sponse and showed a great amount of scatter in the moments.

2.2.5 Full Scale Tests

Albright and others (1960) described the responst of large-

diameter, buried conduit sections located at the 100-psi pressure range of

Shot Priscilla (1957) in Operation PLUMBBOB, a full-scale field test. The

sections were selected by means of modified static design procedures, and

all survived the blast loading.

Williamson and Huff (1961) described the response of 20-ft long,

7-ft diameter, 10-gauge structural-plate pipes buried at a 10-ft depth of

cover and subjected to a pressure of 250 psi from Shot Smoky of Operation

PLUMBBOB. Again the structures survived with very small deformations and

virtually no damage.

McDonough (1959) described tests on drum-shaped structural models

buried at depths of from 0 to 20 ft and subjected to the effects of air-

induced pressures resulting from large detonations. The compressibility of

the structure relative to the surrounding soil appeared to govern the

amount of load that was transmitted to the structure.

2.3 Similitude Studies

The American Machine and Foundry Company (1962) and Murphy and

Young (1962) examined the feasibility of modeling the soil-structure inter-

action problem, and developed similitude relations.
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Murphy and others (1963) demonstrated the feasibility of using

small-scale modeling for qualitative results. Young and Murphy (1964)

tested their similitude requirements on stiff aluminum cylinders buried in

dry Ottawa sand, and concluded that the requirements were satisfied within

the range of parameters investigated.

Dowell (1964) continued the work with stiff cylinders, but ex-

perienced difficulty as a result of sidewall friction in the testing

device.

2.4 Bibliographies and Design Manuals

Van Horn and Tener (1963) and Merkle (1963) prepared annotated

bibliographies on the subject of soil-structure interaction. Each chapter

of the five volume set of Nuclear Geoplosics by Stanford Research Institute

(1964) contains an excellent bibliography. The Effects of Nuclear Weapons

by U. S. Atomic Energy Commission (1964) covers the general field of

nuclear weapons, and the Proceedings of the Symposium on Soil-Structure

Interaction by University of Arizona (1964) presents the most up-to-date

research.

Design manuals appeared in 1957 with the U. S. Army Corps of

Engineers series EM 1110-345-413 to -421. American Society of Civil Engi-

neers (1961) and Newmark and others (1961) developed design recommendations.

Newmark and Haltiwanger (1962, under revision) outlined design procedures

for hardened sites.

JI
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CHAPTER 3. THEORETICAL CONSIIERATIONS

Various theoretical solutions and concepts are presented in this

chapter and are compared with the test results in Chapter 6. The non-

availability of a dynamic buckling theory together with the theoretical

indication that the dynamic response for a step pulse is only 10 to 20

percent greater than the static response suggests that static theory may

be applicable for the elastic case.

3.1 Definition of Failure

A protective structure fails when it can no longer perform the

function for which it was designed. For the shell under consideration,

Fig. 3.1, failure is an inability to keep the ring from collapsing. This

could come about by (1) the vertical diameter decreasing to such an extent,

say 20 percent, that the crown would reverse curvature and plunge to the

invert, Fig. 3.2a; (2) a section of the wall becoming unstable before a

large-diameter change has occurred (and buckling inward into the cavity

with a large amplitude) as a consequence of the interaction between thrust

and moment (a) before any fiber in the cross section has yielded, (b)

after some fibers have yielded in bending but before the whole cross sec-

tion has yielded in thrust, (c) at some time after the whole cross sec-

tion has yielded in thrust (hoop compression). Fig. 3.2b, c, and d

show some observed modes of failure.

Large, i.e. greater than 5 percent, changes in diameter will not

occur (if the cylinder is emplaced in a competent backfill) before one of

the failure mechanisms in (2) above has triggered the structural collapse.

The backfilling around protective structures should be carefully

E~r
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controlled; therefore, the tests of the present investigation were con-

ducted in well-compacted and -controlled sand and clay specimens.

Because the cylinder tends to readjust itself under load, it

may be assmed that the bending moments are negligible in the development

of a buckling criterion. Hence, failures (2)(a) and (2)(b) mentioned

previously can be considered one condition describing the elastic mem-

brane response: of the cross section.

As long as the wall acts as a ductile member, yielding will not

constitute failure other than as it precipitates inelastic buckling.

3.2 Elastic Buckling

3.2.1 Soil Medium Approximated by Water

A first approximation to the problem of a uniform soil-surrounded

cylinder can be made by the use of the equation for hydrostatic buckling

of a ring, Fig. 3.3. Since this mathematical model asstue, that the me-

dium possesses no shear strength, it should serve as a lower bound for the

buckling value for uniform radial loading. Seely and Smith (1952, p 612)

arrived at the classical relation

Ph = (n2 - 3) n> 2 3.1
R3

where Ph= uniform collapsing (critical) pressure (force per unit area)

for the ring section

n = buckling mode number, an integer

E = modulus of elasticity of the cylinder material

I = moment of inertia (per unit length) of the ring cross section

R= mean radius of the ring

The minimum value for Ph ' other than zero, isiP
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P E = 3l 3.2

R3-

Timoshenko and Gere (1961, p 292) indicated that the buckling forms of

higher order can be obtained only by introducing certain additional ,on-or2.Tpo o n-=4,ph =l5

straints. For n = 3 , Ph = 8 l o 3For

or 5 Po . Williamson and Huff (1961, p 42) used 15 ; as their

buckling criterion.

The hydrostatic value for the critical buckling pressure is

based on the external forces remaining normal to the surface of the ring

when buckling occurs. Boresi (1955, p 101) has shown that the coefficient
EI

on L in equation 3.2 is 4.5 for the fundamental buckling mode if the
R3

external forces are assumed to remain directed toward the original center

of the ring instead of normal to the surface. Bodner (1958) showed that

the coefficient is 4 for a constant-directional-pressure force system.

The foregoing observations indicate some of the potential weak-

nesses in the hydrostatic assumption. A slightly different assumption in

the action of the surface traction could change the critical buckling

pressure by 50 percent.

Anderson and Boresi (1962) investigated a nonuniform load distri-

bution of the form p p, sin B , Fig. 3.4, where p is the peak pres-

sure at the crown. For centrally directed forces, pr (average) - 4.5c~ R3

which was identical with the uniform load case where pcr (average) is

the total load divided by the circuiference. This implIes that the spe-

cific load distribution my not be overly critical in some cases.

For the test specimens of cylinder groups A, B, D, and E, Po" 135

psi and for group C, Po * 5.1 psi from equation 3.2 for the lowest mode.

• •- " r " • " . ... .... ..... ... " ...... -- -' ... • ,• I lllllt
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Other investigators, e.g. Donnellan (1964), have tested cylindri-

cal shells in which the longitudinal boundaries vere supported and as a

result the theoretical buckling equation became a function of the cylinder

length, A . Timoshenko and Gere (1962, p I&78) derived the expression for
.2

a simply supported shell, v - = 0 where v is the deflection of the2
middle svrface in the radial direction and x is the cylinder coordinate

in the longitudinal direction, Fig. 3.1.

1h Bi ,I2 202 1 -

Pt ~n2 Rb+ RI ('n2I + 22nt:)3.3pt2 2 _ 2)R3 2 +

where Pt is the theoretical buckling pressure, and h is the wall thick-tt
ness. The numer of halfwvave n . into which the shell buckles increases

as the length of the shell decreases and as the thickness of the shell de-

creases. Taking the limit of equation 3.3 as the length becomes long

(approaches infinity) yields the equation for a long tube or structure

2Pt 2 " 3l
(0.- v2) B3

where v I'.s Poisson's ratio of the cylinder material.

For a value of v w 0.3 , equation 3.4 for a long cylindrical

shell differs from equation 3.1 for a ring by only 10 percent.

Arsmn" and Herrmnn (1963) reanalyzed the shell case and

presented convenient graphs to allow rapid assesment of the critical

buckling maber n corresponding to values of £A/
3.2.2 Soil Me.,di Apa',MIted br Elastic ,,., n

Cbenm (1963, p 41) derived an expression for the critical buck-

lig pressure (p.) of a ring vith radial elastic s84port, Fig. 3.5.
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P (2 1) - - n> 2 3.5nP - 1

in which

nC k= l>~ 2 3.6

This leads to a convenient approximation

PC = 21 3.7

where k is the spring constant in psi per in. of radial deflection.

Cheney (1964) pointed out that equation 3.7 underestmates the buckling

load no more than by 10 percent for n greater than 5 and less than

1 percent for n greater than 10. For vanishing values of k and forI

n less than 5, the exact expression, equation 3.5, mast be used Lecause

equation 3.7 is not suited to small values of the spring --onstant or n

The great difficulty involved in applying this type of equation

is the evaluation of an appropriate spring constant,, k1 , for the soil.

To facilitate comparison, equation 3.7 can be rewritten as

feterhof M ftattie (1963, P 13) arrived at an elastic buckling

equation by modifying the theory of flat plates on an elastic foundation.

Their equation m be written as

,S 1 2- R3 (n+1) 2 _1

Vhere Is is the coefficient of soil reaction ("subgrade modulus").

- n u n n n mam n mm n m nn um um n nm un um | nn im I nn m n n n m m m nS
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For large values of n this can be reduced to

Fk E
p= 2 2 3.10

(1-V )R2

or

pm: 2 m El 3.11S(iV - V)

Equation 3.11 differs from Cheney's equation, 3.8, only by the factor
•: v2

( (- ).

Luscher and H6eg (1964, p 35) used an approach of Hetenyi (1946)

to arrive at an equation for critical buckling pressure (p

p 3

where

n.= "I + 1 3.13

These can be simplified for higher order buckling modes to

p, 2•/2V lI ,4 V/ 3.14

e..cr 14 3.15

where k, a coefficient of elastic soil reaction (having the units psi per

strain). Luscher and Hýeg (19644, p 143) expressed k, in terms of the

constrained tangent modulus of the soil and the thickness of the soil sup-
port. For the Ottawa sand which they used, the equation was written as

/ 3.16

80[.1
P, T 3 II 3
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where f(R) is a function of the depth of burial.

Nevwmrk and Merritt (1963) considered a similar problem.

All of the above can be sumuarized by the folloving:

pc z T3E > R3

=mý2 q - 2) 3.11

arrive at an appropriate value of the coefficient of soil reaction. This

will be discussed in Chapter 6.

3.2.3 Soil Medium Approxi-ted by an Elastic Medium

Forrestal and Herrmann (19Q) derived a buckling equation for a

long cylindrical shell subjected to uniform external pressure exerted by a

surrourAing elastic medium, Fig. 3.6. The solution for the unboaded case

(shear stresses betveen the shell and the medium are absent) cam be ex-

pressed as

(n I 's 3.17
Pf (l - V2 ) + (1 + vs) (I - 2s 5 (n + 1) + a

vhere pf is the critical buckling pressure, S is the Young'a nodulus of

the medium, and v is the- Polason's ratio of the mediu*. Solutions fOr

the bonded case vere also presented but vere awe coqlicated and did not

give results which varied greatly from those for the uwbonded case.

3.3 Inelastic Action

After the cross section has yielded in hoop coareeion, it can
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continue to yield or strain for some time before structural collapse. It

is b1-pothesized that such failure can be defined by the Judiiious choice of

a ductility factor. Newmark and Haltiwanger (1962) defintd this factor,

M , as the ratio of the maxima deflection to the defleetior. at yield.

Ductility factors for coipression members have been assumed t • be in the

range 1.3 to 1.5.

3.) Characteristic Ring Parameter

In order to compare the resultt of varn,:ww, tests rcn by differ-

ent investigators, it is necessary to have a parameter by which the ring

can be adequately described. Variout groupings have been used, e.g.

radius to thickness ratio, disme.ter to thickness ratio, and these quan-

titles weighted in some fasklon by the modulus of elasticity.

Te quantity appears a6 a parameter in all of the afore-

mentioned buckling equations and appears to be a coinvenient index ± • the

elastic action of rings.

Stiffness can be defined as the force required to produce a unit

deflection. For a large variety of loading configurations this is a func-

tion of F • 14. 3-7 iaustrates a wmber of these loiding conditions,

-aW of which waer as invet.1td by Lowe %1960, p 287).

point load, P (Pig 3.76):

P KI

6 triangle (ng. 3.0)3

o �3•.19

900 trieatie (Pig 3.744:

p(1t 228 32
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120O triangle (Fig. 3.Td):

p )=19 El 3.21

1800 triangle (Fig. 3.Te):

P H)= 18 E3.22
Av R3

Parabolic (Fig. 3-Tf):

p(M) =14 I3.23

uniforu (Fig. 3.7g):

Side support (Fig. 3.7h):

p-M- = 12 (1- q) 3.25

niflfoam radial (Fig. 3..--):

A2I 2 Eh3.26

where A. is the decreae in vertical diameter, q is the ratio of the

horisontal to the vertical preseure, - h ts the r2ng wall thickness.

It also appears that the parameter - my provide a means forR3

differentiating between so-called stiff and flexible buried cylinder#. The

low ftrmga (Fig. 2.1c) can be rewritten at

o.o6l~k R) + E
2pJ) 3  3.27

4 h 0.5

wher a s to he Increase in boriotal diameter. If a flexible structure

is defined at oae who"e stiffnes, -, ha less than a 10 percent influ-

once on elastic defrmtica r.latlve to the influece of the soil, then,

fron equation 3-.2T, a stiff stractuire is one In which
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ERI > 0.61(ksR) 3.28

In a dense sarxi medium (with k FR = E' = 1000 as suggested byS

Watkins and Nielson (1964, p 173)), a cylinder is stiff if -• > 61o psi

from equation 3.28. In a clay (w-ith E' = 900), it is stiff if LI > 550
R3

psi. These stiffness values are greater than those required to prevent

buckling for overpressures lower than 1500 psi.

Other approaches have been suggested to arrive at relative

stiffness. Meyerhof and Baikie (1963) indicated that the relative stiff-

ness, S , of a culvert with respect to the soil is

E 3.29

(1 - v )km

orS- 321 - v2)EI

u 3. 3o3

where Vs is Poisson's ratio of the soil. Davisson* suggested that rela-

tive stiffness, S1 , could be expressed as

Sl:= El 3.31

and that a typical discriptor, TD , would be

R 3.32

No numerical limits have been established to differentiate be-

tween stiff and flexible structures on the basis of these equations.

* Private conmmunication with M. T. Davisson, Professor, Department of
Civil Engineering, University of Illinois, June 1964.
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Qualitatively, a flexible structure my be thought of as one which deforms

(vertical change or volumetric change) more than the medium replaced would

have. However, this concept has its greatest applicability in the assess-

ment of overall arching.

Flexibility, in the structural sense that it will deform suf-

ficiently to mobilize the passive resistance of the side-supporting soil,

appears to be assured for a structure made of ductile material whose value

of E• is less than about 600 psi.

R

I

[[
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cHAPTRm 4. EXwRImTAL PROCEIXRE

4.1 Description of Cylinders

4.1.1 Considerations in Selection of Design

A number of practical considerations were influential in the

selection of the cylinder material and the geometric dimensions for the

tests.

Aluminum was selected for the cylinder material because it, in

general, is not strain-rate sensitive according to Steidel and Makerov

(1960) and Smith (1963). It has a face-centered, cubic, crystalline,

lattice structure and exhibits a continuous stress-strain curve with no

sharp yielding zone. Steel was rejected because of its unpredictable yield

strength under dynamic loading. Massard dnd Collins (1958) and Wright and

Hall (1964) have proposed methods of taking this strain-rate effect into

account, but it was considered best to avoid adding this parameter to the

study. Plastics are made of long chain molecules which possess no ordered

geometric pattern of structure, and hence are not only strain-rate sensi-

tive but also experience a brittle failure under rapid loading as indicated

by Dietz and McGarry (1956) and Hall (1958).

The relative size of the cylinders was dictated by the dimensions

of the University of Illinois 2-ft-diameter, 500-psi, loading device. As

a result, it can be assumed that for shallow burial no load was lost due

to the effect of sidewall friction, and hence that the free-field vertical

soil pressure imiediately above the cylinder was equal to the ijurface over-

pressure. Measurements brj Hanley (1963) have shown this to be a reasonable

assumption.
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The specific cross-sectional dimensions were determined by con-

sideration of two factors. First, it was essential to have specimens that

would fail under the maximum available pressure. In this regard, it was

also desirable to take full advantage of the high pressure capability

available by concentrating on specimens which would be too strong for ulti-

mate strength studies in other facilities. Second, in view of the high

cost of specimen preparation and the desirability of testing a large number

of cylinders, ccmnercially available tubing was sought.

The length was governed by the desire to have a somewhat real-

istic proportion between length and diameter, and by the need for enough

length to smooth out any local disturbances caused by the presence of

either the outside strain gages or end walls. Also, the length should be

long enough to allow two-dimensional behavior and short enough to fit con-

veniently into the tank.

The closure plates (end caps) for the ends of the cylinder were

designed so that no axial loading would be transferred to the cylinder,

while at the same time retaining free radial motion.

4.1.2 Cylinder Material

Although all of the cylinders are made of aluminum, alloys with

three different, nominal yield strengths were involved. The stress-

strain properties of the materials were experimentally obtained and are

discussed in Appendix A. The modulus of elasticity, E , was found to be a

constant value, 10 x 1O6 psi. Two yield values were determined: a lower

yield point, ayl (which is hard to define and probably no more accurate

than +10 percent), corresponding to the first noticeable deviation from

elastic behavior; and an upper yield point, ay2 , corresponding to the
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stress which would result in 0.2 percent permanent strain. These values

are sunmarized in Table 4.1.

4.1.3 Cylinder Geometry

The outside diameter, d , for all cylinders was 3.5 in. Microm-

eter measurements of the horizontal and vertical diameters prior to each

test indicated that the greatest deviation was +0.5 percent. The larger

diameter was oriented vertically for the test. The length, 2 , was a con-

stant 10.5 in., making the length-to-diameter ratio for all cases equal

to 3. Two wall thicknesses were used, 0.065 in. and 0.022 in. No devia-

tion in thickness was found to be greater than +0.001 in. A longitudinal

section of a cylinder is shown in Fig. 4.1, and the geometric values are

summarized in Table 4.1.

4.1.4 End Conditions

The conditions at the ends of the cylinder represent a free

boundary. The end caps prevented the transfer of any axial load to the

cylinder and the clearance of 0.05 in. at each end was sufficient to allow

for radial motion. One layer of commercial, paper masking tape was used

to hold the cylinder in place between the end caps during handling and

placement in the soil.

4.1.5 Natural Period of Vibration

In dynamic problems it is sometimes necessary to know the natural

period of vibration of the structure for all loading conditions except a

step pulse. For circular, cylindrical structures buried underground the

procedure for determining the period is not well established. However, a

good approximation can be- made by finding the period of a cylinder in air

and making appropriate corrections to account for the soil.

I W

f
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The natural period of the pure radial vibration of a complete

ring is given by Timoshenko and Young (1955, p 426) as

= 2n 
l4.1

Tc
where

T = natural compressive periodC

y = specific weight

R = radius of the center line of the ring

E = modulus of elasticity

g = acceleration due to gravity
For this study y =169 lb/ft 3 , E =10 x 106 g =32.2

E 0X 0Psi, 9 22ft//sec ,and

R = 1.72 in. (groups A, B, D, E) or 1.74 in. (group C). The calculations

yield for all cylinders

T = 0.06 msec 4.2
c

For comparison, consider the period of the fundamental mode of

flexural vibration given by Timoshenko and Young (1955, p 429) as

Z4
T= 21( 4.3

where

T natural flexural period
f
A = area of the cross section perpendicular to the ring

center line

I = moment of inertia of the cross section perpendicular to

the ring center line

This may be rewritten as

T "hR- 2nV Eg

where h = thickness of the ring.
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The substitution of equation 4.1 into equation 4.4 yields
f f

R I1Tf= K T c .5T

For this study h = 0.065 in. (groups A, B, D, E) or 0.022 in. (group C).

The calculations yield

T = 1.9 msec, groups A, B, D, and E 4.6

T = 5.6 msec, group C 4.7f

The soil acts in two ways to modify the foregoing expressions for

the natural period. It tends to stiffen, and at the same time to add mass

to the structure. The effect of the mass of soil, virtual mass, which must

be accelerated along with the buried structural elements can be treated in

the manner suggested by Merritt and Newmark (1964, p 23); but, the deflec-

tions observed in this study for the small cylinders were of such small

magnitude that it ia unlikely that any appreciable amount of additional

mass should be included. The stiffening effect is even less susceptible

to quantitative assessment.

4.2 Description of Soil

4.2.1 Considerations in Selection of Test Soils

Although considerable thought is being given to what soil param-

eters govern soil-structure interaction, no coplete answer is presently

available. Therefore, it was desirable to use soils at each end of the

spectrwl,* and at the same time soils whose shear strength and

* let Lt. A. J. Nendron, Jr., Ph.D., "A Short Technical Note on the Ex-
trmes in Soil Types in Regard to Dynamic Soil-Structure Interaction,"
Vicksburg, Miss., July 22, 196A.
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stress-strain properties could be documented for future reference. A new

soil environment was built for every cylinder; hence, the in-place proper-

ties of the soils used had to be reproducible. Dense, dry sand and a clay

of high plasticity were selected. The sand was uniformly graded because a

given density was thought to be more reproducible in a uniformly graded

sand than in a well-graded sand.

4.2.2 Sangamon River and Cook's Bayou No. 1 Sands

The Sangamon River sand has been used extensively in tests at the

University of Illinois. It was used in a dense (D = 78%), dry condition
r

as the soil environment for the testing of cylinder groups A, B, and C.

The Cook's Bayou No. 1 sand (Dr = 79%) has been used for several experi-

ments at WES; extensive, dynamic one-dimensional and triaxial tests are

planned in the near future to expand the knowledge of its properties. It

was used for group E. The characteristics of both sands, together with

the placement techniques employed, are outlined in Appendix B.

4.2.3 Buckshot Clay

This particular clay (CH) was selected for the group D cylinders

because of the experience at WES in its use. However, .even with this kind

of knowledge available, great difficulty was experienced in developing

placing methods adaptable to this study. The properties and placement

techniques are discussed in Appendix C.

4.3 Wadigg Devices

Experimental work in this area has required the development

of new testing machines.

4.3.1 Illinois

The equipnt used in the first stoe of this st%* was

.. ... . ..
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originally developed by Egger (1957) and later modified to permit simula-

tion of blast loading by Sinnamon and others (1961). Its capabilities are

described by Sinnamon and Newmark (1961), and it has recently been used

by i•anley (1963) to study the interaction between sand and vertically

oriented cylinders.

The container is a vertical cylinder 26-3/4 in. high and 23-1/4

in. in diameter. A 1/32-in.-thick neoprene diaphragm is placed over the

soil surface to prevent gas penetration. Then a spacer ring is positioned,

followed by the static or dynamic loading head. The device is illustrated

in Fig. 4.2. Both the static and dynamic loads are provided by a com-

pressed gas system. Although the equipment is capable of producing rise

times in the neighborhood of 3 msec by using helium gas, this study was

conducted with nitrogen gas because it is less expensive and because the

3 msec rise time apparently offered little advantage over the 13 msec rise

time (rapid) with nitrogen gas. A typical overpressure-time relation is

shown in Fig. 4.3. No reflection of the incident wave on the bottom was

noted.

4.3.2 WES

Cylinder groups D and E were tested in the Small Blast Load

Generator (SBLG) facility at WES. This was the first extensive experi-

mental program completed in the SBLG and hence a number of problems in

technique had to be resolved during the course of the investigation. The

dynamic overpressure is applied by the detonation of two parallel lines

of PEW in the form of primcord. The effective overpressure-tlme relation

(dynamic) is shown in Fig. 4.3. The early part of the curve was obtained

by averaging tht maxim= and minimma points in %djacent oscillations.

0 m -
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Although the amplitude of the oscillations varied as much as +50 percent

from the average, the impulse was so small (10,000 and 20,000 cps ringing)

that the approximation in Fig. 4.3 is Justified. The high-frequency

signals were probably caused by the nonshock isolated gage mounts. The

pressure distribution on the surface is within +10 percent of being a plane

wave according to Kennedy and Sadler (1965).

The loader is a cylindrical ring device, 46-3/4 in. in diameter.

For these tests an average soil replacement depth of 2 ft was used. The t

layout is shown in Fig. 4.4. The static tests of group D were run with a

rigid concrete base (III). The static tests of group E along with the

dynamic tests of both D and E were conducted with a pseudo-infinite base

(II) to avoid the dynamic disadvantages of the rigid b-.e.

The "infinite" base is a column of sand extending 9 ft below the

floor level. This column had been previously loaded mu- times to 500 psi, I

and no further compaction was observed. Two feet of sand above floor level

was replaced for each sand test. For the dynamic clay tests, a rubber

diaphragm was inserted at floor level to separate the lower sand column

from the upper 2 ft of clay.

The operation of the loading device has been outlined by Boynton

Associates (1960), and the U. S. Army Ebgineer Waterways Experiment Station

(1963) and an evaluation study is being made by Kennem and Sadler (1965).

4.4 Instrumentation

4.4.1 aeneral

.etal film strain gages were used to measure hoop strain on the

inside and outside of the cylinders (Fig. 4.1). Static deflection gages

were made from brass &him stock and individually calibrated. Theweemaefomsi
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transducers and techni ues are discussed in Appendix D.

4.4.2 Illinois

The inetrumentation used is pictured in Fig. 4.5. She active

strain gage on the cylinder was one arm of a four-arm bridge. The dutW

gages were mounted on isolated metal strips outside the test tank. Multi-

conductor cable was used initially, but it was found that tvo-con.XIctor

shielded cable provided a better barrier to spurious noise in the system.

The eight hoop strain gages were hooked to a bank of Consolidated

Electrodynamiic Corporation (CEC) carrier amplifiers, Type 1-127. A

12-channel CEC, direct-write, recording oscillograph Type 5-124 with avail-

abla paper speeds of 0.5, 2, 8, 32, and 128 in./sec was used. The two

deflection gages each formed two arms of a bridge and were fed thrugh

DANA d-c amplifiers to the osclllograph. For the static tests, the slowest

paper speed was used. A timing trace of 2 cps and one reference (dead)

trace completely utilized all of the available channels. The overpressure

was read on an auxiliary Bourdon gage with the *iaing trace interrupted at

predesignated pressure levels. Moditications were made for the rapid tests.

The output of the strain gage amplifiers was split so that it was placed

on both the oscillograph and a Honeyvell 8100 tape recorder (as a back-up

record). Additional DANA amplifiers were used to drive the tapes. The

time base frequency was increased to 500 cps. The output of a Kistler

Instrument Corporation, piezoelectric', prepure tri'onsoucer, vhih. w.: in

series with a Kistler calibrator and charge muplifier, was used1 to reoori

pressure. The recording paper was driven at the fastest speed possible,

128 in./sec.

The frequency response of the oscillograph system was li•ited to
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that of the CEC 7-364 galvanometers, 500 cps. The tape system had a fre-

-aency response of at least 3000 cjs and a few records reproduced directly

from the tape indicated that no frequencies higher than 500 cps were

present.

4.4.3 WES

The equipment used for group E (the first tebt series at '.T9) and•

the evaluation of the overpressure-time signature is shown in Fig. 4.6.

The Wrueatstone bridge was set up as in the Illinois tests. The Sensor

Analog Module (SAM) mplifiers used are d-c, and hence the dynamic fre-

quency respcnse wvi saain limited by the galvanometer capabilities, 2500

After the group E tests were completed, the SBLG facility instru-

meentation was moved to a separate area. The layout used for the group D

tests is showr. in Fig. 4.7. In this case, DANA aWlifiers cOupl-d'd with

galvo drivers were used.

oYverpressure was monitored by a pair of 1000-pel No-wood pres-

sure transdu ers, Model 211C. Additional pressur, transducers vere used

and their output recorded on tape to gain higher frequency response

(20,000 cps) in order to describe adtjutely the high-frequency charactr-

istscs of the pressure-time signature.

14.4.4I sources of gmrro

Potential sources of error are present throughout the system:

() inexact strain gage piaceme-nt (_2%); (2) variation In. gag" facttor ar i

resistance (_t1f); ( a simplifier nonlinearity (* (.) galva)nometer non-

linearity (11%); and (5) prtpertles of the pressure transducers (_5%).

These imply a confidence lihat of no better than 411 percenIt tn he

instrumentat ion system. I
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CHAPTER 5. ISENTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESJLTS

5.1 Method of Presentation

5.1.1 Cylinder Coding

Table 5.1 outlines the overall testing program for the 46 speci-

mens and identifies each cylinder with its respective soil environment,

depth of burial, and type of loading. The notation uped, e.g. A-3, to

identify each cylinder (and thus each test) has general meaning. The

alphabetic term, A, was used to identify the original 12-ft tube from

which the test cylinder was cut and can be related to the stress-strain

curves of Appendix A. Cylinders with a numerical designation 1 through 5

were tested statically, while those designated 6 through 10 were tested

either rapidly or dynamically. In Tables 5.2 through 5.11 the tests are

presented by group (A, B, C, D, E), static first, in the order of increas-

ing depth of burial within the group.

5.1.2 Tables of Data

The digitized strain values were taken from the oscillograph rec-

ords at points corresponding to specific values of the overpressure to ob-

tain a cause-and-effect relation. In the dynamic tests, peak strain values

were recorded. These experimental strain values, together with diameter-

change values (for static tests only), are listed in Tables 5.2 to 5.11

with respect to overpressure.

Use of a dash instead of a number indicates that the results were

lost due to instrumentation difficulties. The values of stress, thr,-t,

and moment are also listed in the tables. The gage locations are identi-

fied in Fig. 4.1.



5.1.3 Data Plots

The values of strain were, in general, not plotted directly in

Figs. 5.1 to 5.43 because an appropriate scale to show the large inelastic

values would h-re masked the much smaller elastic strains. The stress to

cause yield and the thrust to cause yield are shown by horizontal dotted

lines in each figure. "First yield" (ayl) represents the stress at a point

where the slope of the stress-strain curve departs from the initial elastic

slope (E). The yield value corresponding to 0.2 percent permanent strain

is the "0.2 percent offset yield" (Cy2)a The diagonal dotted line labeled

"uniform radial load" represents the theoretical relation derived for a

uniform radial load equivalent in magnitude to the overprebsure, Fig. 2.1d. k

Stress, thrust, moment, and diameter change (static tests only)

are plotted as ordinates with respect to the surface overpressure as the

abscissa.

The symbols used to identify a gage location are presented on

each figure and are consistent throughout. The inside gages are repre- f

sented by open symbols and the outside gages by closed symbols. The cross

sections are identified by the applicable open symbol.

5.2 Computations

5.2.1 Moment and Thrust Computation

The moment and thrust at a cross section were calculated from

M= -hi 2 ay zdz 5.1
y _h/2 y

h/2

N y= f a Ydz 5.2

!y

4.
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where M is the moment in the y or tangential direction, Fig. 3.1, in
y

units of pounds (inch-pounds per inch), and N is the thrust or in-plane
y

force in the tangential direction in units of pounds per inch. For the

elastic case these can be reduced to

M = (E - e )-h 5.3
y e i 12

N = (e + e Eh 5.4

where ee is the exterior strain, and e is the interior strain at the

cross section in inches per inch. Compressive strains and thrust are con-

sidered positive in the presentation. Moment tending to compress the ex-

ternal fibers is positive.

5.2.2 Computer Program

To reduce the large mass of strain data to applicable stress,

thrust, and moment values, a program (13-Gl-Z5010) was written in FORTRAN

for the WES, GE 225 computer. The aluminum stress-strain curves of

Appendix A were input in a discrete number of linear segments and a "table

lookup was utilized to compute the elastic and inelastic stress. The

strain distribution was assumed to be linear across the section, Singer

(1951, p 409), so that the expressions for moment and thrust, equations

5.1 and 5.2, could be numerically integrated for the nonelastic case. The

program assumes that the material stress-strain properties are the same

in loth tension and compression and that any unloading takes place along

the original load curve.

5.2.3 Cou2Utation of

Values of q are listed in Tables 5.2 to 5.11. As used in this
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context, q is not a coefficient of earth pressure, but merely defines the

atio of the average thrust at the crown and invert divided by the average

thrust at the spring line. Values of q are plotted in Figs. 6.1 to 6.3.

5.3 Mode of Failure

All of the cylinders that failed, failed by a catastrophic snap-

through (caving) of the crown. A noise was heard at the moment of failure

and all of the strain gage traces were instantaneously driven off the oscil-

lograph, either by being overranged or by shorting out electrically. The

last recorded strains in the tables are those at the moment of failure.

The failed cylinders are shown in Figs. 5.44 and 5.45. The dis-

torted cross section of two cylinders which did not fail are shown in

Fig. 5.46 (the strain gage wires are evident in D-6), and the postfailure

clay cor&f.guration is illustrated in Fig. 5.47. A plot of overpressure at

"failure versus depth of burial is shown in Fig. 5.48.

5.4 Stress, Moment, and Thrust

The cylinder groups are presented in the order A, B, C, E, and D

because the first four groups were in a sand medium and the last in clay.

5.4.1 A Group

The static test data are presented in Table 5.2 and plotted in

Figs. 5.1 through 5.6. An air line broke at 400 psi during test A-3.

Fig. 5.4, test A-3A, presents the data up to that point. The line was

repaired, the gages were rezeroed, and a second test, A-3B, Fig. 5.5, vas

run up to 500 psi. The values of stress, thrust, and mament listed for

test A-3B were computed by the computer progam on the assm•tion of no

residual strain. Sample calculations based on the more realistic asmaw-

tion of residual strains from test A-3A indicated that the listed
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values are no more than about 10 percent low.

The deflection gages were not suitable for the rapid testing,

and hence data from them do not appear in Table 5.3 nor in Figs. 5.7

through 5.11.

5.4.2 B Group

The static test data are presented in Table 5.4 and plotted in

Figs. 5.12 through 5.17. The B group was the first group to be tested, and

B-1 was the first cylinder. Test B-1A, Fig. 5.12, terminated at 300 psi

because no higher pressure was attainable with the loading device. A sub-

sequent modification in the O-ring configuration allowed the device to

attain its 500-psi static capacity. Test B-1 was rerun, test B-1B, Fig.

5.13, and the cylinder failed at 315-psi overpressure.

The rapid test data are presented in Table 5.5 and plotted in

Figs. 5.18 through 5.22.

5.4.3 C Group

The static test data are presented in Table 5.6 and plotted in

Figs. 5.23 through 5.27. The rapid test data are presented in Table 5.7

and plotted in Figs. 5.28 through 5.32.

54L E gro

The static tests vere run as duplicates to check the tests of

the A group. Test data are presented In Table 5.8 and plotted in Figs.

5.33 through 5.35. The dynwaic results (peak strain values) are presented

in Table 5.9 and plotted in FiPs. 5.36 and 5.37. The Initial pressire rise

of the dynaic pressure weve, Ftg. 4-.3, iproxiates a step Pulse. For

this region a strain-pressure relation is n ble. Therefore, the

dy•nmic reslts are plotted with respect to the circular angl *
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(Fig. 4.I) for the various overpressures attained. No failures resulted

from the maximum available, nominal overpressure of 250 psi.

5.4.5 D Group (Clay)

The static test data are presented in Table 5.10 and plotted in

Figs. 5.38 through 5.42. 1 The dyr-mic results are presented in Table 5.11

and plotted with respect to the circular angle 6 in Fig. 5.43. The

values of stress, thrust, and moment were computed by the computer program

on the assumption of no initial strain. Sample calculations, which took

into account the strains impressed during placement, indicated that the

values listed in Tables 5.10 and 5.11 are no more than about 10 percent low.

Y

mm m
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cHAPTER 6. kNALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS

Initially this discussion will concern Figs. 5.1 through 5.48;

then other detailed comparlsons of pertinent aspects of the data will be

treated.

6.1 Overall Structural Response

6.1.1 A Group (Sangamon Sand)

Fig. 5.1, test A-I (Z = 0 in.), depicts the structural response

of a relatively stiff cylinder as it progresses toward failure under static

loading. This is a typical case only for cylinders buried at depths ap-

proaching zero depth of burial. It is evident that the stress curves are

not linear functions of the applied pressure even in the clqstic range of

the cylinder material; the lower stresses (those tending to tension) are

the ones most susceptible to nonlinear behavior. The agreement of the

stress levels for gages 2 and 4, and 2a and 4a indicates that the cylinder

experienced generally symmetric response about the vertical axis. The

crown and invert at this very shallow burial did not exhibit tbis agreement

in response. The stress at many gage points was greater than the first

yield stress of the cylinder material. Only the stress recorded for the

outside gage at the crown, la , tended to pass the 0.2 percent offset yield

stress of the material (at incipient failure).

Thrust is a more nearly linear function of overpressure than the

stress at any gage point. The thrusts at the four cross sectionj are

nearly equal below 150 psi; but at high pressures the thrust at the invert

is considerably lower than the thrust at the crown or spring line for the

ease of shallow burial.
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The decidedly nonlinear variation of moment with overpressure

above 100 psi is the consequence of the cylinder readjusting itself under

load and probably of the load distribution changing. It is important to

note how the magnitude of the spring line moment decreases for input pres-

sure greater than 200 psi. It is at this pressure that the stresses ex-

ceeded the first yield stress of the structural material. The change in

sign of the crown moment is of concern. For the structure to assume an

elliptical shape (with the major axis horizontal), it would seem that the

crown moment would have to be positive throughout the loading. However,

this is not the case for pressure levels below 210 psi. Coupled with

this, the diameter changes are extremely small for the first 210 psi

of loading. This type of reversal of curvature at the crown was not

an isolatcs occurrence. It is shown in the results of test A-5 in Fig. 5.2

and in other cylinders which are veril close to the surface boundak'y and

susceptible to collapse. There are a number of possible explaWations for

this phenomenon.

1. The vertical axis was slightly greater than the hori-

zontal axis, and this by itself may have influenced the

sign of the moment prior to incipient failure. However,

if this were significant it would have influenced the

moments at deeper depths of burial.

2. The external strain gages and their respective protec-

tive covering could cause load concentrations away from

the gage locations by activating local arching. But,

this would not be the case with the depth of burial, Z ,

equal to zero.

N O
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3. Nonuniformity in the soil medium could cause uneven

stress distribution. Again, this should be a random

occurrence, while the phenomenon is systematic.

4. The tendency to buckle in a mode other than the lowest

mode could cause local moment anomalies. Higher order

buckling modes would have node points occurring in a

random fashion even though collapse came by a full

snap-through (caving) of the crown. But, here too the

occurrence would be random.

5. The proximity of the crown to the surface boundary at

very shallow burial, relative to the proximity of other

points, is much more significant than at deeper depths

of burial. The load at the crown is fixed, but local

arching could have caused an uneven load distribution.

At the deeper depths enough soil would be present to

smooth out the local variations.

DaDeppo (1963, p 30) concluded that the magnitude of Init.'al

deformation in arches was important in controlling the flexural rtsponse.

He was most concerned with variation in the initial shape induced by back-

filling. However, the conclusion would apply regardless of how the varia-

tions in Initial shape cme about. Random deviation# of the cylinder frum

circularity could result in randow moent response. But, the moment

response in the present Investigation was systematic and repeatable,

Robinson (191) recorded moents on a cylinder at every 14-degree

point, and they were all of the sie sign. He felt that this vas due to

local arching of the soil at the contact between the external strain gages

Im*• elnlum~~~ummnE~iin n n m no•i
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and the. soil. However, the data were not rerroducib'.,

It is the writcr's opinion that the most plausible explanation

of the negative moment .s directly related to the proximity of the surface

boundLry causing local arching to neighboring elements of the cylinder. The

buildup in pressure and subsequent nonuniform lcading, become less signifi-

cant at the higher pressures. At depths greater than 1/4d (dA) the crown

moment is positive, Fig. 6.1. This indicates that the crown response is

greatly influenced by the surface boundary at dtpths shallower than d/4

Overall arching can be applied to the crown at depth, but not at very shal-

low burial.

Test A-5 (Z = 3/16 in.), Fig. 5.2, agrees very well with test

A-I (Z = 0 in.), Fig. 5.1, both qualitatively and quantitatively, with two

exceptions. First, the overpressure required to cause failure is higher

for A-5. Second, the invert moment is negative in A-5 and positive in A-I.

Again, for the elliptical geometry one would expect this moiment alvays to

be positive. However, it appears to be positive or negative in a random

variation. This could be a result of geometric imperfections, incipient

high buckling mode3, or the character and nonuniformity of the soil bedding,

The latter, noruniformity of the soil bedding, appears to Ue the most

reasonable explanation at pressure levels below 300 psi. In ULV tests,

A-5 (Z 3/16 in.), A-2 (Z 7/16 In.), etc., the moment at the invert

changed from negative to posittve at pressures gro. er than 300 poi. The

significance of the initial bedding decreases as the preosure level

Increases. An exception is test A-1 (Z -1-3/14 in.).

Also in test A-5 (Z u 3/16 in.) a vertical diameter Increee was

recorded at 50 &Wt 100 psi. This is coqatible with both the crowsn ea
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invert moments being negative at that pressure.

Donnellan (1964, p 29) recorded an outward displacement of the

radius at the invert of one of his shallow-buried cylinders. The present

study recorded only diameter changes, and it is not possible to tell if half

a diameter (the radius) increased while the other half decreased.

Test A-2 (Z = 7/16 in.), Fig. 5.3, follows the trends observed

at the shallower depths except that no failure was experienced at the maxi-

mum machine loading capability of 500 psi. Additionally, the large positive

bending moment at the crown observed Just prior to failure in tests A-1 (Z =

0 in.) and A-5 (Z = 3/16 in.) was not encountered in this test. Also, the

rate of change of moment with pressure decreased, indicating local arching.

Again at about 200 psi the rate of vertical diameter change

begins to appear more rapid than below 200 psi. This is probably a result

of the cylinder material reaching its yield value at several locations. The

moments continue to decrease at overpressures above 200 psi.

Test A-3A (Z = 7/8 in.), Fig. 5.4, exhibits virtually identical

thrust values at all four cross sections at pressure below 150 psi. However,

at higher levels it establishes the generally observed trend of the spring

line having the highest thrust, followed by the crown, with the invert ex-

periencing the least amount of thrust. This is probably a consequence of the

bedding providing a soil envirorment different from that around the crown.

The test (A-3A) was aborted at 400 psi by a broken gas line. The

pressure went to zero, the line was repaired, the gages were rnzeroed on the

oscillograph, and a second test, A-3B, was run without touching the cylinder

or the soil. From Fig. 5.5 it can be seen that some aspects of the

structural response changed as much as 100 percent as a result of this

pJ
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cycling of the load. This gives a graphic illustration of how initial,

geometric deformations (plastic set in this case) can affect moments. The

crown moment is much larger on the second cycle, and the invert moment has

changed character greatly.

Test A-4 (Z = 1-3A in.), Fig. 5.6, underwent similar response

to that of test A-3A (Z -7/8 in.) with the exception of the invert moment

which continued to remain large throughout the test.

The only variable changed between the static tests, A-I through

A-5, und the rapid tests (' msec rise time to 500 psi), A-6 through A-10,

Figs. 5.7 through 5.11, wds tY.. rise time. The rapid tests in general

verified the 6tatic tests, but several differences can be seen. First,

tests. This may hate been due to a true increase in capacity or to the

"possibility that suome creep mechanism was involved which resulted in failure

appearing at a slightly higher pressure in the rapid tests. Second, the

values of the thrust are about 20 percent higher in the rapid tests. This

may have been due to inertial effects in the soil adding load to the struc-

ture. Third, the crown moment is initially positive up to about 100 psi in

all rapid tests. For very shallow burial, the moment changed sign and was

negative to about 250 psi; then it became positive again. Apparently, the

pressure wave strick and depressed the crown, causing the initial positive

moment. This occurred at about 3 msec which was slightly greater than the

natural period of vibration in the first flexural mode, equation 4.6. This,

of course, is much later than would be expected if equation 4.6 were

directly applicable.

Although the syi•-etry around the vertical axis was good., test A-9

I aul ma • inu nu n unu~ a• nuu• anm lau • ns uJ l n "n n
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(z = 3/16 in.), Fig. 5.8, illustrates how the spring-line moments can differ

by as much as 100 percent (at 150 psi) while the spring-line thrusts agree

well. Also, it can be seen that the disparity is not constant during the

whole loading cycle, but rather tends tc decrease as the c.,finder material

yields. Also, the moment changes produce deformations which tend to reduce

disparities. Test A-7 (Z = 7/8 in.), Fig. 5.10, is a good illustration of

the general response.

It is of interest to plot various responses of the group together,

as shown in Fig. 6.1. The average spring-line thrust was calculated (refer

to Tables 5.2 and 5.3) and the results of all ten tests plotted. It can be

seen that all of the test results fall close together and exhibit a linear

increase with respect to pressure, and that the rapid test results lie

slightly higher (for a given pressure level) than the static results. Data

from those cylinders which failed fall right along with those from cylinders

which did not fail, indicating that thrust by itself (without some link with

depth of burial) will not be hn adequate failure criterion for very shallow

depths of burial.

The c-ron moment plot shows how closely the rapid and static

tests agree at pressures above 100 psi. The crown moments are always posi-

tive at depths greater than d/4

The average of the crown and invert thrusts was divided by the av-

erage spring-line thrust to form the ratio q . This is plotted in Fig. 6.1.

After experiencing a large range in values at pressures be'.w 200 rsi, the

ratio settles into a band between 0.6 and 0.8. The values are least accu.-

rate in the lower pressure regions and are most influenced by thb initial con-

ditions created by the soil placement. Disregarding tho few very hiigh •alues,

ill l l III IIII I I I II II
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the trend is to start at about 0.4 (which is approximately equal to the coef-

ficient of earth pressure at rest), increase to about 1.0 as the cylinder

began to deform, and then decrease slightly and become relatively constant.

The vertical diameter changes in the static tests are also

plotted together. There is a decrease in diameter change with depth of

burial for a given overpressure that is noticeable at pressure levels above

250 psi. This reflects the stiffening effect of the soil as the depth of

burial increases.

6.1.2 B Group (Sangamon Sand)

The B group differs from the A group only in the value of the

yield stresses. The B group had about twice the yield value of the A group.

f The pressure causing failure was consistently higher in the B

group, Table 5.1, indicating that the yield stress probably had some influ-

ence on the collapse pressure. However, this influence does not appear to

be large in these tests.

In tests B-JA and B-lB (Z = 0 in.), Figs. 5.12 and 5.13, the

effect of cycling is again seen in the character and magnitude of the crown

moment. It is also significant that the effect of the cycling is not very

pronounced at other locations (which did not yield during first loading).

Other studies, Dorris and Albritton (1965) and Albritton and others (1965)),

have also shown that cycling may not affect the reproducibility more than

about 20 percent as long as the cylinder material remains elastic.

Test B-3 (Z - 1-3A in.), Fig. 5.16, and test B-4 (Z a 2-5/1 in.),

Fig. 5.17, again show that the results are reproducible. They also indicate

that moment increases at a decreasing rate (but remins large until the ate.-

rial begins to yield).

lM
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The rapid tests, Figs. 5.18 through 5.22, yielded much the same

information as the static tests. Tests B-9 (Z = 1-3/! in.) and B-10

(Z = 2-5/8 in ), Figs. 5.21 and 5.22, illustrate the smoothing out of re-

sponse that can be expected with deeper depths of burial.

A sumnary of the B group response is plotted in Fig. 6.2. As

with the A group, the spring-line thrust is generally linear with pressure

up to a level equivalent to first yielding of the material. The values of

rapid test thrusts are larger than those for the static case. The vertical

diameter changes fall into a pattern with each other and are lower than

those of the A group, Fig. 6.1, at pressures greater than 200 psi. The q

values settle into a band between 0.5 and 0.8 for pressures greater than

300 psi.

"6.1.3 C Group (Sangamon Sand)

The C group of cylinders was only one-twentieth (1/20) as stiff

as the A and B groups. The yield stress was high enough that all of the

cylinder strains recorded were below the level corresponding to 0.2 percent

permanent strain. The pressures required to induce failure were lower than

in the A and B groups by a factor of 2 or 3. But, again, at depths greater

than one-eighth the diameter no failures occurred. The moments in the C

group were substantially smaller, and the moment scale for plotting was

changed by an order of magnitude from that used for the B group.

Test C-1 (Z - 0 in.), Fig. 5.23, experienced negative moments

at all four cross sections and the vertical diameter increased at pressures

above 25 psi. This was probably caused by the propensity for collapse in

a high-order buckling mode.

The variability in mioent response is even more evident in these
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very flexible cylinders at shallow burial. Tests C-A (Z = 3/16 in

Fig. 5.24, and C-2 (Z = 7/16 in.), Fig. 5.26, both experienced positive

moments at the spring line and the horizontal diameter decreased in C-4.

Donnellan (1964, p 26) also recorded inward movement at the spring line of

some flexible cylinders. This may be another manifestation of a tendency

toward a high-order buckling mode.

The crown thrust was larger than that at the spring line in

most of the C group tests. But, q was still less than 1.0 in most cases,

Fig. 6.3. The invert thrust was low and probably reflects a decrease in

vertical pressure between the crown and invert. This also shows up in a

lower arching ratio, Section 6.4.

Rapid tests C-6 through C-9, Figs. 5.28 through 5.31, exhibited

the same type curvature changes at shallow burial as the A and B groups.

The initial ptak positive moment occurred at about 3.5 alec which is about

half the natural flexural period given by equation 4.7. Test C-lO

(Z = 7/8 in.), Fig. 5.32, is a good example to validate the arg~ent for

application of the ring compression theory to flexible cylinders vhich are

not affected by the surface boundary.

Test c-9 (z- 7/16 in.), Fi. 5.31, exhibited the largest applied

pressure, 550 psi, encoAtered during this investigation. This was the

only test in vhich the maximu pressure deviated from 500 psi. The response

ended as usual vhen the pressure peaked,, but the cylinder collapsed about a

minute later as the pressure vas about to be manually decayed. A stability

problem is, of course, very sensitive to slight disturbance, but this als.

points to a possible creep effect reducing the resistance to buckling.

2he average spring-ine thrust values, Fg. 6.3, ahoy more
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scatter than the previous two groups, but the exclusion of test C-2

(Z = 7/16 in.j •--daces the spread considerably. Although no character-

istics of the test indicated a difference, the results are not in line

with the rest of the C group.

The values for the rapid tests are higher than those for the

static. The q values for pressures greater than 300 psi lie in a band

between about 0.7 and 1.0 with the exception of test C-2. In this test

the q values are higher because the spring-line thrusts were lower than

the rest of the C troup.

The cylinders used in the E gru were identical with those of

the A group except that they vere cut fro a different tube (*am nomnal

material) and bence bad a slightly different yield (AppenWlx A). The three

tatic tests vere run as a verification of the reproducibility of the A

group results and for comparison with dynic tests -4 , and 3-6.

The thrust, moment, an dieter .hs e results of 1-3 (Z - 0

in.) are plotted together with ccmpanion values from test A-1 in Fig. 5.33.

The values for thrust are comparable, but the spring-line thrusts of

the 9 group are higher than those of the A group. The diameter change

values also are hiher an only the spring-line moments are compatible.

1-3 faled at 205 psi, w eereas A-1 failed at 270 psi. 7his is reasonably

good @awe t for such a bUoking failre, but the thrust and diamer

ci hae trend 5m w t t the response vas Mt able is the I test.

Different sads were used in the two tet* but thq have aboat the sm

stregth nd de•m•tion chautwsties (tAppenix 3). Ift hig, th

cookus n&qa sa n( pon ) is sl inty stiffer than the un n mma sand
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(A, B, and C groups). As a result, it is felt that the variation in re-

sponse is a function of the two different methods of placing the sand

around the cylinders. The Sangamon River sand was vibrated and rodded in,

whereas the Cook's Bayou sand was sprinkled into place. This illustrates

one of the difficulties inherent in comparing results from tests in which

different placement techniques were used. Conservative conclusions must

be drawn.

Test E-2 (Z = T/16 in.), Fig. 5.34, exhibits the same trends as

E-1, and the similarity of the thrust with A-2 is evident. Also, at pres-

sures above 300 psi the moments show closer agreement. It is interesting to

note again how the large mements tend to decrease as the cylinder meterial

yields and loading proesses.

Test 1-1 (Z a 7/8 in.), F16. 5.35, exhibits even better agpement

- with its A gr omp terpart. Hovever., the large crown smaet at pressures

below 250 psi and the Ugeater dismater changes of the 9 goup indicte that

sprinklI A placemnt of the sand guve a lower density and less restraint.

The recorded values of peak strain an the IntUdos and extrAdos

forz-5 (z TMl in-Y)A 3-4 (z T/1 in)s PUg.5-36., weCOqFared with

the valus recorded for the static tests at the sine 250-poi leval (noml..

dymle gsesms available). A large w t of ductllity is evident In

the .imeai tests. Using the analysis outlned tv Nmrkaf MAd 81timaqwu

(196) for a step p Lseiput of M5 psi and an eidUivalt elastoplastic

resistance ftu tlon ftr the o euiers, a themtical uctility tastes of 7

a& a theoetical malim strain of 5300 .4n./In. we calvalated. Mhis

* teortical strain agees well with the observed st*'.in which WSe be-

tum 5M0 a 6ooo &W ./A.

F- --- *---- -
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The moment and thrust values are shown in Fig. 5.37. The peak

thrusts are uniform around the cylinders for all three dynamic tests at the

250-psi pressure level used. The thrust values for the static and rapid

tests are also very consistent with each other, whereas the moment values

are widely scattered at the crown and invert.

6.1.5 D Group (Buckshot Clay)

The D group cylinders were buried in clay, but were identical

with those of the A and E groups in material and geometry with the excep-

tion of a slight change in yield points (Appendix A) resulting from use of

different tubes.

I The static tests, Figs. 5.38 through 5.42, indicate higher bend-

ing moments and larger diameter changes than occurred in sand. The thrust

values follow about the saiw trend as in sand. Generally, symetric re-

sponse was recorded and hence opposite gages acted as a check on each other.

The thrusts recorded in several tests, e.g., D-4 (Z = 1-3/4 in.)

and D-5 (Z - 2-5/8 in.), were higher at the 45-degree cross section than

at the spring line. The instability s very well be concentrated between

this level and the crown.

The wmonts are a highly nonlinear function of overpressure and

tend to decrease as the material yielded at high pressure lexols, Fig. 5.41.

Ultimite-stremgth dynamic testing vith the WES type Heaviside

ioutIs essentially a "go-no go" process. The true failure pressure can

ovl be bracketed between a known collapse and a known survival. A tight

bracket would refuire man tests and be extrmely expensive. At the sam

tims it vould not be truly reliable because of the inherent scatter in

stability problem.

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~ W" Ill I I .. --
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The experience with sand indicated that the rapid and dynamic

failure pressures would be relatively close to the static values. This

proved to be the case also in clay, and the static failure pressures

served as the basis for estimating required dynamic overpressures. The

overpressures obtained were not always close to those requested because of

variabilities in the loading apparatus. However, a reasonable bracket was

obtained for two representative depths of burial, T/13 in. and 1-i/ Ain.

The results obtained from those cylinders which survived are

plotted in Fig. 5.43. Results from those cylinders which failed are also

plotted to shed more light on what occurred. However, these data should

be considered only as guides. They were obtained from the records at

incipient failure. 'This was extremely hard to define for the dqamic tests

in which the cylinders failed.

Some instrumentation difficulties were encountered and the data

from half the strain gages, Table 5.11, in test D-10 (Z - T/8 in.) were

lost because an oscillograph malfunctioned. However, the tbrust values

of D-8 (Z a T/8 in.) and D-6 (Z a 1-3/ in.) are relatively anifora. The

peak mants are at the crown and are positive in sign. The permanent

deformations in D-6 and D-1O can be seen from the end vies of Fig. 5.46.

The strains far exceeded yield in most cases, both in tension and CWes-

sion, and reeulted in high bending monents.

6.2 IkMster thmwe

The dieseter changes vere wall for all tests. tn order to

verify the validity of the dLimter chaeo gages, the cy luder dimeters

ver mnasured to the nearest one-thousdth of an inch vith outside

micrometers, both before and after the test (wbmi possible). These
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results are plotted in Fig. 6.4 aloug with the peak diameter change indi-

cated by the diameter change gages. Reasonable verification is evident.

A vertical Collins gage vas inclutded in test E-5, and its peak

output substantiates the trends.

Several observations can be made based on Fig. 6.14. The horizon-

tal deflection stiffness, Ps/Ah , appears to be independent of the buck-

ling stiffness, - ; but, it varies a great deal vith the soil environment.Se;3

The Sangamon River and Cook's Bayou sands differ by a factor of 2 for hori-

zontal stiffness. The clay is less stiff by an order of magnitude.

Using these epirical values for horizontal stiffness, it is

possible to calculate subgrade moduli from the Iowa Formala,

f 0.166 paR1
A h - - 6.1

E +"0.061k R4

Ah = bOrisotal diaeter Incease, in.

]PIS vertical P mre on top of the cylinder, psi

S= cyhlinder radius, In.

. amodulus af elasticity ot the cylinder, psi

m o mint of inertia of the cyli Id arose setion, in.k

k -1u d oa pasive resist=". of the soil, lb/I.. 3

'ILo a be olved Ot kE a 3 In i term of Ihe other parii.

sewsd e V to is alled, the saftus of soil reaction.

a' a y[( - .1.3) 8]

kb~~tit~~t1M lip.7 151
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E - .2905 6.2

P

Using the average values of O. calculated from the results plotted in

Fig. 6.4 as 11 , values of E' can be calculated. This assumes no change

with depth of burial and is essentially true within the scatter for the

range of shallow depths Investigated. A trend of increasing stiffness with

depth is true of the vertical stiffness. A typical calculation follows.

E' for the A goup =[0.290(32900) - 45]

"--~1 (9550 - 145) = 9'5= 155,900 Psl 6.3

]CI 1558910.9bi 30.0k for the A o 89- 1 6

Also, frcm equation 6.2 one can compute

El for the B group - 125,100 psi

k for the B group I 71,600 lb/in. 3

E' for the C grou 12TACO psi

k for t. c grou -p 2,600 b/ln. 3

I1 for the I group w 57,300 psi

k* for th* 2 goup. 32PTOOlbWin.3

191for theDpgroupa 60500psi

k for the Dip roup MOO lb/in.13

MTwee calmalatis verify bho little inrluence *he bucklirg

stiffness of the cylinders has an the deformatiams in Ocqeatent soils V~eb

as these unde the asstotioaua of this inthmatical, weld. Mw 4efbm-

tioms are oat•ol1. t the stife of the soll. lbr .m1., in the

i
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Elcomputktions for equation 6.3 the cylinder buckling stiffness, -o , is ap R1

negligible term relative to the horizontal soi L stif'nedE a
Eli

The calculated soil parameter, k R , is of the same order of

magnitude as the moduli from the one-dimensional c,.asolidation and triaxial

'ests at roughly the same pressures (Appendixes B and C).

Up to this point everytthing has been analyzed in uerms of the

overpressure, P , on the surface. Here it was assumed that the pressure,so

P at the level of the cylinder crown was equal to the surface pressure.

This is true by definition only when the cylinder is at zero depth of

buiAl. However, the assumption is satisfactory within the limits dis-

cissed in Section 6.3.

6.3 Arching Ratio

Overall arching may be assessed by summing forces in the vertical

direction above the cylinder. The thrust at the spring line represents a

vertical force as does the surface pressure integrated over the area. The

arching ratio, AR , is defined as the average spring-line thrust divided

by the overpressure times the radius.

N (avg)
a= Y6.5PoR

Pso

These ratios have been c&lculated from the results of the static

testh and are plotted in Fig. 6.5.

Ite A and B groups verified one another well below 200 psi. At

that pressure level the A group cylinders began to yield, the moments

began to decrease, and hence the cylinders stiffened as a result of ap-

proaching rare closely a c~opression mode. The arching ratio increased

until such time as the whole cross section yielded, at about 300 psi.
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After that, the arching ratio decreased.

It appears that the B group began to stiffen at 450 to 500 psi.

The moments decreased and the arching ratio began to increase. If the

trend were to continue at higher pressure, it would be compatible with the

A group behavior.

The E group began with a higher arching ratio than the A group,

"out at pressures above 250 psi they are similar. These groups had the

aE I = 45 , but as has been pointed out the soilsame buckling stiffness, R

placement techniques differed. This indicates that initial soil differ-

ences (densities in t1.e immediate vicinity of the cylinder, Appendix B)

created by placement techniques may not be important after the soil-

structure system has readjusted under 200-psi overpressure.

It iq the writer's opinion that it is appropriate to express

cylinder response in terms of the pressure, Pa ' on a horizontal plane

through tl e crown. As a consequence, a correction to P would be appli-

cable only if the arching ratio at a given depth varied significantly from

the etching ratio at zero depth. This does not occur for the cylinders

tested as Fig. 6.5 indicates (although this indication is not conclusive

because of the scatter in data for these shallow burials). Hence Pa and

P were considered interchangeable.so

This does not negate the facts that the arching ratios do differ

from group to group at zero depth of burial, and that the arching ratio at

zero depth is not necessarily 1.0. For any study of the arching ratio for

"* real structures at depth, it would be necessary first to study the response

of the structure at zero depth where a known loading exists, Apparently,

I -
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load can be dissipated between the level of the crown and the level of the

spri-g line.

6.4 Ultimate Strength

The collapse pressure, Psof ' is plotted in Fig. 6.6 with respect

to the stiffness parameter El The tests of the present investigation,
R3

Table 5.1, cover only a small part of the practical range of stiffness and

pressure. In order to make the picture as complete as possible, results

of other investigations in dense, dry sand are also indicated. The depth

of burial is listed next to the symbol in terms of the cylinder diameter, d

A dotted line indicates the yield value of a high-strength steel

in hoop compression for a smooth cylinder. This establishes the upper

bound limit of applicability of the elastic buckling theory and hence

defines the area of concern for elastic buckling. Above this line the

membrane response is inelastic and would be treated in terms of a ductility

factor rather than stiffness.

In Figs. 6.7 through 6.10, the collapse pressure has been formed

into a nondimensional parameter, Ps 0 ?3/EI . The test results are plotted

in this form with respect to . A different set of theoretical equa-
R3

tions is shown in each of Figs. 6.7 through 6.10. It was mentioned in

Chapter 3 that the theoretical equations all contain the cylinder stiffness

EI
parameter, -. , as an independent variable.R•

Open symbols in Figs. 6.6 through 6.10 refer to tests which did

not result in failure. Although these tests do not indicate the pressure

at which the cylinder would have failed, they are pertinent because they

do document areas where failure did not occur.

The amount of data available with which to correlote the clay

i...
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results is very slight. Luscher and Hoeg (196&, p 231) reported a series,

E1 = 0.011 , that experienced failure very similar to their sand tests
S R3

which were two orders of magnitude higher than the theoretical pressure

predicted by the hydrostatic equation, Po 3 3Fig. 6.T. The results

of the present investigation, EI 45 indicate that the failure pressure
R3

for cylinders in clay increases very slowly with increasing depth of burial,

Fig. 5.48. The hydrostatic equation is in reasonable agreement with these

results, Fig. 6.7, and the results of a test on a stiffer cylinder,, = 82,
4 ; 3

conducted by Dorris and Albritton (1965). On the basis of this, it appears

that the hydrostatic buckling equation should be retained for claylike

soil media until such time as more experimental evidence fills in the gap

between the available data points.

Although far from couilete, the data available from tests in

dense, dry sand are more plentiful. The present investigation in dense

sand showed considerable increase in failure pressure with increase in

depth of burial down to d/ , Fig. 5.48. Below this depth failure could

not be precipitated with the pressure available, 500 psi. Donellan (196.,

p 42) experienced failures a, d/8 but none at d/h at 160 psi. However,

S the conclusion that below some critical depth in dens SaM, elastic bud-

ling will not occur is precluded by the results of Bulson (1962) aM

Luscher and Heg (1964). ht, tht, conclusion M very el o• ly to

cylinders which are stiffer than som critical stiffness.

fte theoretical analysis dmloped by Zamsher and HlOW (1961.,

p 1A3), equation 3.16, is plotted in 6.8 for Several depths of buial.

It takes into account the cap In soil stittfas with depth aM qewae,

ad predicts the possibility o "st ' ..... a .. p.hs "-S". than
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d/4 for very flexible structures. The equation fits the author's experi-

mental data and that reported by Bulson (1962) fairly well. For depths

greater than d/1 , the equation indicates that buckling will not occur

before yield of the material for the cylinders used in the present investi-

gation. Hence, this appears to be potentially an adequate design equation

for interpolation.

However, for extrapolation of the data a much more conservative

approach is in order. A lover bound for these data at zero depth of

burial is established by equation 3.8, Fig. 6.9. Substituting kzR = lO0

in equation 3.8,

;IEl ,psi 406.6

vhere I is in units of psi, I is in units of in. 3 and R is in units of

in. Although the theoretical equation has the bydrostatic buckling value,

3 Ll , as a lower bound, it is not possible to sy that this would be true

for the actual conditions. For a stiff cylinder at very shallov burial,

the soil could be a less desirable environent than water because of the

f loadin occurring tbrouh the soil.

Equation 3.8 with k HR - 1i0 fits the writer's data at d/1 ,

Fig. 6.9,• nd isa lover bound to the data available for mre flexible

cylinders. Hence, it appears that

PC T"75 ,psi 6.7

tOuid provide a owe realistic lower bound to te buakling value than the

h. byoatic ei ata uet d alone. The units are the ase in eqation 6.6.

It is evident that the forqozg v&luss of k R ar u•ch mller

then those owlt.d fL send• d tm Ioa lbm&le in Section 6.2.
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Equation 3.8 with k R = 37,000 fits the d/8 no-failure data of the flex-

ible cylinders, and is also shown in Fig. 6.9. It Is possible that this my

be an appropriate equation for the high overpressure region. This value of

k R is still lover than those calculated from equation 6.2. If k Z =Z Z

37,000 or higher, it is apparent that buckling will not occur before

yield for nms practical values of cylindcr st.iffness (greater than about

1.7) vhen the cylinder is buried at a depth below d/8. .Hence, the theo-

retical variation of the dense sand properties with respect to pres.nre

may be important only for design pressures below about 500 psi.

The theoretical equation, 3.17, vhich utilizes Poisson's ratio

and Young's modulus of the soil is plotted in Fig. 6.10 for coarison. It

follows the general trend of the available test data, but no definite eon-

clusions can be draw.

"A comparison of the results of the A and B group, Table 5.1,

indicates that the cylinder strength my play a part in the buckling values.

This is probably a reflection of the decrease in effective ling stiff-

ness vhich occurs vhen part of the cross setion yields. •bever, the

failure values between the group did not differ bl mawe than 25 perient

althou&• the yield values varied bV a factor of 2.

'Th•eC Mwr in Which the eylinders failed is probably

a =o qUncO of the lag m Ft of straw eneo in the cylinders at

incpient coulare. no. 5.4 and 5AU5 depict tm fa"led c•i•sk. The

irregularities In the postbucklizz shape ware caused by the cylinder crows,

striking Us lougitudifl rods (which co6Mected the and core) asthey caved

* ~in. the Postaolapee configaration in ciny is aboma is 1ig. 5.AT.

I



CHAPTM~ 7. SUM4Aqy, CONCWUSIONS, AND MMECOIDPMI0NS

7.1 NE

Forty-six,, small, horiz~ontall.y oriented cylinders were tested in

tvo kinds of soil media: dense,, dry sand and stiff clay. The applied

overpressw'e,v vertical.. and horizontal diameter changes for the static tests

and hoop strains were measured.* The cylinders vere all made of almima.

Three alloys were involved having yield stress values of 7,500,* 12.,700.,I ~and 42.,100 psi. The cylinders had identical outside diameters of 3.5 in.
and two thicknesses,, 0.022 and 0.065 in. Hence,, the cylinder stiffnesses,,

3 .9Ver 1- and405(d/ 159 and 541), respectively.

The test structures were buried at depths ranging from zero to

three-quarters of the outside diameter,, 2-5/8 in. Three overpressure rise

times vere used: a static rise time (10 to 15 mini), a rapid rise time,

(13 Mee),# and a ymemic rise time (0.-3 Mee).-

The relations between, stress, thrust, wmnt# and diaewter

chang vere plotted wan analysed with respect to the surface overpressuwe.

the W*essw ncessarly to cause collapse was etabli shed and coqiared vith

"seeral theoreItica slutions and with the results of other investigatitons.

The borisovWa and vertical stiffuesses as Indicated by the diameter

chage wer' anallsed sand cqard with theoretical concepts.

It vas not possible to collapse c~linadrs of either stiffness

Ams buried in sand at depts equal to or greater than one-eighth the

dim~,e, 7/1 In.. =daer the awailable "o-Vol, pressue*. In stiff clay

however, it was posLal.t 4diem collapse ewe at the deepesit burial,

three-quarta' of the, diameter or 2-5'/0 in.
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7.2 Conclusions

AUl of the conclusions are based on the assumption of the plane-

wave loading which vas. used during this investigation.

7.2.1 Cylinders in Dense, Dry Sand

The difference between static and rapid loading in the elastic

response of the cylinder is smal (within 20 percent). The rapid loading

was observed, Figs. 6.1 through 6.3, to cause larger thrusts.

Inelastic strains are such higher under dynamic loading than

under static or rapid loading at the saw pressfure,, Fig. 5.36. However, a

cylinder buried at a depth greater than mne-eighth its diameter can sustain

large inelastic bending strains without experiencing structural failure or

collapse.

Based on an equivalent elastoplastic resistance function for the

cylinder and an approximate step-pals. loading., a ductility factor or about

7 Mas found to be conservative for the dynamic tests. No failures occurred,,

so it is not possible to sy what the ductility factor to defino failure

would be.

Thrust Is generally a linear' function of surface overpossmw..

It is largest, at the spring line, smaller at the Or~n and inale~t at

the invert *For oepessures greeter than 200 psi,, the wameag value Of

the horlsotal famce divided by the verticial force on the cylinder Is

a -out 0.8. However, the boop coqmresion theacy apas to be adequate for

Namuat is Saferall~y a noolina function of surftce OVeew.

It tands to inriawa at a decreasing rate (probably goerWe tV local arch-b

lin from point to point aroun the iWC40 .0C 0 of the cylinder), until
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the cylinder material begins to yield. Thereafter., the moments tend to

decrease. The moments are larger in the stiffer cylinders. A depth of

burial of one-eighth the diameter is a critical depth for the sign of the

crown noment. At shallower depths the curvature increases, whereas for

deeper depths the moment is positive and the curvature tends to decrease.

For zero depth of burial, the pressure to cause buckling failure

can be defined by

"To ,0-Ipsi7.

vhere E is in units of psi.,I is in units of in. 3 , and R is inwunits

of in. This is an empirical fit of equation 3.8 to the test data with

kzR - 4M.9O Fig. 6.9. For depthe of burial equal to or greater than one-

eighth the diameter,, the pressure to cause bucikling failure can be bounded

until *Ieexeimna data becomes available by

p 75~ T.2

*bere the units are the was as those in equation 7.1. This is equation

3.8 vith k R 1li00. Failure occurs (at the shallow burial) IW a sudden

inh~-th~ao the con*The result is a complete collapse. But, no

collapse could. be induced at depths greater than orieeighth the dimater

tam l.T for p'emureup to 500psi.

Depths of burial greater then mne-igth the dIsmtem probably

have am*r siWiiawt effects, (cc elastic buwkUag) than indicated trf

the allOwable Preemesr frow euAwtion 7.2. limiver, since* then effects of

the depth wer not satisftactatly defined becomenoaz faibazes occurred,,

thq cam aml be considered as an niittomal ftctor of safety. Iupation

7.2 rePresets points Wheire so failme occurre and does not define failure.
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However, this is a more realistic equation than the bydrostatic prediction.

It is hypothesized that equation 7.2 is still overly conservative for

values of greater than about 1.7.
R3

It is not possible at present to identify adequately the appro-

priate soil properties controlling cylinder collapse with soil properties

obtained from standard laboratory tests.

The technique used to place the sand in the vicinity of the

cylinder can affect the response of the cylinder and apparent deformtion

stiffness by as much as 50 percent. Hovever, the pressure required to

cause collapse differs by only t25 percent. Sprinkling in the vicinity

of the cylinder is less effective than vibrating or rodding.

The arching ratio (defined as the average spring-line thrust

!• I divided by the overpressame times the redits) for cylinders bried with

the croun tangent to the soil surface is not necesserily 1.0.

7.2.2 SZ1iner in Stiffcloy

Collapse of the cylinder occurs by a sudden ma@-tbmug of the

crovn. Regardless of the depth of burial, this mode of failure occurs even

at the eaulm depth tested, three-quaeterm of the di.tamet.

Only a mll Increase in failue preasme results frm en in-

oresse in depth of burial. lhn kbdxrosic backling epation

V" sq•,oV. at O the qulzndet used, 1g. 6.7, -A1 ebse be 4110t%3,

oo0memrtive t cylinders bi.ed at deph pmter them ms-e-ift the

dimmote. 2Ts Oeutiom leplee a lwis MWOW Ot kR •

atmats and deftmtioM m of te 4yli er Vr laU st tbfm

00 .. .. . . ..
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in sand at cmparable pressures. They were both highly nonlinear functions

of pressure.

7.3 1eco ionatsoa for Future Stu

High pressure tests (500 psi or greater) should be conducted inEl

dense sand with cylinder stifrnesses, El between 0.1 and 1.0 for the

pzros of establishia failure pressures for depths of burial greater

than one-elihth the cylinder diameter. Materials with high yield strengths,

such as high-strength steel or alumtnda, would best serve the purpose.

Elastic buckling could be isolated relative to the buckling stiffness with-

out consideration of the reduced stiffness due to yielding.

Some ultimate strength tests should be conducted with relatively

larg (2-ft-d4iaeter) cylinders in the WES Large Blast load Generator to

investigate the possibility of size effects. These should have the same

Value of as soe smaller diameter cylinders discussed in the literature,

or else ll companion cylinders should be tested concurrently.

A alinder with L - 220 should be tested at zero depth of

burial in dense sand at pressure greater than 500 psi to extend the range of

Imowledge of equation 7.1.

The work on elastic buckling should be done with static loading

(but fast ewjA that Iongtiae effects such an creep do not enter) to

Viai the mOSt for the least cost. Selective dynamic testing should then

be done to assem the applicability of the knmle41g gained from the

static tests.

Once the limits of the buWlin voblem wre esteblished, then

dyneade stuft• shal b* ooafteted to deteralme an *ypropriate mgniptude,

"" the ductility factor to defie collapse in the nonekastic region of

dynaic ai m sklbeonutdo deerin a uappro ms e ig it m ud
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cylinder response. Since yielding is not a proper criterion for failure,

it is doubtful that the studies of the elastic response of cylinders will

shed much light on the ultimate strength except when backling governs.

Once the dense, dry sand-cylinder interaction is fully understood,

other soil environments such as medium density (relative density of 50

percent), and partially saturated sands should be investigated. It may

then be possible to develop a single equation which can take into account

the significant soil properties in a realistic manner.

Concurrent with the foregoing, an attempt should be amde to

determine the pressure distribution on the surface of the buried cylinder

from the measured strains. The solution by Riley (1965) for WES which

expresses the load in a Fourier series with u=determined coefficients

could be used.

4U
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4'Test A-3A (Z ý 7/8 in.)

I Stratin, •n./•n. 88 16 213 199 213 389 90 1362
Stress, poi 38o 1690 "'13•. 1990 2130 3890 5934 6745 1

I Strain, ,in./in. 87 174 239 463 820 1380 -261 3125
Strevs, psi 870 170,o 284(o 463C 5899 6759 7365 '733

1-I Thrust, Inj/in. 57 111 163 215 300 383 444 477
M.omn1, In-lb/in. 0.00 0..02 0.27 0.93 1.36 0.30 0.47 0.37

3 Strain, .Ai. /in. i66 250 367 464 560 647 796 95
Stress, psi 1660 280 3670 164o 5267 5595 5957 6135

3a Strain, ;in. ýtn. 31 55 80 128 185 220 332 473
Stress, si 310 550 8O0 1280 1850 2M 3320 4730

3-3% Thrust. 11/in. 64 "A9 145 192 240 273 327 367
Moment, in-lb/in. -o.48 -0.79 -1.01 -1.18 -1.27 -1.26 -o.86 -0.41

2 Strain, fin./in. 171 308 426 564 145o 2680 4150 --
Stresz, psi 1710 3080 4260 5285 6815 7593 8337 --

2a Strain, itin./in. -14 2'. 1IC 262 1170 2341 3745 -
Stress, psi -,4C 26) 110 2620 6515 7409 8138 --

2-.A Thrust, lb/in. 51 109 i74 266 435 46'." 1-5
IMc ,•, in..lb/in. -'.65 -0.99 -1.11 -0. -0.0 -0. 1* -0.07 --

4 Strain, an./in. 213 368 530 697 1198 2243 3545 4600
Stress, psi 2130 3680 5132 5683 6564 7355 804o 8558

4e Strain, pin./in. -46 -20 33 113 435 1431 2601 3601
Stress, psi -460 -200 330 1130 4350 6802 7550 e067

4-4& Thrust, lb/in. 54 113 133 " 250 18 462 57 540
Mament, in.-lb/in. -0.91 -1.37 -i.74 -1.73 .0.62 -0.20 -0.17 -0.17

D21 :)eflectio0i, in. 1.005 0.0)7 0.009 0.013 C.021 0.029 0.039 0.043
DC2 Deflection, in. 0.004 O.006 0.007 0.O09 0.01 0;013 0.014 0.015
1-1&:3-3& Avg thrust, lb/in. 61 i1c 151, 204 _70 328 386 422
2-2•.:4-4 Avg thrust, lb/in. 53 1i1 179 258 407 ,475 521 540

q 1.15 0:99 0o86 0.79 0.66 0.69 0.14 0.70

Test A-3P (- 7/8 in.)

1 Strain, pin./in. .206 -24. -264 -257 -264 -198 -4.a 29. 896
Stress, psi -2060 -244o -2640 -257) -2640 -1960 -44o 660 2940 6033

.a Strain, jiin./in. 33e 521 695 84o 1070 1331 1659 2045 2620 3702
Stress, psi 3380 5093 5679 5934 6339 6720 7005 7248 75bi 8117

1-la Thrust, lb/in 43 9C 132 167 205 255 327 360 422 476
Mouent, in-lb/in. 1.92 2.69 3.16 3.27 3.35 3.05 2.32 -. !2 1.11 O.6'

3 Strain, 4in./in. 79 122 175 21, 271 3C6 376 507 655 914
Stress, psi 790 1220 1750 2180 2710 3060 3760 5031 5609 5889

3& Strain, pu./i. . 55 117 184 234 296 362 474 621 817 10%
Stress, psi 550 1170 1840 2340 29t0 3620 4740 552.• 5894 6315

3-3& ft mst, lb/in. 44 78 117 147 184 217 276 344 374 397
Moment, in.-lhf/n. -0.08 -0.02 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.20 0.35 0.18 0.10 0.15

2 Strain, 1.ir./in 216 368 518 650 800 920 1Ž00 2570 4010 --
Stress, Isi 2160 36B0 5080 3600 5864 6075 6568 7534 8268 -

2. Strain, "in./in. 09 131 220 302 392 488 742 1971 330e 442oStress, psi 691 1310 1200 3020 3920 4aý0 5762 7206 1920 8470
2
.

2
a Thrut, .b/in. 93 16z '-40 298 341 366 401 479 526 --

Meant1, in.-ib/in. -0.52 -0.83 -l.C0 -0.95 .0,62 -0.37 -0.28 -0.12 -0.12 --

4 Strain, Oin./in. 199 338 468 590 T36 860 1020 1898 2E8P2 4110
Stre:Is, psi i990 3380 466o 5400 5751 5970 6251 7166 7680 5317

4& Strain, vin./in. 47 100 174 234 315 388 515 1375 2300 3362
Stres-, psi 47o 1000 '131O 234O 3150 -W80 5067 6755 7386 7950

4-4& Thrust, lb/in. 80 14i 209 264 315 346 375 453 490 529
ument, in-lb/in. -0.54 -0.84 -1.04 -k.14 -0.93 -0.65 -0.37 -0.15 -0.10 -0.13

icl Deflection, in. 0. , .7 0,011 0.013 0.016 OO02 0.022 0.026 0.034 O.043 0.053
D02 Peflectici, in. O.004 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.011 0.013 0.014 0.015 0.m16 0.017
1-1a:3-3a Avg thnist, lb/in. 44 84 125 157 195 238 302 357 398 437
2-2as

4
-
4

a Avg thrust, Ib/in. 87 152 225 281 326 355 388 466 508 529
q 1.51 0.55 o.56 0.56 0.59 0.67 0.78 0.77 0.78 0.83

Test A-4 (Z . 1-3/4 in.)

I Strain, pin./in. 0 39 78 L43 195 295 507 780 1142 1535
Stress, psi 0 390 780 430 1950 2950 5031 5829 6466 6883

]a Strain, pin./in. 1-44 201 295 443 331 900 1290 1706 2226 2760
Stress, psi 1340 2010 2950 443o 67 6040 6688 7019 7346 b36

1-1a Thrust, lb/in. /i 78 421 ;9 W 61 330 391 425 4514 T74
Moment, in.-b/in. o.47 0.57 0.76 i,o6 1.35 1.02 0.53 0.42 0.29 0.26

3 Strm , n in./in. 166 28o 402 543 744 963 1226 1480 1513 2035
Stress, psi i660 2800 402o 5191 5765 6151 6614 6839 7104 7241

2. Strabi, 0in./On, -3 -57 .76 -IIi -1?3 -123 -104 -86 -36 39
Stress, psi -380 -57C -760 -1i40 -1230 -1230 -1040 .860 -380 380

3-3& Thrust, lb/in. 42 72 106 139 186 Žid6 269 301 337 364
Momnt., in.- lb/in. -0.72 -1,19 -1.68 -2.30 -2.68 -2.76 -2.67 -2.54 -2.26 -1.93

2 Strain, .in./in. 267 445 609 607 1275 2140 3322 4470 5650 (190(1
Stress, psi 2670 4450 5485 5876 6676 7298 7930 8494 9023 95V18

2a Strj "n, ii./in. -41 -41 -10 10 134 909 2029 3043 h1210 521,0
Stress, psi .410 -410 -100 100 13W0 6056 7236 7789 8317 88'•4

2-2% Thrust: lb/z/. .1,31 . 241 331 443 493 529 565 ',8
Vant, in..b/In -1. -1.71 -2.08 -2.19 -1.68 .o.41 -0.25 -0.25 -t 25 -0.24

4 Strain, lin./Li. 194 296 445 571 765 l267 2238 3220 4293 54,A4
Stress, psi 1940 2960 4450 5316 580 6670 7352 7880 840? 89q%

4& Strain, an./i. -2 . 34 122 290 793 1787 2688 3707 4726
Stress, psi -220 -110 540 10 W900 %52 7903 7597 8119 862(

4-.4 Thrust, lb/in. 56 3 f- 223 313 407 470 503 517 571*mmnt, Im.-Lb/in. -0o76 -1. 1% -15o1 oo .0.10 -.o10 -o11

DCiý Defleti ss in. 0.00W 0.003 0.005 0.007 0.010 0.016 0.021 0.028 O.034 o.0•A4
DC2 Nflection, in. 0,004 0.005 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.010 0.011 '1.012 0.012 0.013
1-1&13-3a US tharst, lb/in. 43 75 114 165 M 279 330 363 396 419
2 -.ai-.4a Avg thrust, Ib/iA- 65 l2 1714 232 322 425 4 516 5A1 585

I o.66 0.67 0.66 0.71 0.70 0.66 0.68 0.70 0.'?2 0.72

I
I,
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Table 5.3

Strain, Strebs, Thrult, and )newnt; Tests A-., A-7, A-., A-9, A-10

Gmb anuenmnt -JO 150 200 ?32 kt-
Test A-ti) (7 * in.)

ptrain, in./in. -149 432 894 1281 461 -80O

Stress. psi -i. 4320 6029 668I 46ic -8676
Sa irain, gin./in. 300ý 51 26 309 3942 10430

Stress, psi Y390 51) 26C 3090 8235 10950

-I. Thrust, lb/In. 52 157 259 365 465 23L
M.nt, in. .bn .61 -13 -2.14, -U2 0.., .4

SStrain, pln,/in. -80 151 330 44L6 423 503
Stress, psi .80 !1510 3330 4460 4230 5013

3a Strai.n, in./in. 231 28& 328 3a9 458 503

Stress, n-i L3-Q 2840 3280 3890 4.80 5013
-- Thst, "b/In. 49 i41 214 271 o86 32"
hcasent, in-iblin. 1.09 0.47 -0.01 -0.20 0.2 0.00

2 Strain, in.n/i. 269 316 39, 457 .230 2662
Stress., P690 31(. 391 4570 6955v 7691

,a Strain. Pin/.In. -02 n4 t96 j4 c9 1;35 1947
Streps, ust -120 lIoW. I, fO 3450 66:0 7193

-'a Thru:t, ib/'sn. 81 137 i9s$ i±62 42 484
leasens, in. - it/tn -. 99 -0.75, -0. 71 -0.38 -0.11 -0.18

Strain, pin./in. 275 375 462 713 1338 2564

Stress, psi 2750 3730 4620 5711 67"e6 7531
:.a Strain, pin.!i/. -. 80 159 353 IC11 1276

Stress, psi -I.I. 8&C 1590 3530 6211 6677
Thr-st :nb/n. 6 11-8 20e 322 423 4&
Moment, in.-Ib/in. -1.-1 -1.4 -1.07 -0.77 -0.18 -C-00

1-4a:3-3a Avg thr=ust, lb/in. 51 419 237 318 376 --

-,4-s Avg thrust, lb/in. 8s 143 29 92 433 474
q 0.0DO 1.04 i.20 1.09 0.87 --

Test A-y (1 = 3/6 i36.)

Strain, pin./In. -a;2 445 1482 2667 2145 1748 l185 -1778

Struss. psFi -207u 4445Co 6o 758&, 7466 735k 65Z,2 -7i
Ia Strain. pin/in. 324 162 -a62 81 1462 58 0)9-2 -5

Stress, pul 3240 162c - ta pie .125 9150 10830

1-is Thrntf, lb/in. 38 197 283 398 466 3•1 580 --

t-rent, in.-1b/in. 1.87 -1.00 -2.86 -1.68 -1.22 0.74 1.42 --

3 Strain, pin/.in. 35 263 518 658 7,2 676 711 737

Stress, psi 350 263L' 5080 5614 5692 5646 5707 5753

3a Strain, pin./In. 13 96' 82 98 1 22- 262 311

Stre:: q, psi ±310 90 820 980 1550 2210 2620 3110

3-3L Thrust, b/in. S1 117 1i5 237 264 279 297 31l

mNaent in -lb/in. .3 -050 -153 -1.75 -1.57 -1.29 -1.14 -0.94

2 Strain, ,in./in. 21i -g9 361 6c2 1133 2699 3687 4892

Stress i 2410 cý3 3610 5154 6&50 7603 8109 8702

S-train, pin./in. 25 C I99 373 772 2414 3234 4505

Stres p250 1 25c 3730 5815 7449 8083 8512

-whr it, :b/in. 86 'A !82 309 399 489 526 559

Moment. in.- ib/ir. -:.76 -1.2 -0-57 -0.62 -C,.22 -0.35 -0.01 -0.07

Stra n, p1n./in. 330 356 559 839 144l4 3453 4399 567v

3tress, psi 333( 3561 5262 5933 6814 7981 85,ý 59 9031.
-a Strain, pin./in. -49 0 74 221 95.) 2754 3821 4770

Stross, -". 0 710 2210 61t,' 7633 a170 862.2
Thrust, P/in. 91 116 204 304 425 540 575

Mmnent, in.-lb/in. -1.33 -1.25 -1.67 -1.32 -C.24 -0.12 -0.10 -0.1 3

1-14:3-3a Avg thrust, lb/in. 46 157 239 318 365 405 439 -

2-2a:4-4a Avg tru.st, lb'/in. 89 105 1 3 307 12 499,4 533 -67
q o.5 2 1.50 1.24 ±.04 0.09 j.61 o.82 --

Test A-B (Z - 71/16 in.)

Strain, pin./in. -220 422 6 M293 1188 1135 1355 1557 1698 1707
Strez., psi -1-200 4220 6051 5690 6547 a,54 6739 6900 7012 7015.

14 Strain, pin./in. 249 -28 166 443 1773 3574 5154 7094 9726 12303
Stroz , 1,711 249C -280 166u 4430 7072 805"4 8818 9618 1070M 11569

I-lw Thrust, ib/in. 9 128 19)9 38, 444 480 511 545 584 618

Moment, inn. huA. -1.58 -1.55 -0.64 0.17 0.52 0,71 0,93 1.26 1.58

3 Strain, pini n. ±146 474 849 1236 1529 1804 2133 2437 --..

-tress, psi 11+', 4740 5950 6b31 61 8 7097 729W 7461

-1. Strai., 4in /in. 89 33 17 U 127 283 371 533 749 1004
;trecss, psi 890 330 170 5'0 1270 2830 3710 5147 5774 6223

i-.a T1fust, lb/in. 7i 165 250 308 349 390 414 35 ....5

Moment, in.-b/S t -0.201 -1.55 -2.17 -2. U2 -1.68 -1.14 -0.93 -0,72 ....

Stral, s.te n/in. 381 429 620 787 2290 4080 5487 731.0 9329 i1333

Stress, psi 381v 422 3534, 3841 7381 8303 8956 9723 10539 11252
2a Strain, sIn./In. 25 125 176 427 1586 3297 458i . 6

5 7853 9564

Stress, psi '50 1250 4760 4270 6923 7918 8549 4g94 9931 .0636
Tiu'ct, lb/in. i32 180 253 347 466 527 569 615 665 722

Kment, in.-!b/in -1.n5 1.07 -1.41 -o.49 -0.,16 -0.14 -o.14 -0.19 -0.21 -0.21

Stratn, pin /in. 3I& 456 608 836 2155 3677 4945 68 8212 9890
Streass, psul 3800 4560 548L 5927 7305 8104 8728 9401 10091 10771

I.a Strain, pin./in. 0 100 01 437 1413 29e6 4305 5685 7367 8611

Stress, psi 0 i0X 2)010 4370 6786 7726 8413 9037 9731 10243
4-4a TPruat. lb/In. i23 181 258 3534 459 515 557 j99 644 683

Moment, in-lb/in. .-1.34 -4.25 -1.29 -0.47 -0.19 -0.13 -0.11 -0.13 -0.13 -0.19

I-laI 3 Avg thrust, lb/in. 43 147 275 3j47 397( 435 463 1.90 --

'%-,,,:
4
-
4
a Avg, thrut, lb/tn. 128 181 256 35 1463 521 563 607 655

q 0,34 U.81 1.07 0.99 0.86 0.83 0.82 D0.81 ....

(Coatinas")



TWe 5.3 (Ccmcluwj4)

.. ou • Ov es . nai _
-r--r 150 ~ ?5 300 M .0 ~-

Test A,7 9- 718 La.)3

"I Ste", plu./11. -155 103 115 675 766 831 1078 1389 1857 233f
Itme, ?*1 -1550 1030 k.5o 5&h1 5801 5919 6353 6767 7139 71o7

16 Ua, pk./In. 25l 4& .6 769 1271 157 2268 2972 3839 4365
Struess vel 2510 27M 1.610 "80 6673 (692 7369 7751 8181. 84413

1.1. "rust: /In.. 31 23 28M 372 406 422 453 4.75 1499 516
M 1.-ib/ia. 1.13 0.61 0.16 0.06 0.31 0.35 0.33 0.31 0.37 0.36

3 Ur.aui./. .l4J 61 217 330 391 1w0 478 530 626 078
Stwea.psi j" 610 2170 3300 3910 4M000 780 5133 5558 564q

36 strain, Ki./Lia 185 215 277 305 376 425 528 659 861 1106
stes, psi 1850 2k5o 277O 3050 3760 4M 51-25 5616 5971 6o03

3-3a ftr..t, 111/In. 1.6 99 161 206 2..9 268 32'. 152 375 392
l, in..lb/in. 0.81 0.65 ".211 -O.23 -0.05 0,09 O.1z 0.18 0.15 0.27

2 strfa, Kin./i. 25a 371 436 662 155i 260 01% 5510 6916 8o1.
Stress, Pei 25W0 3710 4360 5521 6895 7577 8307 8965 9545 10011

26 strAn'4 WA./in. 35 70 2145 420 1318 2316 3799 5078 6.26 7191
fti PsL 350 700 21.50 .2ooc' 6731. 7.11 8164 8787 9313 9783

-26 Tut WIn. 95 113 221 332 443 W87 535 577 61.4 613
SnooA Il-l'b/l. -0.79 -1.06 -0.67 -0.19 -0.06 -0.06 -0.05 -0.06 -0.07 -0.08

SStrain, Kin./in. 282 159 689 1025 51C 3765 5.10 7107 8991 10289
1.stress, psi 2020 1.590 5w6 6260) 750, 814.8 8924. 9621. 101.0 10910 I

3 ,troIn, lfz./in. -16 66 212 .75 2(*.7 29i5 '.88 6o01 7518 868i
Stress, Psi .16w 60 2120 4.750 7217 7720 8503 9185 9793 10o07
Thu st,1,./in. 86 M71 279 3TO 4.79 516 %7 611 656 689
Nwot, In.-Ik/In. -1.05 -1.38 -1.33 -0.. .0.09 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.21 -0.23

3vg2thrust t~t, . 39 w M 289 38 315 389 41.1 437 451
2-,2alk.. Avg thrust, lWin. 91 157 250 352 461 .5 551 594 635 6660o.43 0.71 0.89 0.82 0.71 0.69 0.71 0.70 0.69 o.68

SJstrain, .,in./±. -90 -216 167 D9O 619 683 812 In57 1351. 1793

trm, psi -900 -260 1670 3900 5529 5 5885 6316 6739 7088
14 atrai, A ./in 218 339 145 728 I059 1237 1140 1893 2321 2831

Bt vas,"i1 2180 3390 1850 5737 632o 6633 6839 7163 7398 767'.
1-I& Thrust ,lb/tu. 42 102 212 333 386 399 118 413 .61 480

Nomn, I,•n, -1•n, 1.08 1.29- 1.12 0.62 0.27 0.31 0.35 0.27 0.23 o.20

3 stin Ki-An. 9 148 331 531 88O 1159 1456 1937 2367 2e75
Stass, vPei 90 11. 3310 5138 •o05 6496 6820 7187 7123 7698

3& StraIn, min./in. 1.06 90 8. -98 .29 -327 -.425 -532 -581 -606
Stirs", psi 1060 900 8u -980 -.2290 -3270 -12' -51142 -.52 -51.71

3-r3 Thrust, IW/i. 37 77 110 11o 183 20i 2. 239 264 29w
mient, In-.••,,,. 0.31 -0.20 -1.11 -2.21 -3.17 -3.(' -3.9-90 -1.2" -.. 25 .. .U1

2 Strain, Wi./in. 262 525 708 93. 1389 2529 3592 5162 614 724.o
bt•,•s, V1i 2620 5111 5702 6100 6767 7512 8063 8822 9227 )683

&. strain . in./in, . -31 -41 123 260 71.3 1751 2771 4255 5215 6664
stress, psi -310 -. 10 1230 2600 576. 7057 761. 8389 881. 91.6

2.2. Thrust, 11/ln. 75 157 256 325 111 1.74 511 56o 587 622
, In.-lb/ln. 41.03 -1.99 -1.70 -1.16 -o.37 .0.15 -0.15 -0.15 .0.13 -0.06

4 trsa•i, in-,An. 199 399 187 612 .161 2288 3.21 5113 6,07 7890
straps, pse 1990 3990 1.8,70 5198 6199 7380 7979 8802 92. 9951

ha Strain, I,,./i, 0 68 158 305 1028 2092 J019 4535 5196 6899
stress, psi 0 680 1580 3050 6265 727 7776 8526- 899 95.2

,m Trust, b/•,,. 65 152 210 291 115 476 512 563 593 634
nvto, in..-lb/in. -0.70 -1.17 .1.16 -0.90 -0.08 -0.01. -0.07 -0.10 .0.12 .0.1I•

I-Ia3-36 kv4 thrust, IW/La. 10 90 161 237 285 300 317 341 363 386
2.ft,4&- Avg thrust, lb/in. 7C 155 233 308 413 175 512 56- 590 628

q 0.57 0.58 0.69 0.77 0.69 0.63 0.62 o.61 0.62 0.61

,, , , l lJI.. . L . . . J Il I nlI L• L I , , , ' . .L ._. . . . I•

S. .. .. an ll ~ li II li II Il I • • I I I
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Taws1 5.1.
Stran, Stress, Thruust, and Deflection; Tests 3-lA, 3-lD, 31-2, 13-3, 3-1., 3-5

Iml

es -IA (z 0 in.)I
Strain, dn./in. 177 322 257 11.1. 4
Stress, psi I'M 3220 2570 11".0 160 4

is Stsi.Pin./in. 138 276 1.9 81m 1.173 Am.2
Stress s 1380 2760 1.970 811.0 11187 11W6

ll m, .- }.b/in. -0. 14 -o.16 0. fw 2.36 4.04 4.83

3 Strait, pa./in. .-9 -81 .65 5 -32 -16
Strams, psi .90 -810 -65o .650 .320 .160

3& Strain, : n/n 106 18, 278 385 '.9i 5%.
Stress. si 1060 2780 35 910 5140

3-3A Thr~ust: "b/n 19 31. 69 101. 11.9 172
oment, in -l'/in. 0.55 0.91 1.21 1.58 1.84 1.97

2 Straln, pih./in. 112 205 260 1.10 560 672
Strsees, psi 1120 2050 2680 1100 %60 6720

2a Strain, ..1n./in. XCS 131. 239 311. A8 1.1
Stress:, Pi 1050 1310 2390 3110 30 4

2-ft Thrust, Wbin. 71 110 169 235 308 361
Moment, in. -lb/in. -0.02 -0.25 -0.1 -o0.3 o.61 -0.79

1 Strain, , n./in. 172 310 h.19 587 -1. 61.6
Strees, psi 1720 3100 1.1.9 58w 71.20 8ow6

4& Strain, "dn/in. 1.0 79 158 21 264 290
Stress, Psi 1.0 790 1180 2110 2&.0 2900

4.44. Thrust, lb/in. 69 126 197 259 327 369
Nouot , in..lb/in. -o.1.6 -0.81 .1.02 -1.32 -1.65 -1.96

D01 Defloctimo, in. 0.013 0.019 0.022 O.fo 0.035 0.035
S2Deflect,'-, in. 0 0.003 0.006 0.006 0.009 0.009

1-&3-3& Avg thr'ust, lb/in. 61 111. 157 208 267 296
2-.tft4sa Avg thrust, lb/in. 70 1i8 183 21.7 318 367, 0.87 0.97 o.86 0.81 ).& 0.81

Toga• ).Lo (z - o W. )z •,, •/in. -% -est a-i ( -0 io -)
n+..r , pin./in. -16 -152 -261 -431 -68 -810 -915

8+f*: psi/ta 76 -12 8.210 -4310 -6250 4100 -45. ,tlb-/in. 243 5 9 1 1W5
1-14. Thrust, Pb/la.. 54 in• 196 26 1 .. .

-i , iu..lb/i- 1.12 2,39 4.12 5.0 7.15 .. .

3 Stron, .,in./in. -35 -2 -1.9 -69 -97. -.2 -131
Straesi s W 350 -0 -90 .690 -970 -1.o -1310

3& Strain, pin./in. 109 212 316 1.53 51.5 611 625
Stress, Pei 109 2120 3160 1.5 5150 6n.1 &150

3-3% Thrust, lb/in. 21. 55 87 125 136 155 161
*iWmt, In.-lb/l. 0.51 0.89 1.29 1.8. 2.15 2.59 2.66

2 Btra -, pin./ln. 100 207 331 U.6 577 700 70
Stress, psi 1000 2070 3310 W160 5770 7000 7060

2a Strain, ozn./in. 65 in3 212 291. 388 4.65 1.8
Stress, Psi 650 1230 2120 291.0 380B 1.65 4w8

2-2m tThrust l1bin. 51. 107 176 210 311 379 387
i n-, in-lb/in. -0.12 -0.30 .0.12 -0.51 -0.67 -0.83 -0.60

" Stra.in, ",./in. 115 27 379 194. 69 7". 751
stres:, pai 1150 2570 3790 91o0 6290 70 7510

4& Stra in, .,./in. 11 116 AY 217 316 384 391
Stress, Pai .'o 1160 15 270 3160 38.O 3910

.-44, Thrust, lb/in. 5i 121 1 2381 307 367 371
t, in-lb/in. -0.26 .0.50 -0. .0.87 -1.10 .1.27 -1,27

Doi De.fectiom, in. 0.07 0.017 0.003 0.017 0.033 0.0o 4 0.017
- 2 Deflection, in. 0.003 0.00, 0.007 0.013 o.016 0.'c.6 0.016
1-1ez3-3 ft thrust: lblin. 39 8 ~ 113 19 2814.

-2.ina1.M Avg thrust, lb/in. 53 I1 180 811 311 373 379
0.7o 0.78 0.79 081 0. .. .

Didt A.5 (8- 7/16 LIs)
1 Strain, ~d.1. 150 326 w.l 1.1 365 856 1"9 0 .11a1 -99

Stress, psi 150 3860 km1 13. 3w5 85M Ilm9 0 AW.1 .43w
16 otasin, p12./in. 72 - * - .-

Stress, Pat 720 . .... ...

S m.ut, In.. ,in. .o.27
3 Strain, P1.Am.in -67 .106 -83 .67 .6 71 .71. .79 479 .117

Stress, PBi .&M0 -100 4130 -670 .6m0 .710 -710 .7w0 .790 4170
34 Stain, pim,/Ia. alp MVp 41.1 503 o8n67 79 9 1019 1189

Stress psi 0120 ow9 34. 030 p80 673 7190 06 1.0190 U1*~
3-39 biuust, lb/in. 6s 1.10 ii 1.70 196 "3 to

HM% i. -10/A. 0.; 1.1.3 1.75 2.01 8.26 2.62 3.03 3.1. 3.61 41.3
2 tra"a.pia./in. 118 190 8am 1.1.45 776O

Strses Pa, psiiao 1 2630 1.1."so 550 ~77 LOW0
in St,, SW M / PI /i. 1 3N 38 17 51• IO

Ut~ass pot 380 6 Lao0 a32 3330 1170 5150 who 730 1.0110
2.26 ~ st lbelo W n. 50 g1 u ±5 31.3 361 1.530 467

*at i,-lb/ia, 0.9 .0.32 .0,. -0.37 .0.3 .0.1 -.0.90 .g. 0.96 .. 10
1. strusa vu./la- 99 165 so. 31IGO35771. 61 186 1

5Stroess Pi 30 1650 26.0 AN.3 1.m~ am1 LOW. ag.o 3
4& tis. "aI A460 103~ 1750 2390 3800 390 u n

VAM Kl/M 0 Il 0.". -03 -037 G.05 -. 61 ..O1f .1.03 .1.0 -O
De1 ku lst , ia. o.006 0.00 0.006 0.011 0.015 0oo !.O 0.00 0.0o 6 0.05
an8 odulessa, $A. 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.00h 0:006 0.2 ~."1 0.013 0.015 0.018
I I 3., • Avg trAst 1%l. d0 *9

2 -. . . . -A VS - . -. .* -
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table 51. (COMIC44"a)

uOv'nerwe". I-1
Gam ANurn 37 _ 0 300 315 150 440 450 -2-

Test S-2 (Z /8 kr..)
1 ki~an/a 615 158 201 208 201 187 150 129 100 43

strss, psi 650 158 2010 2060 2010 1tr 1580 1290 1C 4, 30
1s stiaw, in.la./. 2 ill 24 377 544 no 89 1071 1z?2 i457

stress, psi 20 1113 21.1. 3770 5440 7100 8990 10710 11440 ~ 11911
1-14 Thrust, lb/in' 28 8`7 1A5 19 242 292 31.4 390 439 1466

int, Ln.-lb/in. -0.15 -0.17 0.15 o.60 1.21 1.84 2.61 3.32 3.94 4.4o

3 Strasa, .in./in. -51 .32 .6 6 13 6 C -12 -32 .45
stress, psi -50 -320 -60 60 130 60 0 .120 -320 -45u

34 Strain, Kin./in. 160. 272 369 451 563 653 787 910 10OW 1158
stress, psi 100 2M2 3690 1.510 5630 6530 7870 91A..' 1010 ,11119

3-3s, Thrust: lb/la. 37 78 li8 119 187 214 256 29w 32E 361
Mnt, ia.-Ib•ia. 0.76 1.07 z.32 1.57 1.91 2.28 2.77 3.25 3.77 4.21

2 stat, Ift/xl 315 46 581 737 8w LOW 1152 wi 192

Stress Z psi§I im 10 4M 5t 7370 8620 10086 11132 13281 192132 strai,. Wa./in. 14 75 16 16 24 3831 45 53 17

2-2 Thust, bn 6 12 19 24 ? 38w 51 6076moen, i.-vin. -o.6i -o.84 1.14 1-.39 .1-70 -1.95 -Z.• -1.2.3 .2.22• -0-43

Strain, 101 191 3 39 9 633 7 N 10 17
treu, psi 1010 1910 3030 3970 5290 6330 7590 W LO 1207

4. Strain, wi./in. 31 103 168 229 3o6 367 443 516 611 me
Stress, PI" 340 1030 1680 nw 3060 3670 4430 510 6110 928D
Thr 1Iust: lb/in. 41. 96 153 203 271 325 391 1.54 538 74.1
Mom , in-.b/in. .0.24 .031 -.0.48 -.059 -. 79 -o0.94 -1.1 .1.28 -1.52 -0.82

be1 Deflectiob, ia. 0.007 0.009 0.011 0.014 0.019 o.023 o.026 0.030 0.035 0.043
DM Deflectio., in. 0.001 0.001 0.002 o.004 0.007 0.009 0.013 0.015 0.017 0.019
1lat.3-36 Avg thrust, Wbin. 33 83 132 170 215 2j3 300 31.1 384 414
2-2&:4-.& Avg thmast, lb/la. 55 112 171. 226 29 353 417 488 569 753

q 0.60 0.74 0.76 0.75 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.70 0.67 0.55

1 straii n./in, 7 48 75 82 82 75 65 61 41 27
stress, psi 70 4.80 750 820 82 750 650 6.10 410 270

Is ftrain, la n. 103 192 27h 378 4S4 603 722 819 911 1055
Stass, psi 1030 1920 2740 3780 4940 6030 7220 8190 9440 10550

1-la T1s"A lb/In. 36 7e U3 149 187 220 256 26 320 352
Moment, La.- -bn. 0.34 0.51 0.70 1.04 .45 1.86 2.31 2,67 3.10 3.62

3 strain, I.In./in. .44 .44 -35 -35 -41 -61 .83 .101 .AN0 .148
3strsess, psi -440 .41.0 -350 .350 .410 -610 .830 .1040 .1300 .14W0

stress psi 1530 2700 3640 4520 5610 6700 7730 8990 10330 111414
3-3& !wust: lb/la. 35 73 107 136 169 196 224 258 293 327
3. tait , K•./ia,. 153 27 361 4.5 5 670 7 89 1033 1156

tAMM, .n-lb/la. 0.69 1.11 1.40 1.71 2.12 2.57 3.01 3.53 4.0- 4.57

S stain,. pin./in. 158 260 365 461 574 671 768 67 99e 1183
Stress, P 2680 365o 461o 57.0 6710 ?(78 87T70 990 11.13

2% strain,i.In./n. 10 69 121 178 243 302 374 446 515 671)
Stress, r sI 100 690 1210 1"50 24.30 3020 371.0 4460 5150 67%)

2-26 Thtust: lbIn,. 55 110 158 ?CG 26f 316 371 1430 4. 62
M , " ln..lb/la. .0.52 .0.70 -0.86 .1.00 -1 17 .1.30 -1.319 -. w .1.6 .1.68

4- Strain, Wd./in. 218 371 m0 625 775 &) 04.0 1153 1209 1179
str-ess, e, i210 3710 5000 6U5 C "no S97 040 136 1129c0 !ivj

ha strain, Kia./in. .32 -8 1 58 '00 142 t87 261 0 736
stress, psi -320 .80 ISO 1o 1t100 1420 181 a2610 4.) 736

4.4& ThrAst, lb/in. 60 118 169 222 28: 338 399 459 %V' (..'
iteA, in.!lb/i. .0-80 .133 -170 -. .2.38 .2.66 . .

001' Deletion, in. 0.00 0.008 0,010 0.013 C.016 0.019 0.023 0.00t (.3 UIf
002 Deflection, in. i.004 0.007 0.010 0.011 0.0i2 0.014 0.0O 0 .014 Q.uL .v3.V1
11&:3-3& Avg thrust, lWin. 36 76 110 143 178 209 0 M 017 340,
2.2aa4.4s. Avg thrust, lb/in, 58 14 161. 215 275 M' W 4A5 iY 6

i 0.62 Q0.67 0.C." o. 67 0.65. .641 v. 6 0.64 0.61 O,5"

:as% &.4 (Z~ in/8l.)

1 stIan, oin./In. .36 2 ILI 120 il7
stres, psi .490 .360 -1.0 .t 600 7W0 9w0 1110 IM 1i;1

la steain, 414./1n. 19 215 05 % 506 6) o 735 854 Li i
stress, psi 120 2150 3-t50 p4 50I 6100 735 850 Iik'*

I-Is Thrust lb/ A. 26 56 128 13) A8 WA4 M7 314 341 A41
Namnt: In.-1b/f. 0.63 0-M 1.0'l 1.30 1.57 1.87 2.2h 2.62 3.05 3.52

3 Staia, in./-a. I.N -77 . . )4 .203 .12 U 2 M .252 -. M .301 -. U

3a StrlIn. g ~n./LA. 191 300 39Z 0.17 o.8 532 631 o.8 0.0 9w 0.

I-i N .v tba, in-U/l. .1 1.01 11o .A 26 3-0 16 .96 to 4jt

2 st0at. 0 on./L. 171. 27 370 4o3 55 6"1 706 013 lIo oI1(
stress. Pei I'M4 ;1* 3700 145Y) 5550 65.10 745 &M3 MWaS 11021

stress . ........ . 1 -- i Io 2w 30 W" l37 w

a- Trs:!I . k915 MIf YiII 37 "
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Table 5.5

* 91.rii, StflM, ?k3twt an NSt at; t 5. 66. b.7, b.8, 5-9, 11-10

TRAt hi (z - 0 in.)
I Stn i/n 23" 207 4114 233 -65 .171. .1.9

Strome, Vsl -.239 2070 .11.0 2~33o .650 -171.0 .1.98
[a. 9tiin, ,.in./La. 31#9 21.1 2N2 791 1383 1699 2w6 8.71

Sties., Psi 31.90 2L 1 320 7910 1!3 1206?O7 12"69 13050

i*OL1..lb/lis. 2.07 0.13 .0.61. 1.96 lb-73 5.36 6,3r

3 atrass, pin./tn. .54 123 200 316 189 185 16e 131
Streg., psi .5w. 1230 208 2160 189 183 IWO0 1310

3a Strasi, I" i. 11 22E) m7 372 300 613 443 783
Sties., psi 11W. 7"0 273 3T20 5m 6030 7m3 mo3

3-3s Thrust, lb/in. 29 ILI 137 191 2mm 239 as2
Neint L..ib/tn. 0.70 0.31. 0.24. 0.55 1.10 1.51 1 96 2.30

2 ietUrain/I 257 383 1.9 r"657 998 1167 1230
Stress, pot 2370 3830 1.910 41.40) &M7 99* 1111 L33

26 Straim, pInI/Im. .1.5 13 Los ^10 336 3" ~ 1& 2
Stage., Pai .1.50 130 1LOW AMO 3360 3W1 4060 5270

2-2m Threat, Lb/In. 69 [29 196 188 39k 1.. 5A8 w6
*am&. ia-lb/in. .1.06 -1.30 -1.36 .1.163 -190 *2.Il .2. 43 4p.31

4 1.s Oun/im. 239 301 371 ".16 597 m2 03
Stieas, psi 2390 3010 3710 "W.6 397 7290 am3 8800
S tlasis. 01 5n.1/. -16 63 158 22w 26, J&1 1.9 523
Stases, Pai -160 6310 1*s 22.20 1830 361.0 45%9 5w3

4-e Trast, lb/Is. 72 Ila 1.72 217 187 355 1.17 456
now". 1n..lb/in. 09 .. 6 .0.75 -0.79 -1.10 .2 .1.*6

1-1&93-36 AVS th'sat, lb/In. 33 129 160 262 321 331k 317"
2-2U".1. Avg t'sut, lb/in. 71 LA1 16h 253 31.1 .03 1.73 511

60.1.6 1.06 1.00 1.06 0.96 0.AF 0.02

I Stss i.i. -11.3 29L &.1 7/16 SL1 338 1.% W* 2?
Sies., Voi .14530 21910 sil0 7160 6.10 35%0 m"o 1.1.8 :277

I& "Pau:n pin./Is. 24.7 173 [11 AT. 4.35 67n M3 1061 132 1605
'gull" psi 24.70 1730 1110 21.70 1.530 6710 w99 [0630 1"6 12006

33I 71.1.t 3bi.12 V 13 336 NP9 b63 4%g 'AT MA1
.'s Ln..lIni. 1.A .0.12 .1.87 .1.65 .o.6a 0.490 1.39 2.61 2.96 3.53

3 tas. "./ln. 21 218 367 iA19 30 W3 310 f"6 6w 790
Stags. Ps 210 2180 36w 1."90 500 5300 "M0 f0k 6w2 WNX

3s Stagis. win./Is. 11.5 156 179 218 M7 330 393 1.66 m3 5
Sstres, pst 11.30 131. 1790 af80 am3 3500 3m9 1.W

3-36 thn .b/Is. m* m7 U17 232 M8 31. 31
mos, in.bi. o.t *.0. .0166 -0oft .h -0.6.3 .o.6O .0.1.9 40.1. .0.36

a swam.6 OM-/An 359 AN8 4413 w 41 9u1 go6 3101 13 14.10
ftse pI Pat0 3300 9W3 33 7000 quo3 110M. 1.133 LW?

as fuels, Ou6./la. -8 so 1us in 9 9. 111 31 4
I 1g 10, ps 8 % 10 210S811 5380 aw16 "3W 6w6. VC1

241a amu%" ivIs it )h 176 251 .31 hel 5" 3 49 Go1
mmok is .lVOa. .0.9h -0.99 .1.40 I..k1 .111 -. 0 -19 .09 .9.05 i.15

1. owe".s win s./ 31.0 W.3 336 in5 89n 1" us3 1338 [100
strads. vaiA 3100 1.A3 3 4850 am3 LOW0 1± 1631 LL961

to Stisls..1PIN 1. 1to 1us no 3P1 1.3 %66 0 99'
Stwes* Psi, m. 100 Im Im "o 1. 36
s. wat. Wbis. IT L*1 39 A1. 43 .907

No* s*& -. 8f 4h3? _02 0.90 36.0 .11 .14 40q .1.7

AssU M or.*:. *A.i. as i3t isX3 f
0.a1U0.9 #.0 0.19 0.75 0,71 0.71

L~~. (2im 0 " 1 XA 3ni)

is awSma. ift412. m1. 6369

561.85 aau/a ft ..6.17'AO .
Stwsaap .139 -61R .71 . .

Sswu-S, Ui.1. 58 . 0 59 7%9 S

ftaess, WSel% 41P Sw41
3.36 so*W40 0

330 ~~ ~ C.1 31 . %0ANewe", PA5 U41 LAOS 8 38 3 .aveas, .1./as. %s W)' %6 .9g
14h TA A 1 ?V%. 16 so lot6

* 15.-lb1Is. 4U.9 -C19 4W .. 12 .0.6, .4413 -1.)9 -. 1 .&A 0."
4 kn. "10* a~. Lis so? (ki 101* WP

6,rhl 11 us , M a" 35 us We

*.af 641 93~ 1.80. 0.9 MA - -

tos s 3 "104

(Gomm"&



b9 Li* 1-I ha.I

S~m -360 D 99 00 7110 a%9 36208 141"

Sso. hý". 56 m% to 25 u3. 377 6

3 tn p5.1. P 99 m in0 17 9b0 1 20 23 2%
Sdbem - O -90 N0o 80 17o 1w5 a"0 230 aw3 "M

36 g, 35 0 P1606 n31 410 06~ %o am 00c

3-36 lb%*, 18ma "go a" 164-9 59 26 NO 31 13

am*Wt3 1.I. 092 3.9 4.85 lM 1.6 6. 1.09 1."6 16

Stm, si no ke a8 4 M l am 67m0 1010 114 1161 11%3
40 Smarm&* /W m319 37 16A9 5U9 601 M1 M5 9u1

Sosam, V"i 635 Sao 3 M5 319 w59 009 n"l 713 650 uo

.0.51 -0- 1i0.iaU20 3.09 -1.3 .1-7 .1.3 .6.w .0

6 Imim. M&4.10. 31 6 776 M" U1 .63 1&*k 1636
Sz. AI Al M Mo4 W00 o Luft It4"? LA8"

66 Uostams/. ha 1w9 3m "M9 64 W 6w 03
WAM,9 aI60 160 0 307 90 661 5kW s 7; 790

* Is-1a m .0.40 .o49 .0 .. 3 .-. 33 .1.69 -1."1 .14 -1.63 .0.74

* .60 0.0 0.70 0.70 0.0 .8 0 0."7 OA 0.63

ba &W Li - &-o& Ia.)

@,AX "9is404 . .1U5 .11 89 16 l3b 1Ia ITT417
stm.~ "1-13 410 395 X". I"8 IT"160 16 65 11

3~ saomia.A ift 3003?l

055.9 "M-I. .3.USmA 310 3. 6

8Nm,0 51k-1. s 1.51 1.56 I.so 124 9 2 .36 9.0 3.05 3.35

* Ioa.fms-- VA6 6*56 is6 %. 3 1059 i80 469 w
Stam.. at% UN10= dw *0 U43 umU
ow" =qaais-/. LA as 21 10D 7
sum P. hoi ulg mml N 34 0 91 5

9.40I A8,1~s 7 713' 370 w6

6 401. ms/I- ~ 5 1 * 0 3 - *5 6so13
S~mam ps 05 65 70 lamS us* 660 1110 140 1

km~- SUos 2h./a "a *43 8 36 hG 3
SU~~'Z L 431 3. .6 00 36 2S 15 1
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9Takla 5.6

StsnAn. Straw. I~ts-. MOK ma be6etlaftl;a WoUa C-1. C-2, C-3, C-A, C-5

_32 AM _ 31 _32L -A_2L _1 -J&

I Strata. wts./a./ 159 3
at-sa psi 1*4 610

to Utba"&* P"412- 170 156 71 -453
9-. 1 1Ps0 17M SO I 7WS..30

I-la st, 11/Ima 36 #7 -
mommo.1I/ 0.00 .0.19 *. -

3 oftsim a..i/ta. *68 470 616 13
itrwss, psi JIM0 700 67AC 739D

30, Stata, "A./iR. .69 .1a6 .1g1 m1
slaw&. Psi -660 .106 -L,90 -law

3-3a ftwasi Wia. 21 1.0 5 60

2 Stras "~a./in, U15 231. 33 w.
stress. Pat 1*5 23."0 33.0150

ab Stnisa. 1.1.5./a he1 21* am 320
bawos.n Ws 1.01.0 3050 3200

2.21a smst, !4'la. 19 39 59 5
* aIll. -0.03 -0.03 -0.013 -. 0.5

strUata. in./a a5 73 g 47a
M -. a tp 111. a 700

ha Stata, ,al./to. A1 (a uo 153
Wksess. r~i 2.0 (120 1100 1530"44l~ uam1Isls W 0 37J?6

DC slatiIa.- -0.003 -0.003 .0.011 .0.013

Do setiscen is. G.003 0.003 0.003 0.009
i~aj3 mse#~ Il/lm. 29 ik -. -

a-26i1-1. Ang UANI Al/la. S0 30 S 77

I ~ la ft".al.l19 1617 AMi 1w,'
strss., psW won0111 16~o gm~

a bsis , Strta ./la 186 .95 a
ft U. psi "WO am~) b

1-la ba~m a"Il/ta. L0 au 300

3 *tala. .at./is. 33 519 %

Sbasin 061141 4b3 an0 10

Shrm. psi 10W 4lo .1 iw0
113 w, /l. 19 of #7 6
hm. &la.m-U/l .0.21 -0-01 .4.4U .0.30
I" "ai.ss/A&. 3u1 m113
bss.m, psi 19m oft0 110&6

ab abate. ,lajls. so 30 7w0 taw
baren. psi SM 56 7360 IOW1

NNW*o, CAS O~ i. AA.

$40ss41 Pet ft?* 13 Aw

*~I 1"i/I. 16 14 131 "12

bb&-iffsaf *%%um 444- u~s 1 %

1-46 3. in MA fw S"

bi;Z. Z4"/t. .0 6fl so1 42 9 up no ub

901016 "179 S"4 IBO a93 W

bai. 0 k.T146

barnl, 3346w 40u As p a" o

swm* ON6 U" 3) 3Wtut. , 1*"1 W"
""ags Oiale I1 369 so3 lii? 40636

.0.0s. .02 -Cat 914- $% C?4 -*.I&A

to "01 0% */#A. 313632
Now UI W MPIM II

"LA &*.'K uw 04.1 21.
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Tausi 5.6 (Cowbim&)

?t*A C-9 (f - 7/16 I..)

9,,, ./,.. an 1034 1120 1180 1193 1217 1266 129
WmWi4 6964 0oho M100 L 118oo 11930 12170 12660 12900

1. ata~, aa.ia i.2665 1460 71 1018 11408 1796 22145 2717

lb..., gi 140 99 2650 14600 7110 10180 114060 17960 221450 Mf70
S.a. : A/l. 46 07 In? 1.6 201 2142 26 332 366 441

*it .L,.-1Wl/k. .0.17 o.2,4 .0.25 -0.23 .0.16 .-. 07 0.09 0.23 0.39 o..%

3 uiala, 0a./Is. 31 107 176 267 351 443 550 642 ?79 909
suls, pi 310 17. 1760 2670 3510 .430 550 6420 7790 9090

36 Kra*a pda./is. 309 1400 9&? 601 9614 11514 1369 15%6 lo11 2032
sore, gil. 3000 MC80 61470 8010 96140 11514 13690 15660 18110 20320
*3.3i iu ,. 37 65 91 117 i145 176 211 2143 285 32433 ame, S, .U/. 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.22 0.i' 0.29 0.33 0.37 0.42 0.5

2 atain. m da./I. 03 15 253 372 515 669 847 1052 1332 16140

s tress. val 630 1580 2530 3720 5150 6690 81470 10520 13320 16400
2a. ftat, pLa./,a. 75 13 195 270 373 148 616 763 9e2 00

ittm., ge 70 1W33 1950 2700 3730 14890 6160 7630 9620 12000
2-29 2eat Ma. 17 32 49 71 9 127 161 200 2.55 312, 101.40. 0.0 -.0.0 .0.02 -0-o4 -o. 0.o07 .0.09 0.12• -o.14, -.. 18

14 a~ n. Oka a./&& . WO0 177 269 380 507 6A5 799 971 120]7 14.

Bus", psi 1000 177 2690 3800 5070 6450 9710 M O12070 14"0

1. *%ASIA, pdn./sm. LA8 2143 390 5141 726 909 1104 1312 1581 18140

SW.., el PsiI8 21430 3900 51440 7260 9090 110640 13120 1%610 181400
b- br~iuct, 1.D 1 46 72 102 1.36 171 209 251 307 361

I- , in..- /i. 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 0..1 o.12 0.14 0.15 0.16

801 b , ct ], in. 0.o 0.o o.o06 0.011 0.015 o.01 0.027 0.031 0.037 o.o44

DC2 -•actlc., in. 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.005 0.007 0.010 0.011 00,13 0.015
1-1043-31 Avg tmt, 1W/la. 42 76 109 1141 173 209 249 268 336 383
24 krat n . iR, . 219 33 61 87 117 19 185 23 219 337

20.0 20.o 1.79 3.62 10 0 1.•0 1.35 1. 1.70 19.1

TW c-3 (z . 7/8 &a.)

14. Hern•, gd./t-. 14 96 36• 3? o961 zLo z0 .190 114o7 1467

Sworn, 2 40 950 35 3902 06 18 16 114701 M~7
eb-0 8k. I4.30 5006r 902 1 O3180 171% 37010 18370

Is1 f3atnm, Iu/a. 1908 001 006 413 70.9517 f 1.570i673 0.915 U0901 2"0

mat , La-,...a. -0.00 -o. o.o o..03 0.00 0.1 o.11 0.04 0.01 m.e

-. _tW.,, ,,1,..o ..s.. .. 2.
.:3b fu,. "A./,. "541 .•rfO .1"k -2'U . .. . .

NO N& -o . . . .03 .. .. .. .

S.•66 lob Ike 196 A9 110 365 . .
MI ,ll•ll~• .0.07 -0.09 -O.LI .0.12 .0.13 ,.0.1,3 ,.0.14 ,.0.15 . .,r& _ f.,l. ,,, 433 61,m=9 W,4 14 "6 8

SbF*, I~~a. dal• 2W ,IGO 09 awL 19o 6 1I

n o " , inm.-IV ,S. -0 ,09 ,. O. A . 0 =,1,6 -O.1 T . . ,a .0,9 0,O .1 -0 .2 '1 .oWI .0 .0

m am"NA.0.0_'l%.0.01 -o0o.0T ,,0.o9 -o.017 ,,0,00 -0O.13 -0-04 Q.*o*

W tum,u.OW 0.00?M 0"03 *Ok 006 06 *O .4 .1 .1

&*6 Una. Ivs do 99 fI aI

!.



Table 5.7
Strelit, 3tas., Thrust, sm *se; Tqsts C-6, C.7. 0.8, C-A), 0.10

tmest-6 L2 0 Q in.)

I Steai., K:l./ina. -5a 4 -3 -3a2 .555 "13 203 3.59
StieAw pIw -5(00 -0360 -3M1 "550 1"4130 2033 2439

IAL strels, sinMa §i 86 1.312 U106 1010 718 332
Stress, psi 7M3 0760 M3a 11060 10100 7100 3w2

1-la 2brat, W4.in. 22 14 1.10 183 27 303 3(1
Flma in-ib/is. 0.14 0.69 0.66 0.22 .0.17 -0.53 .0166

3 Strien,,,la./in. 9 714 259 435 6w2 714t 615
Stress, psi 90 74.0 25% 14350 600 71410 S150

36 SteeLn, Wna./is. 1143 .08 5n3 M1 I? 9W 10,7
Stress, psi 1'.30 3360 5230 7)80 687 Wox lo1in

:in-lb/in. '.05 0.11 0.1. 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.06

2 Strama, ..in./ia. 29- 1451 613 0 9 4~3 Lim LA19
ft"e". pa1 97M 14510 6130 8090 9040 13804 12490

2. Strain, ,,in./in. I27 2614 396 $15 673 79 &73
Itress psi ~ 2736140 396r; 51L50 6730 79M &M)

2-2& rdeust, !ýin. '47 .0ý _1.11 1646 170 217 233
*m3t, izn.1b/la. -0 YT .. -. 09 -0.12 .40.11 .0.16 .0.15

4. straia, ui.../in at6 333 WA. 56,7 677 7t1 836
Stress, Ai '06L 33w "so.8 5670 6720 i0i OAD

44 Stee~x, .. z.l. 136 293 14!0 518 W6 167 V
StreVIN 1360 -'930 14300 51w0 "w0 7w &o

"1344 2hrmt, s1n 36 9 , 97 il 1) 147 172 in6

1-n&3-3,3 Avg tast..t lb/-. 20 25 90 155 217 2". 255
2-2.1..al Avg thmat, lk/in. 143 716 1014 w3 163 1'95 n10

0.47 0.3k , .9i 1.17 1.33 1.26 1.21

Test C-7 (2 - 3/;.6 in.)

I St&AlA, .in./Ia. .21.8 1037 2214 3214, )5k9 377 wIak
stles, PsI -21w0 10370 am0 3v"'~ 35wA JT556 -VW5

1.. Steels..n.i 23? .223 .251 167 53(1 5w8
Stses. Tsi 237 .223C .2510 1870 5300 "w

1-l1a Thrust: 1k/IS. 57 1140 218 09 ~ 1sip 43? %^
"inok iklm-vi. 0.149 .0732 -0.98 .1.141 .,-.36 .1.1 O1kl

3 Streaim issa.im 609 ms1 2030 2w1 3%9 )U
sties. ws am9 , 58 3090 row jobw NMP

3a Strfaan oin /1. .44 73.1ku. Val? .1633 .1735 -1%6
Stesp"i-.9 .7%) .1.13 .164170 .1IN3 *17W6 .4OM

*N, at. i.ikIW . -0.50 .0.90 .1.80 .1.39 .3.6 .1.92

2 Btsu1a, pin./I. 3W 414 680 so6 3.18 x14.3 A"
Stress p8433 119 6w0 m) 1.1*3 131 IwGo

29 stn", in pA /. 861 w. 83 1) 1511 1&01
skreesl Afsi 860 .o 730 4 IMw OA34. kftam

MES IA: .1k1ia. .0101 4.10.0h V-41 VAM ...vt 4..

14 Sranp~/a 313P61h17 1"4. "186 M

1. 6ea*m pm-In 1 -- 0 4.v5 736 4-91 Co 4*10 -0- CO

Us51.a v twoa. UVUl. so 114k'19 5

SIes. psI km3w4.3 m a
is suals a,1 . I3 IT" am m m

P"*3 an 8 1411 w MP M" fow 1C
14-a S'., W1%VW. O39 -OAS -*, .0A~ .9,3 *.ý Vý 0

mrstma, *.I f". all 04 19 UFAS 4,36 *ft tm6 1

Waf ~ .t, ob/i. C. 4w9 0" am tv

0000l. 04..ia - a 1 a0 49 s *8 S
2us om .o4 s 385 UVe 4o IVA a"

Do wulS as./a bw so4)*

am".lls taL./IIA. -0.0 14091--m11 q ~
SteA.. tsI Am9 low3 is, 1W) 91.4 1

I-.JV.3 Lila PAWst ak/'. aw 41m1 ftz? s -

% to -M $



1 t" owo& 1^ IW3 Ifth awg 217t ;Z 25b9 26%~
%ft.&', po ShQ A7c 16W3. 19360 a~g 718f 2300 21 ) 26T4

16 *8a4.L, u.1*/jo. 1Tt lck6 -. % w? 1990 2314 2679 4A.* 3il&
'46ms "d~ "L31*0 lo 13~0 AmZM31W0 abM 2915 jim

1-14 or'4%. 1Wfa TI 176~ M~ usi Y bkk1 4" 3? Gol 6

3 fWtests maE/ia. I"wL -n132I^ W
'Imis, gmA 1"4 h~eo lo 1M I00 m"91 LIM

36J 2ft hLS. ./w* as W 7)6 10 ~ L21 14k 1601 Ir1a 13
streft. I" i0 OO Ts o#460 1130 ftso0 4100 Iwo1 Ina5 Lo

3-36 f- 310a. Icht6 9 m3 ff. 30e 313 73 WO6
ts. ,t _ Ia.0l 00) 0.01 -l ýca *0-( -Q5.02 0.01 0.03 001 0.93

w 4masa "-./Am. hm 7f 1012 iw 17A -a9p M,09 29h.. 3O31 MV~
twolo a, N"O wo .Qu o 1i mwE x ,0m amw ," 33W 3?)*
?"0416la plam-/a W73 718 UAL jý4 IWJ hi, A12 am 3 Y%6r9

Ia rwme. Pa- %Ti -*tI~tl~llwak9% * 1W &

AMR%: I~&a --sx C03 -0-C CA .0. OK .v al~ $o9 - <~a o ~ *

i-Sb-a 5 ~ 1 ~ 39.6C c16 W1160 ),33 ak,-34 6) O1I

b" Starat. W5/As. 304 Ai W6 4*ý41S

UWIm 1w) 3*- tooo MO. aapars tl

is lknia. oAa-Iam- on. 30s OW4 rm

age*. 001 -. $1* '1 y % w 4 t
saw6)m. WpASa)a )%. 07 f!-.7 *8 ~ ~ b1 .A

owe"~. wV~ "W oft N" 3 ow )?& u o
36 SWO10 "WAS SI) 017 wo :kwo Al 0 9

3Sf *wsma. almA 4A ' ~

wafts. to-kvm w i;W 3314 0 .t11 C, it-Il."A ý,4

ft ago" "A JAS

Is m io-VI--q i o -t

to
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Table 5.8

Strain, Street. 1br't. *MO. Or' Dafimet'ca. Ten.t 9-1. 9-2, 9-3

tewo 5-3 (1 *it.)

4 ~straia, Ud./Ift 6a 2w6 "O '13 .10
Strume Nl 4903 63S rsr U11 wm~c
Strota. 6.la-/ia. j? -Ž t l
Nut": Pot -90 -015 -51% .u

1-2 TV-"%t lbIIa. k t 2

S~a l-IA. -IVU is, . f
Str-ai. 6lel -*0m -1690 -* -io

sinse'. Pein 1100 u.31 &L' -

Stna .4m/la- .47 70 2)9' 20r4
Stfe., elo -. 70 -(X 430 20

6 Streis. oin./ta. 26 36 W4 22
Stunv, NIt 23140 )*661 50 #Aft513

7 Strata. .1*llz 5 13 &1 0 444.
Stnse, Pat UO) (.3 20 Poo 1
31irla, 1b/' 7 (56 204 at i
Ott"O. lot1 1%60 tWO ae
threW-at, lb/lA. 68 9A i-

Iet Ia-b/A - 6 S. .g 5

Street, pt2 00 *? *
* 10 Strata, wis./wa f 2 s L 1

%t. Ia-bI 1 2-49 2. 2.58 -4

Stren. us VIM ~ c i
U Strat"sa-ta I&% f&

IFIS flte lb/Ia, t3 týA W, b c
Momma teA"dIt/t C' v ~ - .n 11-0

USatae~. wu2i .6cL .f 7
SAn"e. pet 4i"- C *S
SeeM, 0444S'. 4-

me,. iAelIA -4-.7i % --

;'At~ ~~~ a".lbI t 1

Ot54f.n* setI tA A&Ax-*-'4A.

&we. 6404%,1w 4 . tja .41t0 '.4

sinew.l3~ ib A .- ' *.-
Oeqtw-la 446n- VW" t~ -

444 v#%, 2 * $1 4

Is

sm t,'. 4w * *0-i.

s StttiAm~.ea..-, -
do $t~ S%

Imet a Oftn S li I at Ati

as Ism" *&-I I"

Stmb..A oft VI fm
ite .1st '.0>e *9 kw.9 t l~t

mow- 5 ~ r u ft.'- nIft
Sue. ~ 7 4 ~ * 140

fl~ ~>~.J 4 $ -I --- t -A ti a"snood1 .- 1
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4; !• 1•1, 5.8 (Caft-io )

test 3-2 (Z 7116 Ia.) (Coabtimad)

13 Strtwn Min./ln. -9- -12 161 518 1313 km788 433 %6
St•rus, ta1 -wo -120 1610 46,78 6259 7409 8164 uiu

1,. Strain ,ri. /.in . 7 32t 716 109- 1995 3690 5X19 6512
Stress, wi 3270 4579 5.96 013 6955 7"7 8538 9082

v: b%'t, l=.-lb/i-. -1.4 -1.7P -1.28 -0.51 -C-24 -o.i6 -0-13 -0.12

-M~ao. min./12. 3k. 69 1.65 4.31 122 2101 3821 5385
Z.ress. psi 340 690 1650 1,34C 616. 7360 7"940 3612

16 abr', min./in. 173 302 590 )138_ 2318 4306 6163 7953
Stress. yoi 1730 30eo 4*67 69!. 71'41 8159 8938 9680

'-16 Thum . lb/ia. C7 121. 2.• 348 136 50o 5.9 595
Nc,.erzt, in.-.b/in. -0.1.9 -o.82 -1.22 -0.61 -0.36 -0.2e -0.3 -0.38

DC1 Deflection, In. 0.017 0.026 0.035 O'.3 0.055 0.070 0.066 0.105
DC2 Defleetio, in. 0.017 0.022 C.07 o.X31 0. 0o5 0 037 0.039 3.0&1
1-2:9-10 Avg thrust J, 90 157 231 3.10 381 431 181
5-6:13-14 A" thrust 75 119 6 354 433 490 542 580

q 0.55 0.60 0.0 0.65 0.72 0.77 0.80 0.83

Teat B-1 L; 7/8 in.)

I Strain, ,3./ln. 365 635 917 127 1626 1989 -2530 3253 3885
Sticas, PSI 3650 .4984 5723 6182 6579 6919 7262 7656 7972

2 Strain, .dnl./in. -226 -272 -266 -211. -96 L19 3A1 753 1268
S-res,' psi -8260 -27Ts0 -2660 -21ý 3 -980 290 321.0 5293 6213

12 Thrust, lb/in. 15 109 167 22-8 2 340 10o w.. 170
31ment, in.-lb/in. P.08 2.9. 3.11 2.93 J.3; 1.85 1.07 0.71 0.59

3 Strain, m.n./in. 31 70 1.8 . 987 1821 2933 3828 4816
Struas, psi 370 7oo 1180 3870 5906 6"77 7492 791. 8373

4 5train, %in./in. 151 307 531 9"r 19A5 2899 4179 5526 68.
Stress, psi 1510 307C 4712 7775 69., 71.72 8105 8672 9M

3-4 Iust, lb/in. 61 !Z3 217 327 1.7 165 507 510 571
omeat, in.-lb/in. -0.1.0 -0.03 -1.23 -0. .-0.35 -0.23 -0.22 -0.25 -0.29

5 Strtin, ui./tn. -57T A1 19o 538 1301 2129 3236 U2 5151
Stress, psi -570 o40 19.rj 473C 6250 703h 7618 Fe1O 8639

6 Strain, Zn./ti. 273 439 68W 105t 2W8 3369 4w86. 6176 7392
Siress, psi 2730 h390 5107 6033 6976 771k 8391 8913 91.

5-6 Trust lb/in - 70 150 257 351. '.30 48C 5a 558 5w8
Momnt, in.-lb/in. -1.!6 -1.46 -1.15 -0.1.9 -0.26 -0.2-• -0.26 -0.26 -C.268

7 Str~tn, min./in. 301. 4.56 609 913 12111 1522 2282 2891 3317
Stress, psi 30kO 4516 4916 5712 6161 6172 7121 7168 7703

8 Strain, gin./in. 26 75 178 387 8Z7 1111 X202 3370 3871
Stress, pal 260 750 1780 3870 51.8 6053 7075 7565 7966

7-8 Tust, lb/in. 107 173 2.1. ?25 31 107 461 489 509
Mo,1• , in. -lb/in. 0.98 1.34 1.17 0.54 0.23 0.15 G.02 -0-03 -0.o9

9 Strain, nin.. 112 112 112 162 31,9 686 1129 1629 1911
Stress, psi AM2 112o 1120 162o 39o 5118 6072 6582 6C72

1L Strain, plno!in. 56 169 291. 150 662 913 1238 1433, 1812
Stress, psi 560 1690 2910 4500 5055 5725 6183 63w 6799

9-10 T,,-ut, lb/in. 55 91 132 199 1 352 398 121 4
M t, in.-1b/in. 0.20 -O.P0 -0.61 -1.01 -o.49 -0.21 -0.04 0 07 0.03

U Strain, •in./in. 72 187 288 475 893 1339 2059 2808 3586
Strtes, psi 720 137o 2880 1565 5660 6286 6991 7 21 7823

12 St••in, min./in. 52 12i 195 357 685 1017 1690 2390 3115
Stress, psi 520 1240 1950 3570 5115 5988 661. 7182 7588

11-12 Thrust, lb/in. W. 101 157 269 350 399 41 475 501
mnent., in. -lb/in. 0.07 0.22 0.33 0.38 '.19 0.10 0.13 0.08 0.08

13 Strain, Oin./in. -33 49 262 687 2001 2781 4057 5461 652P8
Stress, psi -330 Z.90 2620 5121 6972 7405 8054 8645 9089

11 Strain, OU, fir.. 2 41 155 718 MO1 21.31 3671 50W8 65oM 7575
Stress, psi 2810 4513 52C2 A415 7206 7867 8187 9078 9521.

13-11 Thrust, lb/in. 81 164 281 372 1.6.1 1.97 538 576 605
Ioment, in. -lb/in. -1.11 -1.4.3 -0,86 -0.38 -0,08 -0.16 -0.15 -0,15 -0.15

15 Strain, 28 69 152 388 1053 1953 2961 4141 4,972 I
Stress, psi 280 690 1520 3880 5991 6912 7jo9 8089 8438

16 Strain, pin./in. 156 341 611 1081 2048 3111. 4579 5907 7133
Stress, pas 1560 3.10 4.92 6023 6987 7587 8273 8865 9310

15-16 Thrust, lb/in. 60 133 23'4 339 123 1.72 514 551 578
•."ent, in.-lb/i. -0.45 -0.96 -1.28 -u.66 -0.36 -0.23 -0.27 -0.27 -0.32

DCI Deflection, in. 0.014 0.021 0.027 0.033 0.012 0.050 0.0"0 0.070 0.079
DC2 Deflection, in. 0.013 0.017 0.020 0.023 0.025 0.(-6 o.xe 0.029 0.030
1-2:9-10 Avg thrust 50 100 150 214 293 316 399 431 457
5-6:13-14 Avg thrust 76 157 269 363 416 489 .'0 567 597

4 0.66 o.64 0.56 0.59 0.66 0.71 0,75 0.76 0.77

*s,,c,~.
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Table 5.9

Strain, Stress, Thrust, and lMment; Tests .14, z-5, z-6

Test 1-6 Test 1-5 Test Z-4

=tP 254 psi Psc 262 psi P 2= psai GeMeasurement Pos oo

1 Strain, gin./in. 5841 7899 5698
Stress, psi 8803 9658 8743

2 Strain, gin./in. 8637 4881 3849
Stress, psi 9933 8400 7955

1-2 Thrust, lb/in. 610 587 543
Moenet, in.-lb/in. -0.40 0. •41 0.27

3 Strain, gin./in. 3207 3949 3326
Stress, psi 7634 8004 7693

4 Strain, gin./in. 5131 6189 53414
Stress, psi 8505 8948 8594

3-4 Thrust, lb/in. 526 551 531
Moment, in.-lb/in. -0.30 -0.33 -0.31

5 Strain, gin./in. 4g97 5582 480Stress, psi 8113 8694 8367

6 Strain, gin./in. 4654 4946 5392
Stress, psi 8305 8427 8615

5-6 Thrust, lb/in. 531L 556 552

Moment, in.-lb/in. -0.07 0.09 -0.09

7 Strain, gin./in. 5878 7562 6045
Stress, psi 8819 9518 8889

81 Strain, gin./in. 3944 5904 4565
Stress, psi 8002 8830 8267

7-8 Thrust, lb/in. 547 596 558
Moment, in..-lb/i. 0,29 0.24 0.22

9 Strain, gin./in. 5098 6552 53o00
Stress, psi 84,9: 9099 8576

10 Strain, gin./in. 3622 4991 3653
Stress, psi 7841 8446 7856

9-10 Thrust, lb/in. 532 570 535
Moment, in. &Ib/in. 0.23 0.23 0.25

11 Strain, pin./in. 4415 6537 4503
Stress, psi, 8204 9093 8241

12 Strain, pin./in. 5947 5148 4890
Stress, psi 8596 8512 8404

11-12 Thrust, lb/in. 546 572 541
Moment, in.-lb/in. -0.114 0.20 -0.06

13 Strain, gin./in, 3233 5350 3757
Stress, psi 7647 8597 7909

14 Strain, gin./in. 3949 4969 4297
Stress, psi 800 8437 8155

13-14 Thrust, lb/in. 509 554 522
Moment, in.-lb/in. -0.13 0.06 -0. 09

15 Strain, gin./in. 2651 3581 3630
Stress, psi 7331 7821 7845

16 Strain, gin./in. 4898 6172 5499
Stress, psi 8407 8943. 8660

15-16 Thrust, lb/in. 514 546 537
mament, in.-lb/in. -0.38 -0.39 -O,23

1-2:9-10 Avg thrust 571 579 539
5-6:13-14 Avg thrust 511 555 537

q 1.10 1.G4 1.00

|m |mar m m • | | -- | mmm•• mmmm mne

n j mm
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Table 5,10

Strain, Stress, Thrustt Numb'. OW 1*electiOs1 Tests D-1, ý-2, D-3, 0J-, D-5

25 50aure~ ý'C 100 10 15r0 175 180 NCk

TesI D-1 (Z = 0 Ir.)

Strain, a in./in. 2-i3 68L zd3l 16194
Str'.ss, p i 293r 4?49 624;.-

2Strai., in ./In. --,84 .l,q4 .•Q"-0

Stress, psi -184O -3677 -. c.r -Ny

1-2 Thrust, lb/in. 35 58 179 --

Wuent, in.-.b/un. 163 3.23 4.. --

3 Strain, ,in./in. -57 12 27 -1710
Stress, psi -. 170 i20 270 -55i2

4 Strain, p in./i. 1
5
) 22,4 CI02 "i

Stress, psi 1950 2240 3583 o157
3-4 Thruzt, lb/in • 45 77 137 278

Mment, in.-lb/i.. -0.89 -0.75 -1.25 -4.61

5 Strain, pin./in. 190 -59 -542 -j."6
Stress, psi 19oo -_91r -3957 -3571

S6 Strain, •ln ./ln. -4 15 1303 0i32
stress, psi -540 '650 5161 5845

5-6 Thrust, lb/in. 44 67 125 223
Mment, L-.-Ib/in. 0.86 -1.14 -3.61 -2.89

7 Strain, pi3./in. 88 -3L -12 268
Stress, psi 880 -320 -1.20 268

8 Strain, gin./In. -39 112 236 81
Stress, psi -390 1120 2360 810

7-8 Thrust, lb/in. 16 26 73 113
Momaent, 11.-lb/in. 0.45 -0.51 -0.87 0.66

9 Strain, pin./in. -136 341 16o0 304o
Stress, psi -1360 3403 5424 6380

10 Strain, L.n./in. 163 -222 -1073 -1718
S tress, psi 1630 -2220 -4963 -5517

9-10 Thrust, lb/in. 9 39 67 105
Moment, in.-lb/in. -1- 0 4.98 4.60 5.23

11 Strain, gin./in. 60 -6 -66 90
Stress, psi 600 -60 -(60 900

12 Strain, pIn./in. -11 81 237 188
Stress, psi -110 810 2370 1880

.11-12 Thrust, lb/in. 16 24 56 q)
Moment, in.-lb/in. 0.25 -0.31 -1.07 -0.35

13 Strain, 1 sin./in. 525 389 204 642
Stress, psi 3922 354h 204O 4162

11. strain, min./in. --... .

Stress, psi .. .. ....
13-14 Thrust, lb/in... .. ....

Moment, In.-lb/in, - .. ....

15 Strain, p.in./in. -348 -321 -417 -3980
Stress, psi -3424 -3210 -3627 -6864

16 Strain, p.An./in. 799 1065 1725 9744
Stress, psi 4484 4956 5525 9171

15-16 Thrust, lb/in. 102 148 191 220
Moment, in.-lb/in. -2.97 -2.88 -3.08 -6.43

ID1 Deflection, in. 0 0.018 0.0 7(8 0.l16
DC2 Deflection, In. -0.00w 0m24 0.056 0.070
1-2:9-10 Avg thrust 22 49 123 --

5-,: 13-14 Avg thrust -- -- - -

q050 0.73 .9--

Teat D--' (Z 7/16 in.)

I Strain, pin./in. -31 476 1585 4043 14400
Stress, psi -110 3799 5403 688 1(634

2 Strain, pin./In. 195 -251 -832 -1530 -9231
Strtss, psi 1950 -2510 -4554 -5356 -897W

1-2 Thrust, lb/In. 60 67 102 182 !40
Moment, in.-ib/in. -0.73 2.39 4.22 4.84 8.54

3 Strain, pin./in. 159 23ý 320 353 -738
Stress, psi 3590 2350 3200 3438 -4360

4 Strain, pin./In. -26 56 82 256 4665

Stress, psi .260 560 820 2560 7156
3-4 Thrust, lb/In. 43 95 131 198 287

Moment, in.-lb/In. 0.65 0.63 0.84 0.33 -3.30

S5 Strain, pIn./In. 24: -78 -476 -740 -266
Stress, Pei 2440 -780 -3799 -4364 .2660

6 Strain, -1n./in. -147 356 l260 2035 2410S9-6 %%•mt, ibi+In./i 9 1n 8 .
Stries, psi -1470 34147 5124 5781 6606

5-6 Thrust, lb/In. 32 90 134 158 261
Mmnsst, in-lb/In. 1.38 -i.52 -3.42 -3.92 -2.35

7 Strain, PIA./in. .. .. .... ..
SStres, psi-;-

8 Strain, psin./in. 341 407 44!5 428 Z;22
stress, pi1 3403 3597 3708 3659 3641

7.8 Thrust, lb/In... .. .... ..
Nmsnt, in.-lb/in. .. .. .

9 Stain, in./in. 74 285 618 1014 1490
Stress, alw 740 2%50 14113 4912 5,121

10 Strain, 42,in.. 42 -u4 -350 -506 .',74
Stress, psi 480 -11140 -342 -38W2 .4,V2

9-10 Thrust, ib/in. 8 56 68 96 139
mcmant, in ..10/A. 0.11 1.40 2.,91 3.53 3.65

11 Strain, Oin./in. 13 153 39e 717 1195
"So.ss Pst 130 1530 355U 4317 5068

12 strain, ia,/in. 103 24 -lO -195 -171
stress, pai 1030 94O -.106 -1930 -1717

..12 nrusatn lb/li.. 38 58 91 1 19Moet n.If 03 .5 17 .3 2
(0011tinuig)
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Table 5.10 (Continued)

______ME 100 IN 190

Test D-2 (Z - 7116 In.) (Ccotinued)

13 St.rain, p.in./in 87 -261 -F39 -881 -8
Stress, psi 87( -2610 -4!56 -46wl -35ý8

14 Strain, win./in. 21 618 1895 3033 40LLd
- tress, psi 210 4113 5670 6372 6873

13-14 Thrust, lb/In. 35 9.. 163 020 336
w.ent, in.-Ib/in. 0.23 -2.56 -3.71 -3.96 -2.51

1) Strain, Pin./-n. 7 106 173 233 -109.1
Stress, psi 70 1060 1730 2330 -4978

16 StraLn, In.iqin. 147 199 199 387 5444
Stress, psi 1470 1990 1990 3538 7491

15-16 Thrust, lb~iln; 50 99 121 1908 278
xmnt, in -lb/in. -0.49 -0.33 -0.09 -0.46 -3.89

Dc1 Deflectlip, In. -0.005 0.017 0.054 0.i00 0,167 N

D02 beflection, in. -0.009 0.015 0.047 0.072 0.088
1-2:9-10 Avg thrust 44 62 85 139 140
5-6:13-14 Avg thr it 34 93 149 180 282

q 1.38 o.67 0.57 0.77 0.50

Teat D-3 (Z 7A~ In.)

1 Strain, 4.I./'in. 319 2376 7863 13973 --
Stress, psi 3190 5986 8417 1050Q --

2 Strain, ,in ./in. -264 -1390 -4063 -9730 --
Stress, psi -2640 -5235 -6897 -9166 --

1-2 Mwust, b/in. 18 96 159 115 --
Ment, i..-lb/in. 2.05 4.95 6.57 8.66 --

3 Strain, uin./In. -45 -222 -386 -1052 -9530
Stress, psi -2.90 -2220 -3535 -4945 -9089

4 Strain, pin./in. 167 593 1493 3o68 17656
Stress, psi 1670 40•2 5324 0395 --

3-14 Thrust, lb/in. 38 102 178 183 --
Woent, in. -lb/in. -0.76 -2.40 -3.04 -4.30 "

5 Strain, vin./In. 30 -432 -651 -533 166
Stress, psi 300 -3688 -4181 -98 1660

6 Strain, 4DIn./In. 118 836 1447 1554 1206
Stress, psi 1180 4562 5284 5376 5077

5-6 Thrust, lb/in. 48 84 120 153 265
Moment, in.-lb/in. -0.31 -3.30 -3.86 -3.52 -0.,8

7 Strain,e in./ir. -136 44 515 946 1211
Stress, psi -1360 4.0 3901 4789 5081

8 Strain, pin./in. - -......
Stress, psi .. .. .. ....

7-8 Thrust, lb/in, - . .. . ....
oment, In.-lb/in . .. .. .. ...

9 Strain, pin./in. 271 527 703 803 8M
Stress, psi 2710 3926 4288 ".02 4572

10 Strain, gin./in. -261 -522 -657 -657 -687
Stress, psi -2610 -3915 -4193 -4193 -4255

9-10 Thrust, lb/in. 3 1 9 28 29
Momnt, i.-lb/In. 1.87 3.26 3.69 3.77 3.84

11 Strain, pin./In. -161 191 871 1.19 1504
Stress, psi -1610 1940 4631 5260 5333

12 Strain, in./in. 161 -50 -448 -569 -606
Stress, psi 1610 -500 -3717 -4053 -4068

S 11-12 Thrust, lb/in. 0 47 87 128 134Mo 1ment, in,-ib/In. -1.13 o.86, 3,34 3.71 3.74

13 Strain, pin./in. 94 -230 -325 -168 691
Stress, psi 940 -2300 -3250 .1680 4263

14 Strain, pIn./in. -24 478 918 1083 762
Stress, psi -2.0 3805 4731 4971 4110

13-lI4 Thrust, lb/In. 23 74 127 188 282
minent, In-lb/in. 0.42 -2.32 -2.89 .2.24 -0.05

15 Stran.n plA./in. .-154 -308 .411 -1101 -7581

Stress, psi -1540 -3080 -3609 -4987 -8339
16 Strain, iIn./in. 295 707 1521 3278 14530

Stress, psi 2950 4296 5348 (50P 10674
15-16 Thrust, lb/in, 46 98 175 188 195

bNcmt, In-.lb/ln. -1.58 -2.79 -3.12 -4.31 -8.03

01c DOflecti..m, in. 0.013 0.058 0.1•2 0.171 0.186
DC2 Deflection, in. 0.007 0.040 0.073 0.088 0.093
1-2:9-10 Av$ thrust 11 49 87 72

5-6:13-14 Avg thrust 36 79 12•4 171 21
0.31 o.62 0,68 0.142

Thtest 1 (z 1-4 AD .)

1 .Itriw n, oin.-lil. 561 269 .370 9051
Streas, psi V36 6296 7"59 am05

2 S-r1p0 .1966

2- Stai, gebe/in -348 -57 -5403 731

Stress, psi- 3 502-7
1.2 Thrust, lb/In. 57 1514 232 N

Moment: tn.-lb/In. 2.66 14.60 14.65 4.714

1 tan i.i.143 2R1 737 7%6
Stress, psi 1430 1uo4356 14397

14 itralm, vU ./ln. 132Wi143"
Pre~ss, psi 1320 3717 5290 7335

3.14 "Maut, lb/in. 8M80 32D 1403

5 %train, oin-/As. -Bw -24886 -21431
stress, PsI _J50 .5610 -600

6 Straie In Aln.lft- 431 3553 6360

!-6t T~ bWin. 77 19803 87
Noout, s -Ia.bils -2.08 -5.27 .5.51 .5.-1'*

(omemt~)

nmIna m fnn# ffiai um | m|a| n mmiII NlN m Il n



Table 5•0 (concuded)

O 0vervressure. DelIkasrsast 25 _50 _75 .90 95 100 130 •. 17 1_0 19

Test D-4 (z 1-3.4 in.) (Continued)
7 Strain, min./in. -253 250 826 1505

Stress, pal -2530 2500 4542 5334
S8 Strain, gi.n/in. 354 127 236 761

Stress, psi 3441 1270 2360 4408"7-8 Thraut, lb/in. 33 123 2A8 323
Mment, in. -lb/in. -2.13 0.43 0.63 0.30

9 Strain, in./-A. 318 1346 2366 3155
Stress, psi 3180 5198 5980 6439

10 Strain, p,.in n. -263 -665 -673 -459
Seve:s, psi -2630 -4210 -4226 -3750

9-10 Thrust, lb/in. 18 106 192 265
Moeut, In, -lb/in. 2.05 3.91 3.66 2.85

11 Strin, min./In. 478 141u 2397 3120
Stress, poi 3805 5253 5998 6421

12 Strain, pin./in. -252 -697 -692 -468
Stress, psi -2520 -4276 -4266 -3776

11-12 r rust, lb/In. 67 107 191 262
Nownt, in.-ib/in. 2.40 3.97 3.70 2.6L

13 Strain, pin./in. -230 -1270 -1577 -1292
Stress, psi -2300 -5132 -5396 -5151

14 4train, gin./A-. 476 3913 6811 934+7
Stress, psi 3799 Q,26 3042 9C19

13-14 Thrmt, lb/in. 74 201 279 361
Momet, in.-lb/in. -2.32 -. ,.8 -4.47 -3.86

15 Strain, pin./in. -175 '23 811 1121
Stress, psi -1750 23U 4511 5004

16 Strain, gsi.in. 444 36 985 3543
Stress, ps:" 3706 345"j 4869 6637

15-16 Thrust, lb/in. 83 "I 305 38.Momet, in.-lb!i. -2.o6 o• -0.13 -0.57

D01 Deflection, in. O.026 --...
De2 Deflection, in. 0.023 0.;;0 0.093 0.100

1-2:9-10 Avg thrust 38 130 162 289
5-6:13-14 Avg thrust 76 165 244 317
63 q 0.50 0.79 0.66 0.91

Test D-5 (Z -2-5/e in.)

I Strain, •in./in. 1591 7368 1i•2 11022
Stress, psi 5408 8257 9587 --

2 Strain, min./im. -871 -4137 -5661 -0 --
Stress, psi -4634 -699 -7584 -9234 --

1-2 Thrust, lb/in. 97 139 180 --..
Moment, in.-lb/in. 4.29 6.63 7.28 .. ..

3 Strain, gin./in. -397 -521 -715 -2740 -6975
Stress, psi -3567 -3913 -4313 -6204 -8105

4 Strain, min./in. 972 2104 4172 10259 20912
Stress, psi 4842 5822 7073 9350 --

3-h Thru.t, lb/in. 116 199 2s3 9 --
MPme,,t, in-lb/in. -3-18 -3.31 -3.28 -5.45 -o

5 Strain, gin./in. -201 -331 -77 602 878
Stress, psi -2010 -3310 -770 +080 4649

6 Strain, sin./in. 361 998 1617 166n 1408
Stress, psi 346& 4896 5431 5475 5251

5-6 Thrust, lb/in. 52 137 250 320 325
Moeunt, in.-lb/in. -1.97 -2.92 -1.79 -0.46 -0.19

7 Strain, gin./in. 198 529 541 660 680
Stress, psi 1980 3930 39.4 4200 4241

8 Strain, pin./in. -194 -289 89 194 206
Stress, psi -194o -2890 890 1940 2060

7-8 Thrust, lb/in. 1 68 184 226 230
Moment, in.-Ib/ii,. 1.38 2,60 1.12 0.71 0.67

9 Strain, sI./in. 168 1404 235 3160 316o
Stress, pal 3776 5247 6141 t4,42 644210 Strain, gin./in. -381 -iC6 -1251 .1269 -1273
Stress, psi -3520 -4922 -5116 -5131 -5135

9-1.0 Thrust, lb/in. 24 51 131 162 L62
9went, in.-1b/ln. 2.85 4.52 4.73 4-(5 4.65

13 Strain, min/in. -22 368 703 855 876
Stress, psi -220 3482 4268 4601 4645

12 Strain, pin./in. 127 6 208 389 408
Stretm, psi W70 80 2080 3541 3600

11-12 Thrust, lb/in 34 1&2 233 267 270
omwent. In..-h/in. -0.52 1.25 0.67 0,36 0.35

13 Strain, pin./in. -127 121 0 710 1356
stress, psi -4170 -2330 0 4303 5206

14 Strain, sin./in. 304 101+3 15d 1795 1726
Stres, psi 3t4* 4,+3 5406 )814 55214

13-14 Thrumt, lb/in. 56 11.a %0 649
Mument, in,-ib/in. -1.12 -2.51 -1.52 -0. 11 -0.

15 Strain, min./in. -Q28 -2511 -33 .1-(8 -5159
Strtss, psi 210-5.3-3V30 .54(o -7368

16 Strain, ii./in. 558 1 3173 7639 14749
Stress, psi 3989 519 6A8 8.61 10742

15-3.6 Thrust, lb/in. 93 1'281, 2914 am?
mnt, .in-m/A. -.2.40 -. ;',, -2.42 -,52 -6.9"

DCI Deflection, in. 0.008 14.A9 0.176 0.184 0.18
DI Defrlection, iA. 0.03P .j#41 o,0" 0.099 0.I0i
1-2I 9-10 Avg thrust 61 01 1- 6

5551 A.v0 t.6s .. 33.
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Table 5. 11

Strain, Stress, Thrust, and Moment; Tests D-6, D-7, D-8, D-9, D-10

Test D-10 Test D-6 Test D-9 Test D-6 Test D-7
Z 7/8 in. Z:=7/8 in. Z = 7/8 in. Z = 1-3A+ in. Z-1-3/4 in.

P =97*Psi P 16* psi P 1l48 psi Pa= 160' s 8 sGage Measurement Pso pi P0 psi Pa s 8Opi
1 Strain, gin./in. -- 3361 17296 13714 19059

Stress, psi -- 6541 -- 10421 --

2 Strain, gin./in. .- -891 -15970 -5512 -10134
Stress, psi -- -4675 -- -7520 -9312

1-2 Thrust, lb/in. -- 218 -- 251 --
Moment, in.-lb/in. -- 3.90 -- 7.16 --

3 Strain, gin./in. -- 343 -14665 -5063 -7055
Stress, psi -- 3409 -10716 -7327 -8136

4 Strain, in./in.-- -- 5836 14380 19105
Stress, psi .... 7659 10628 --

3-4 Thrust, lb/in. -- ... 283 --
Moment, in.-lb/in. ..-- -7.30 -6.90 --

5 Strain, 4in./in. -- 1174 9087 3881 5384
Stress, psi -- 5.50 8918 6809 7465

6 Strain, gin./in. -- 550 17760 -665 -686
Stress, psi -- 3973 -- -4210 -4253

5-6 Thrust, lb/in. -- 298 -- 268 314
Moment, in.-lb/in. -- 0.40 -- 3.26 3.10

7 Strain, gin./in. -- -53 1468 860 -2511
Stress, psi -- -530 5302 4612 -6067

8 Strain, gin./in. -- 1933 -411 591 6892
Stress, psi -- 5702 -3609 4057 8073

7-8 Thrust, lb/in. -- 271 170 282 216
Moment, in.-lb/in. -- -1.68 3.14 0.20 -5.52

9 Strain, gin./in. 1551 3195 -- 2865 -1910
Stress, psi 5374 6459 -- 6279 -5683

10 Strain, gin./in. -1306 -576 -- 720 5327
Stress, psi -5163 -4027 -- 4323 7441

9-10 Thrust, lb/in. 29 250 -- 358 204
Moment, in.-lb/in. 4.83 3.18 -- o.62 -5.10

11 Strain, gin./in. 349 -754 -- 880 50w
Stress, psi 3426 -4393 -- 4653 3886

12 Strain, ain./in. 0 3827 -- 3477 295
Strev, psi 0 6782 -- 6603 2950

11-12 Thrust, lb/in. 113 25 -- 377 231
Moment, in.-lb/in. 1.23 -3.49 -- o0.64 0.28

13 Strain, gin./in. 517 665 -- 2079 3998
Stress, psi 3905 4210 -- 5807 6869

14 Strain, gin./in. 0 480 -- 1935 206
Stress, psi 0 3811 -- 5704 2060

13.14 Thrust, lb/in. 1514 261 .- 374 362
Moment, in.-lb/in. 1.47 o.1.4 *-0.o1 1.18

15 Strain, gin./in. -2171 823- .-76 -11447
Stress, psi -%863 4535 -M 9719

16 Strain, gdn./in. 8019 1105 M.596 22539
Stress, psi 8507 499o 7720

15-16 Thrust, lb/in. 272 312 323 -.
Moment, in..lb/in. -5.06 -0.17 -- .3.21 --

1-2t9-10 Avg thrust -- 305
5-6:13-14 Avg tbrust o - 321 33

q -- 0.8-4 0.95 --

s No failime.
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APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF ALUMINUM TUBE MATERIAL

The cylindrical test specimens were cut from 12-ft lengths of

Alcoa, drawn, aluminum tubing which was comnercially available. Static,

mechanical properties for the material are published in the manufacturer's

literature, Aluminum Company of America (1960, p 59, and 1962, p 162).

However, the values given are either minimum or average values, and hence

do not adequately describe a given piece of tubing. Additionally, it was

necessary to know the full stress-strain curve for the material up to the

maximum strains experienced during the cylinder tests. In many cases,

these strains far exceeded the indicated yield values.

Longitudinal tension test specimens were cut from each end and

from the center section of the 12-ft lengths of tubing. The specimens

averaged about 10 in. in length and were proportioned in accordance with

ASTM Designation: E8-61T, ASTM STANDARDS 1961, Part 3 (pp 165-181).

The flat grips of the tension test machine proved unable to hold

the slightly curved test specimen adequately once yielding commenced.

Therefore, a special adapter was designed to accommodate the curvature of

the specimen to the flat test grips.

Specimen from the tubes designated A, B, and C were all tested

at the University of Illinois in a Tinius Olsen Testing Machine. It was

used as a constant strain-rate device. An average crosshead speed of 0.05

in./min was used. It was first thought that the strain could be re-

corded adequately by monitoring with a manually operated Baldwin strain

indicator. This proved satisfactory only for strains below first yield.

The strain indicator operator was not able to keep a continuoua balance
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above yield due to the large strain changes. Hence, the system finally

established utilized a Moseley X-Y plotter to record both load and strain

simultaneously.

Specimens from the tubes designated D and E were tested at WES

in a 30,000-lb, Riehle universal testing machine. An X-Y piotter was

again employed.

Average stress-strain curves were developed for each 12-ft tube.

They are plotted in Fig. A.- and reduced to a finite nwnber of digitized

points in the tables shown on the figure. These points were used to

describe the curve for the computer program.

The tension tests revealed no systematic variation in stress-

strain characteristics along the length of the 12-ft tubes. The modulus

6
of elasticity for the material, 10 X 10 psi (+5%), was verified by all

of the tests. However, the inelastic stress-strain curves for the 6061-0

A, D, and E material varied from the average by +10 percent. The overall

accuracy of the measurements, procedure, and reduction of data "or the

6o0l-T6 and 5052-0 material was within +5 percent of the average.

Although tubes A, D, and E were made of the same material,

6061-0, the inelastic stress-strain properties were sufficiently different

from tube to tube that separate stress-strain curves were utilized in the

data reduction.

Handbook yield values taken from Alumimnm Corpawy of America

(1960, p 59) point up the fact that all the tubing does, in fact, exceed

the manufacturer's indicated strengths. The values are indicated in

Fig. Aer.

The stress-strain properties in Fig. A-l vere used in the
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comPutation of thrust and moment under both static MA dyMnaic loading. It
was assumed that the static stress-strain relation would be a good approxi-
mation of the dynamic stress-strain relation. Alumirnt is not, in general,

strain-rate sensitive according to Steidel and Makerov (1960) and

I

I

*

4

I
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APPENDIX B, PROPERTIES OF SANGAMON RIVER
AND COOK'S BAYOU SANDS

B.1 Placement Techniques

Since special effort was made to place and control the quality of

the soil medium, it is probably denser and more uniform than that which

could be obtained in a field installation.

B.1.1 Sangaon River Sand

This sand was stored in closed 55-gal drum near the testing

device. A 2-gal water bucket was filled with sand, weighed on Toledo

scales (0.1-lb graduations), carried to the test device and sprinkled into

place. The sand was placed in 6-in. lifts. After 6 in. of sand had been

placed, the lift was vibrated with a probe-type, concrete vibrator (Viber

Co., Model II). The probe was vibrated completely through the 6-in. lift

and was positioned on 2-in. centers in an ever-decreasing spiral around

the center. This process was repeated until the test device was filled

(four lifts) and screeded off.

A trench was then scooped out of the center of the sand and the

cylinder placed at its intended depth and levele4. The sand was backfilled

in the vicinity of the cylinder in 3/4-in. lifts by sprinkling the lift in

and then rodding with a small ruler and taming with a piece of wood.

.The weight of sand displaced by the cylinder placinnt and sub-

sequent backfilling was measured for each test. By assuming an effective

volt of soil to be disturbed dwing placmnt, it was possible to cal-

culate the average density of the and in the iedeiate vicinity of the

cylind s. The calculatioas indicated an average density of 105.4 + 1.5

pct. The horisoatal stiffness oaculati•ns in Section 6.2 also verify the
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fact that the sand was very stiff. Penetration tests were not run because

of the likelihood of disturbing the cylinder specimen. Additionally, re-

cent research at WES* on the use of penetration tests in dense sand has

indicated that inherent scatter in hand-operated penetration test data with-

in a layer is so great that variations in density on the order of 1 or 2 pcf

are effectively masked.

The overall density was established by dividing the measured

weight of the sand placed by the known volume of the test device (less the

cylinder volume). The overall density was very reproducible and averaged

1040. pcf with a minima of 103.5 pcf and a maximum of 104.-5 pcf.

The strain gages were continuously monitored during the place-

ment. The A and B groups of cylinders were insensitive to the placement,

but great care had to be exercired in backfilling around the very thin

C group. In all cases the tendency was for elongation of the vertical axis.

However, Inessed strains were kept below 50 Ain./in.

B.1.2 Cook's Bayou Sand

This snd was stored in piles on the floor and shoveled into the

hopper of a sprinkling (also known as raining or showering) device. The

gross weight as seeswed by an electric load cell. The sprinkling device

was placed over the SELO base and siintained a known distance above the

surface (24 in.) yVhile the device was slowly turned at a constant rate,

the sand dropped through the hoses, Fig. B.1. A density-height of fal

stx vas adsie to determine an optisi turnig rate and height of

Private ooinioation with J. 0. Jacks=, Jr., Chief of the Iulse
Load Section, Soils Division, U. S. Arnq uaw Wterug Experiment
Station, 3, Vlicsbur'g, Die.., A 1 13, 1
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fall. * The full merits of the sprink~ling technique are discussed by II

Whitman and others (19,62., Appendix B).

The sand vas placed up to the proposed level of the botto, of

the cylinder. The cylinder was then positioned and sand vas sprinkled in

a manner intended to duplicate the free-field placement to bed the lover

portion (90 degrees to 270 degrees). A piece of cardboard vas used to

deflect the sand beneath the spring line. The sprinkler vas then reposi-

tioned1 and the remainder of the sand placed. The excess vas screeded trom

the top to form a flat surface. A study"H to determine the effect oft
sprinkling sand around a small-scale buried structure has shown that the{

density in the vicinity of the stnzctvwe can be about 2 pef loes than the

average density in the free field.

The average density was, 106.6 + 1.0 pof. There vas awe scatterI

in average density vith the sprinking technique than with the vibration

technique used for the Sangamon River sand. A

B.2 Soil Strengh and Deformation Chariacteristics

B.*2.1 Po~M ivrSn

This sand was obtained from the Pontiac Stone CoqiaaW' bbcmwt,

1l1inis.- It vas vet and not of desired gradation when received.- A qatema

out lined ty Prskash (1962, p 223) Vas used to obtain a u~itoam sand c~aw-

able to that tested by Hsiiron (1963). The sasd mepreed an the floor or

W . J. TWJUr9ia1 Chief , Sols DivisiMon VMS, "Soil Tests an Spinkled
Cook's Bayou, No. 1 Bud 8Wl1 Ilast Load Generator BpedD.DB, Nintb.
dm for: Chief, Wholear Veqpms Rthcts Division,9 JaI4 22, 961..
R* . W. C'wM Chisf. Sa1 3Anyae mjgS*sDiiin, S 2

Iffect of an 8.Ia.-Ultntew Arab on the DOMitW Prodnmd by 8hmwaft
Plaotms Ufthod," ua~ for: CMif valeer %%spons amfots
Division, Dsce~er 4,196R..
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the Illinois civil engineerin test track and dried. Then, 8-lb batches

were subjected to 5 min of sieving on a Gilson shaker (Model CL-262) that

was fitted with a No. hO and No. 60 sieve. The material retained on the

No. 60 sieve was utilized for this investigation. The grain size distribu-

tion is shown in Fig. B.2.

The static, stress-deformation characteristics in triaxial arr'

conasolSamter tests are presented in Fig. B.3. These tests were run on

sand having a density as close as possible to the overall average density

used during the cylinder tests. The relative density, Dr , is also l3sted

In Fig. B.3. Standard procedures were used.* Moduli and shear strength

data are presented In FU. B.5.

B.2.2 Cook's Bayou San

This sand is counnoy used In most of the WES blast load gener-

ator experiments, e.g. Toner (1 96). It was procured Lxcaly and its

characteristics were originally documented (then called Berm Pierre Sand

No. 1) In a WIE Soils Division Memorandum for Record.• However, recent

laboratory tests perfomed for this investigation, Figs. BA. and B.5, in.

dicate that the one-dmensional stress-strain curve and ang1.l of internal

friction for a density of 106 pef in the aemorandum were in error.

It is evident that the two suds used hafve nearly Identical

laboratory properties at the densities employed because they were placed

at e*qm relative densities. Also, the dixierences in the techniques used

* Described in a laboratory main prepared by the Vaterwap Experiment
Station for the Orrice, Chief of Engineers, which will be issued as a
Corps ot feetmrs Engineer Nml.

SP F. N.dala, IqAula Load Section, Soils Division, V8B, "Soils labors.
tory Texts an Bayou Pierre Sand No. 1," Memoraftbm for Record, 1963.
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to place the sand in the vicinity of the cylinder negate any refinements in

exp! %ining differences in laboratory soil properties. The sand awrAond the

cylinder in the Cook's Bayou sand tests may have been only of medium rela-

tive density.

B.3 Elastic Properties

Hencdron (1963, p 84) concluded that the coefficient of earth

pressure a.. rests, K , varies inversely with the angle of itnterrma fric-

tion, s , as determined fron drained triaxial tests.

K 1- sina B.I

For these sands, In g1•. B.5, and therefore

1: = si n 3e -I 0.6 - 0.4 P.2
o

l1 the soil w-re an elastic medz,

V

ad hence
Ke .

V K. 84

wheo V0 Is Polson's ratio for the soil.

Young's modulus of elastictAy r-w the soil, S1 , B b- eXprea~d

in terlm of the constrained modulus from t e oocesoldation tests MI , as

(z v)( - •,} )Z.- (1 V XI, 2VB.
8.5

il 0,-,9) o. 1 - 0.•
"(I1 0,9)

0.71 0c 'O

Varlatios of the costrined ,etant mo"VAlu, v vith vertical

premswe are plotted In F14. 8.5. une-41enslonml properties ob•tined at
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several relative densities for the Cook's Bayou No. 1 sand are reported by

McNulty (1965).

Whitman and Healy (1962), discussing triaxial test results, and

Davisson (1964), discussing one-dimensional test results, have indicated

that essentialljy no dynamic strain-rate effects exist for dense, dry sands

of the type used in this investigation.

0?

I : :
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APPENDIX C. PROPERTIES OF BUCKSHOT CLAY

C.l Placement Techniques

The placement of small-scale test structures in a clay soil is a

new endeavor. Luscher and Hoeg (1964, pp 219-225) pointed out some of the

difficulties in soil control. Inherent in the WES test setup are two addi- I
tional difficulties: (a) the cylinder ends are closed before burial so

that strutting the diameters is impracticable; (b) the cylinder cannot be

positioned vertically for soil placement and then positioned horizontally

for loading because the test chamber is a complete ring and cannot be

sectioned.

It was therefore decided to use a technique already developed

for footing tests, Carroll (1963) and Jackson and Hadala (1964), to place

and compact the clay to the top of the 2-ft-deep test device. The cylinder

would then be placed in the medium by cutting out a trench of appropriate

dimensions in the center of the clay specimens and carefully backfilling

around the cylinder. The technique for accomplishing the latter task was

determined and patterned after procedures described in a feasibility

study.* Although adequate for the present investigation, the technique

still has some drawbacks which will be discussed below.
STheprocdurefollwed n plcingthe -ft-thick clay upein

The procedure followed In placing the 2 ecimen

in the SBLG ring is shown its Fig. C.l. The clay was mixed in a pupill and

brought to the test area by truck, Fig. C.la. When stored, the clay was

kept continuously sealed in a polyet)Wlene membrane (wrapper) except when

* R. W. Cu=W, Chief, Soil Dynamics Branch, Soils Division, WES, "Tent&-
tive Placement Technique for Cylinders Dwied in Clay Specimens," MOe-
rand AforML Chief, Nuclear Weapons Effects Division, 1965 (in
preparsition).
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soil was removed. The soil was processed on Fridays and allowed to

cure over a weekend. The soil was weighed so that each loose lift, Fig.

C.lb, would produce a 2-in. compacted lift. The loose soil was first

hand-tamped, Fig. C.lc, and then compacted by three passes of a pneumatic

tamper, Fig. C.id. The soil surface was scarified, Fig. C.le, between

lifts. The quality of the placement was controlled and chtcked primarily

through the use of density samples, Fig. C.lf. Vane-shear tests, Fig.

C.ig, were made for certain specimens. Unconfined and confined compressive

tests were performed on soil cubes that were taken from the top 8 in. of

the specimen before and after each test. The pretest cube was taken at a

distance of 1 ft from the cylinder and the hole was filled in a manner to

duplicate the free-field placemeut. Thesc results, as well as water con-

tent and density determinationsare given in Table C.1.

The cylinder was placed by cutting out an area in the center of

the 2-ft-thick clay specimen, Fig. C.2a. The length and width of the

cavity were the same for all tests and only the depth was varied. A

template was used to size the excavation, Fig. C.2b, and it also served

as a guide for the scooping operations, Fig. C.2c, which cut out a seat

for the bottcs half of the cylinder. The half-cylindrical cavity was

formed exactly to the cylinder dimensions, and areas were carved out to

accommodate the strain gages and end nuts, Fig. C.2d. The cylinder was

then placed in the carved-out area, Fig. C.2e. The backfill was placed

in loose, 3/A-in. lifts, Fig. C.2f, and compacted by three passes of a

Harvard miniature covactor, Fig. C.2g. A lift is shown in place in

Fig. C.2h. It is believed that very close contact was achieved between

the claW a:A the cylinder.
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All 16 hoop strain gages were monitored during the placement

operation. Some strain was impressed into the cylinder during each phase

of the placement. Although several remedial methods (such as imposing a

small vertical load on the cylinder through a saddle adapter) were tried

to eliminate the strains, it was only possible to minimize them. About

40 percent of the total strain caused by placement occurred during the

first seating phase, Fig. C.2e. Much of the remainder came during the

first and second backfilling lifts; very little disturbance was noted in

the cylinder due to lifts placed after the crown was covered.

The strains were primarily bending in nature and were most

severe at the quarter points. The strains indicated that the cylinders

assumed a slight vertical-elliptical shape. They probably did not sig-

nificantly influence the failure pressure or mode of failure.

The average impressed strain resulting from the placement is

shown in Fig. C.3. It is apparent that this placement technique must be

improved before it can be applied to more flexible cylinders. Dorris and

Albritton (1965) had very satisfactory results with this technique on a

stiffer cylinder (EI/ 3 = 82).

The placement technique was tedious and required a considerable

amount of time. So much hand labor is involved that each of the ten tests

required an average of one reek in the testing device. Great care bed to

be taken to keep the clay sealed to avoid moisture losa. The water con-

tent determination from the cube tests indicates that this Vas successful

(Table C.1).

The placement technique in the WES laboratory is probably oetter

than that vhich could be achieved in a field installation.
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C.2 Soil Strength and Deformation Characteristics

The gradation curve and specific gravity, G , ire shown ins

Fig. C.4. The clay is classified as a CH , and the .esults of several

Atterberg limits tests are shown in Fig. C.5. The static, unconfined

compressive strengths, qu , were determined in the laboratory from samples

taken from 8-in. cubes cut from the in-place clay specimens (the hole was

refilled to the same density). The results are plotted in Fig. C.6. Aver-

age values are listed for each test in Table C.l.

In order to establish the quality of the backfill, specimens of

cl•y were compacted a. a mold in as nearly the same mnner as the backfill

was compacted. Unconfined specimens were cut from the mold and tested.

The results are plotted in Fig. C.6. Thosecoupled with the information

from the vane-shear tests, indicate that the backfill was about 25 percent

weaker than the compacted soil in the free field. Some of the weaker mold

specimens were honeycombed (visual inspection) and this resulted in the

lover values plotted in Fig. C.6 and the lover density values plotted in

Fig. C.9. These molds were made during the early weeks of the investiga-

tion, and tiny my not have been truly representative of the compacted

backfill.

&tatic triaxial (UU) test results are plotted tn Fig. C.7. The

4egree of sturaitton, Sr 8 was about. 90 percent and an apparent friction

aNgLe, 0 , equal to 1.1 degrees -was deduced.

In order to establish an approxition to the one-dAwnsional

etress-strean relation, three consolidation tests were rum in wtich the

vertical stresas we olied end the deformtio.i recorded as a fuwtion of

tins, FIg. C.7.



Moduli from the triaxial (•Ij) tests are p-otted against confinlri

pressure, ,3 , in Fig. C.8. These moduli exhibited a regligibl, increase

with confining pressurt: and a line representing the average value is shown.

Also in Fig. C.8, the secant modulus from the consolidation test at 6 see

elapsed time (after load application) is plotted wvi!t respect to verticlal

pressure.

The dry density, 7y , is shown in Fig. C.9 with respect to water

content. It can be seen that the in-place soil is vely similar to that

used by Jackson and Hadala (1964).

Carroll (1963) conducted dynamic triaxial teste on buckshot clay

(w = 27.1%) and indicated that the clay is strain-rate sensitive. However,

the dynamic cylinder tests of this investigation either msked the effect

or did not benefit from it. Kane and others (1964) discussed the behavior

of clay under rapid and dynamic loading.
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Fig. C .2 Placement of Cylinider in Buckshot Clay and Subsequent Backfilling
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APPENDIX D. TRANSDUCERS

D.1 Strain Gages

Gages 3/8 in. iong were used because gages long enough to give

reasonable average strains but short enough to eliminate the necessity of

making curvature corrections were desired.

However, to initiate the investigation while the 3/8-in. gages

were being procured, cylinders B-1 through B-5 were instrumented with

1/A-in.-long gages. They were Budd Metalfilm strain gages, Type C12 14lB,

1/4 in. by 1/8 in. The reminder of the B group and all of the A and C

groups were instrumented with Type C12 161. These gages were all

temperature-compensated for aluminua. They are not classified as post-

yield strain gages but are capable of measuring strains accurately to

4-5 percent, according to the musnfacturer. The gages functioned satis-

factorily on tension test specimens (Appendix A) in that they measured

strains accurately to values greater than 2 percent, and appeared to

perform satisfa.ctorily for the cylinder measurements.

Procuwment coMllcations prevented the acquisition of identical

gages for cylinder goups D and I. Instead, Baldwvin-Lm-Ntltou gages,

TYPO FA-3-12413, vere used. These are also 3/A-in. gages vhich are

t~.ratiwe-ted for aluiminu. The umafaturer indicates that

the$e ae accurate to 2 percent strain and th4y perfaned satLsfctorily

on tension test specimen straiaed bqed 1-5/10 pWcent.

aatman 910 ewmt vs tried as a *. adhsve on mmsrl

tension test specius, but vas found to be unatiaetwy for srai

levels beyond 0., percent. Armtron aftve C-v va nmo" boad
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all of the strain gages to the cylinders.

The inside gages were waterproofed by an application of Gagekote

No. 1 (a solvent-thinned synthetic resin compound) while the outside gages

were covered with Gagekote No. 5 (a two-compound, rubber-like epoxy resin)

followed by Gegekote No. 2 (a solvent-thinned nitrile rubber) to isolate

then further from the soil media.

A limlted study wae made to determine the potential influence of

the soil pressure (acting as a norul force) on the outside strain gages.

Y Four gages were mounted on a piece of i/2-in.-thick aluminum plate and

covered vith various protective coatings, Fig. D.I. Gage 1 had a metal

cover so that no soil pressure could reach the gage, and hence it served

as a control on the response of the other three gages. All gages were

waterproofed. Gage 2 was covered with a 0.015-in.-thick strip of fish-

paper, gage 3 with Gagekote No. 5, and gage 4 with a piece of electrical,

rabber tape. The plate was horizontally buried in sand and loaded stati-

aL11Y to 300 psi. Negligible differences were noted in the r,'spose of the

four gages, and the technique used for gage 3 was selected for its ease of

Use.

D-2 Dis•nter Chae Ges

A diameter chane gage vss required which vould be expendable

since the cylinder collapse vould destroy anything inside. The transducer

used was reaien-dd by Professor V. J. McDonald of the UnLVersity of

Illinois. It consisted of a curved strip of O.Ol-in.-thick brass shim

stock in. ty 6 in., Fig. D.2. Budd Metalfila, TM Cl2 141B, strain

ges vexe oRted an each side of the strip's center with fettnn 910

coment *Te M pps vere joined electrical• y to indicate only the bending
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strains. Two 1/32-in.-diameter holes were drilled in each end of the strip

and in the cylinder. The same nut and bolt arrangement, was used for mount-

ing the strip in the cylinder, Fig. 4.ia, as was used in calibration.

Each diameter change gage was calibrated in extension and com-

pression in a Pratt and Whitney Super Micrometer. The apparent strain gage

output was a linear function of displacement, and amounted to 5 •in ./n.

per 0.001 In. of diameter change.

The gage could not be used for rapid or dynamic testing because

it experienced excessive ringing under these loadings, Gages were coated

with petroelastic to dampen the spurious vibrations but no inproveeent

resulted.

D.3 Overpressure LG

For the tests conducted at the University of Illinois, Bourdon

gages were used to measure the static overpressure. Their accuracy was

verified relative to other available gagee.

The rapid pressure tests were monitored by a Kistler pieso-

electric pressure transducer Model 601. The transducer was calibrated

prior to testing ad its output was a linear function of overprewsswe,

0. 4 1 picocoulaubs per psi or about 125 psi per inch ofi paper deflectioul.

The gage was checked after each teso, and no calibration changes vere

required.

Both the static and dyrutic tcsts at WRS vere mmitored b'

Norwood presure trmedaceraw Mtdel 211. These were stat o1 I alibrated

prior to each test, and exhibited a geueraU1 linear response. They vere

ranged for about 250 psi/in, of paper deflection stat1ially, and 125

psi/in, of paper deflection dnmicsa,•.

SN1w -
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At least two gages were used in each test and the measured

pressure for the gages was within +5 percent of the uverage. A Bourdon

gage was used to verify the peak static pressure and thereby made the

static values more reliable; but the dynamic results probably varied

either because of the use of a static calibration or because of the

motions of the gage mounts. The gages were located between the firing

tubes in the dynamic bonnet. A study by Kennedy and Sadler (1965) has

I shown that the surface pressure distribution is uniform within +10 percent.
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/ Fig. D.1 Strain Gage Test

Fig., D-tiatr ine4
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